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7 The Maturing of !e DOD Acquisition Process David D. Acker

This paper provr',es a comprehensive overview of the development of
the defense systems acquisition process over three decades. The author
traces the development of the policies, directives, management procedures,
and concepts that have been designed, used, and sometimes discarded, in
the movement toward the efficient acquisition of defense systems.

78 Affordability Let's Not Make It a Dirty Word
b LRear Admiral L. S. Kollmorgen, USN

Lieutenant Commander S. E. Briggs, USN

"Affordability' is another of the terms associated with defense systems
acquisition that is often discussed but rarely adequately defined. The
authors attempt to define the affordability concept, describe how it should
be applied, and discuss its potential payoff.

S84' -What We Always Knew About Acquisition but Were Afraid to Do;
Dr. William C. Wall, Jr.

Leonard L. Rosen
The increasing length of the acquisition process is the object of constant

concern and frequent analysis, The authors here propose a method for
shortening the process through the sequencing of quantified development
milestones with specific, phased, production tasks.

96 'Government Data Policys Is It a Threat to U.S. Technoloy -

Charles S. Haughey

Almost every performance of a major defense contract involves the
question of rights in data. Mr. Haughey argues that certain DOD practices

Sregarding such rights act to the detriment of the interests of U.S. industry.
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104 "-International Transfer of Intellectual Property for Defense
Materiel .\ John S. W. Fargher, Jr.

The increasing number of international development programs creates
problems in the handling of intellectual property. Mir. Fargher discusses
some of these difficulties and the various mechanisms by which transfers of
such property may be made.

114 "'ambling rough Economics 9 ' Dr. Franz A. P. Frisch
In the author's view, economics as a science has not yet developed to

the stage of maturity represented by physics or medicine. For this reason,
there is still a great deal of fuzzy thinking about the inputs and outputs of
an economic system. Dr. Frisch discusses this situation and introduces his
concept of the "Graphs of Economics" as an aid to economic understanding.

122 >Problems in Numerical Input for the Source Selection Process:-
Robert F. Williams

One of the most important steps in an acquisition program is the selec-
tion of a contractor. The process by which this selection is made is com-
plicated and can lead to costly mistakes if care is not taken. Mr. Williams
discusses the multiattribute utility model for providing numerical input for
the source selection decision and provides advice and cautions in its use.

129 The 6rigins of t Military-industrial Complex, Aaureen P. Sullivan
The term "military-industrial complex" is at ce familiar and

misunderstood. The author traces the development of the term and the
military, social, and political relationship that it purports to describe.

140 ,~ Reading Computer Programs as a Managerial Activity.140 
Dr. Harlan D. Mills

The quality and validity of computer programs have traditionally been
gauged by evaluating the final product-the computer output. This has
been, primarily, because of the difficulty of reading the program itself.
Dr. Mills argues for the writing of structured programs, which allows the
programmer to organize his computer commands more logically and the
supervisor to evaluate the program more easily.
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from the editor...

Each year, the Defense Systems Management College graduates more than
300 students from its Program Management Course. This is the longest and most
demanding course offered by the College, and its students represent a cross sec-
tion of the acquisition community. They come here to learn, obviously, using the
resources of the College. But, just as important to the College and to everyone in
the acquisition business, they are, in themselves, an educational resource. Collec-
tively, the students in the Program Management Course represent years of hard-
earned experience in various aspects of acquisition management. The College ad-
ministration does everything possible to tap that experience and use it to further
the College mission of acquisition management education.

What does this have to do with the Defense Systems Management Review?
Plenty. The Autumn 1980 Review will contain a number of short papers prepared
by students of Program Management Course Class 80-1 dealing with program
funds management. The Winter 1981 issue, which will be heavily weighted
toward cost estimating and cost analysis, will have a number of student papers on
that topic. If it works, we anticipate continuing this kind of student involvement
in the DSMC publications pregram indefinitely. This will give the students the
opportunity to really think about and analyze an issue or problem, and it will

give the Review readership the opportunity to benefit from the results of that
thought and analysis,

In the meantime, we still welcome papers from any of you out there with
something useful to say about this business of systems development and acquisi-
tion. You can call us to talk about it, or just submit your paper without prior con-
tact. Either way, we'd like to hear from you.

4 4
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The Maturing of the

7 DOD Acquisition Process

David D. Acker

The United States is approaching a crossroads. As a nation, we have a
choice to make. We can choose to continue our role of responsible leadership in
the community of nations in the free world, or we can choose to abdicate that
role. Our survival will depend in large measure upon maintenance of a credible
military and economic posture and-perhaps even more importantly-our abili-
ty to marshall defense resources in a timely manner to meet any enemy threat.
Secretary of Defense Harold Brown recently said, "We must decide now whether
we intend to remain the strongest nation in the world. The alternative is to let
ourselves slip into inferiority, into a position of weakness... and to become a
nation with more of a past than a future."

History has graphically and repeatedly taught us that it is folly to depend sole-
ly upon treaties and arms limitations for our security. We must continue to have
well-trained and disciplined troops, adequately armed and supported, positioned
at strategic locations throughout the free world. To ensure these troops are pro-
vided with first-class defense (weapon) systems, we must continue the effective
government and industry working relationship in the environment of mutual
respect and trust that has prevailed since World War II.

Author's note: I want to express my appreciation to the many people both within and outside the
government who reviewed and commented on this paper during its early stages of preparation. Many
of their comments and recommendations are reflected in the final version. My special thanks go to
Mr. John H. Richardson, President of Hughes Aircraft Company, who reviewed this work and
pointed up a significant problem in acquisition. He said: "'Your draft on the defense acquisition proc-
ess over the last 30 years is indeed a monumental effort. It is especially interesting to look back over
this time period that represents the working period for many of us since World War I. In retrospect,
we have produced a great number of highly effective weapon systems with varying degrees of efficien-
cy. However, the bureaucracy has grown at such a rate, it is not surprising that costs are increasing
and the time to deploy effective military hardware has increased by a factor of two or three. I am con-
cerned that our approach has been to institutionalize to solve the problems rather than to give the in-
dustry and military program managers the responsibility and authority to carry out their assigned

j tasks as efficiently as possible. I think your paper highlights this problem and provides the visibility
necessary if it is ever to be resolved."

David D. Acker is Professor of Management and Senior Advisor at the Defense Systems Manage-
ment College. Prior to joining DSMC, he was assigned for 3 years to the Office of the Director,
Defense Research and Engineering, where one of his responsibilities was the development, coordina-
tion, and communication of policy associated with major defense systems acquisition. Mr. Acker
spent 23 years in industry in design engineering, project engineering, and program management
associated with Air Force, Navy, and Army contracts. He has taught engineering and management
courses at Rutgers University. VP, and UCLA, and is the author of numerous articles on manage-
ment, design, and communications. Mr. Acker holds B.S. and M.S. degrees in mechanical engineering
from Rutgers University.
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8 Defense Systems Management Review

Introduction

The basic objective of our defense spending is preparedness, not the prosecu-
tion of hostilities. In this environment, the maintenance and upgrading of current
defense systems, as well as procurement of major new defense systems, represent
a significant activity of, and cost to, the Department of Defense (DOD). Threats
stemming from different political philosophies in the international arena, and the
constant pressure to contain costs, have resulted in increased attention being
placed on the defense systems acquisition process-a process that depends upon a
close working relationship between DOD and industry.

During World War II, the government-industry teamwork enabled this nation
to become the "arsenal of democracy." We fulfilled our requirements for defense
systems in a profit-motivated, free-enterprise environment. We must continue to
do so in the decade of the 1980s.

President Dwight D. Eisenhower, in his farewell address to the nation in
January 1961, pointed out that the United States was facing a hostile ideology;
therefore, our military establishment provides a "vital element in keeping the
peace .... Our arms must be mighty, ready for instant action, so that no poten-
tial aggressor may be tempted to risk his own destruction." We are still facing a
hostile environment. Therefore, in the 1980s we cannot risk emergency im-
provisations for national defense.

The United States didn't really have "an armament (defense) industry" until
after the Korean conflict, Eisenhower explained. In previous wars this country
had been able to convert from the production of "plowshares" to "swords" in
time to meet any national emergency. At the start of the 1960s, Eisenhower found
this approach to be no longer viable. A return to the plowshares to swords ap-
proach would have been unwise because of the growing technical complexity of
our defense systems and equipment; the long lead times required for design,
development, production, and testing; and the attendant increased costs of
defense systems. If the United States had returned to the in extren'is approach to
national defense, it would have left our country vulnerable to would-be ag-
gressors.

A 'Eisenhower also conveyed another concern when he said that "in the councils
of government we must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted influence,
whether sought or unsought, by the military-industrial complex." The concern
that Eisenhower expressed was shared by citizens both in and out of government.
It was the concern of these people that a community of interests might be
developing that could influence the magnitude and direction of our domestic and
foreign policies. Included in this community-the military-industrial com-
plex-were corporation executives, military officers, civilian bureaucrats, con-

* gressmen, and others. At the center of the community was the unique relation-

'I
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DOD Acquisition Process 9

ship between DOD-the customer-and the companies within defense in-
dustry-the contractors. Some patriotic citizens went so far as to say that we had
progressed from an arsenal of democracy to a military-industrial complex com-
posed of a group of people concerned only with their own interests and welfare.

The question that required an answer in the early 1960s was this: Are the
government and industry keeping each other in check, or are they acting in con-
cert to reinforce one another? In other words, would the DOD-industry teams
coalesce to the point that they would be free to operate without constraint? Were
this to happen, the traditional balance normally maintained by our political
system would be jeopardized. The -inswer, of course, was-and still is-that the
traditional checks and balances will remain intact.

The Concept of Program Management

During the 1950s and 1960s, the concept of program management-the
business and technical management of selected tasks using a centralized manage-
ment authority -evolved from the need for an organized approach to managing
the defense systems acquisition process. This process consists of a complex cycle
that commences with identification of a need and the conception of a system to
satisfy the need. The cycle ends-following deployment (and possible modifica-
tion) of the system-with the retirement of the system from the inventory, or the
expenditure of the system in service, as in the case of an air-to-air missile. A pro-
gram-for purposes of this article-may be considered as an aggregation of con-
trolled, time-phased events designed to accomplish a definite objective. Often a
program involves a pyramid of contractually interrelated government, contrac-
tor, subcontractor, and supplier organizations for long periods of time. In this
complex environment, the performance of any one organization can affect the
others. Procurement methods and practices present a formidable challenge to the
government-industry teams established to manage programs. Experience gained
since the Korean conflict indicates that successful completion of a defense system
program depends not only on the contractual environment, but also upon an
understanding and proper application of a number of management systems
developed by both DOD and industry.

Beginning in the late 1950s, the framework for program management-as we
know it today- was established by the Air Force Systems Command in a series
of regulations popularly referred to as the "375 series." These regulations and the

ji accompanying manuals originated in missile/space programs, where failure
could not be tolerated, and went into detail as to how systems acquisition should
be managed from formulation of a system concept until "phase-out."

As program offices for managing the systems acquisition process were
organized through the services, the nature of the offices took a variety of forms.

'p



10 Defense Systems Management Review

Some offices were highly integrated and self-supporting; some were of a matrix
type; others were highly staffed and dependent upon a permanent functional staff
for their support. The concept of a program office to manage the development
and production of a system has been proved sound; however, some offices have
been hampered in their activities by managementlayers, either by the service in-
volved, or by their own functional and/or supporting staffs, or by both.

Every program, regardless of its size or the nature of the defense system in-
volved, exhibits certain features in common with other programs. For example, a
program generally contains five' distinct phases in its life cycle: (a) exploration
and development of alternative defense system concepts based upon a recognized
mission element need; (b) demonstration and validation of selected alternative
concepts; (c) design, development, limited production, test, and evaluation; (d)
production; and (e) service deployment, operation, and operational support
of the defense system. The fifth phase may also include product improvements,
both planned and unplanned. Within each phase there are discrete and specific
events that must occur before the program advances to the next phase. The pro-
gram life cycle represents a meaningful and understandable framework into
which virtually every action, event, document, responsibility, and authority
bearing upon the management of the program can be fitted. Figure 1 depicts the
evolution of the major defense system acquisition life cycle over the years.

When the contract for a program is negotiated and signed, it represents-in an
implied sense-a partnership agreement between the customer and the contrac-
tor. By awarding the contract, the customer does not relinquish responsibility for
program performance; therefore, the customer must know how the contractor is
managing the program. For example, the contractor's organization is of concern
to the customer, but to a lesser degree than the operation of his system for plan-
ning, scheduling, and controlling of the program effort. The contractor's system
for allocating resources, authorizing work, and eva!uating its own and subcon-
tractor performance are vital customer concerns.

National security objectives provide the guidelines for initiation of new
defense systems programs and the continuation or deletion of existing programs.
These objectives are derived from many sources: presidential statements; Na-
tional Security Council deliberations; intelligence reports and estimates; and na-
tional and international political, economic, military, and social factors. Table I
provides a framework and a point of reference for the discussion that follows.
The table identifies the Presidents, Secretaries of State, and the DOD principals

ji (the Secretaries and Deputy Secretaries of Defense, the Directors of Defense

1. The production and deployment phases are often combined into a single phase.

* '
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FIGURE 1

Evolution of the Major Defense Systems Life Cycle
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Research and Engineering, and the Secretaries of the Army, Navy, and Air Force)
who, over the past three decades, have influenced the national security policy

and the defense (weapon) system acquisition process.
In the interest of brevity, the table does not include the members of several

other groups who have had an impact on, and made contributions to, the plans,
programs, and budgets of the DOD. Within DOD, these groups include those
distinguished individuals who have served as the Chairmen of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff; the Assistant Secretaries of Defense (Program Analysis and Evaluation),
(Comptroller), (Installations and Logistics), (Manpower), (Command, Control,
Communications, and Intelligence); the Assistant Secretaries of the services; and
the Joint Logistics Commanders. Outside DOD, there are many dedicated leaders
who have served as Directors of the Office of Management and Budget
(OMB)-formerly the Bureau of the Budget-chairmen of congressional commit-
tees interfacing with DOD, and defense industry executives,

Now, let's examine how the process of defense systems acquisition has
matured and how it has been affected by the changing management philosophies
for conducting the business of DOD throughout the past three decades.

Ai
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12 Defense Systems Management Review

TABLE I

Presidents, Secretaries of State, and DOD Principals (1949-1980)
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PRESIDENT Of DF OF

STATE DEFENSE DEFENSE
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1962 4
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1967 4'
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The Decade of the Fifties

Following a low volume of major defense systems business after World War II
(the late L940s), the Korean conflict and the general deterioration in the interna-
tional situation led to an expansion in the development and production of defense
systems. During the latter half of the 1950s, defense systems sales were stable.
Then, toward the close of the decade, a gradual transition from long production
runs to more research, development, test, and evaluation began to take place.

The process of procuring major defense systems in the 1950s was complex.
The programs lasted many years and consumed large amounts of money. Never-
theless, the basic process for procurement of defense systems included all of the
functions that normally pertain to the acquisition of goods or services:
-Preparation of a description of the requirement (need).
-Solicitation and selection of sources.
-Negotiation and award of a contract.
-All of the activities involved in contract administration.

The key steps in the procurement process during the 1950s-and through the
1960s and 1970s-are illustrated in Figure 2. In a specific procurement, the
variables such as (1) stattites and regulations that apply and (2) the urgency of
satisfying the requirement, may impact the actions to be taken in each step
and/or the sequencing of the steps.

During the 1950s, defense business was characterized by rapidly advancing
technology; concurrency in design, development, and testing; and cost-plus-
fixed-fee contracting. Emphasis was on the development and production of
defense systems that incorporated the most advanced technological innovations.
This, of course, led to a high risk of failure.

Money was authorized to develop almost any new defense system that ap-
peared capable of giving the United States a performance advantage over any
potential adversary. Such considerations as "should-cost," "design-to-cost," and
"life-cycle cost" were not uppermost in the minds of the defense systems planners

until the late 19 50s. Both development and production were carried out under
cost-reimbursement contracts. In this environment, production costs did not pose
a major constraint on engineering design. When a design was discovered to be im-
practical in production-or to be inoperative in field use-it was modified in ac-
cord with government-funded engineering changes.

Toward the close of the 1950s, a new trend began to appear. The government
* began to look over the shoulders of the defense contractors. It was at the time

* *' when the United States accelerated its pioneering program in ballistic missile
development and production. The high risks and costs of these programs, which
employed concurrency of development and production, could not be borne by in-
dustry alone. Heavy reliance had to be placed on sole-source procurement,

i-



DOD Acquisition Process 15

because competitive capabilities had not been developed. By 1960, for instance, a
majority of the contract awards made by the Air Force were non-competitive,
and over 40 percent of the awards were cost-plus-fixed-fee contracts.

FIGURE 2

The Basic Procurement Process

NEEDS AND
FUNDINC

0;

PROCURE-
Zt WORK .

.: .,, , k : .,I '

Source: Report of the Commison on
' Government Procurement,

Volume 1, December 1972.

,i
The DOD did not have an orderly, integrated planning, programming, and

budgeting system during this decade. Although James V. Forrestal, the first
Secretary of Defense (SECDEF), took steps to create a uniform budget structure
for use by the military departments, the planning and budgeting by each depart-
ment was carried out in relative isolation from the others. Consequently, the
plans prepared by each military department were based upon (1) the kind of war
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that department envisioned, and (2) reliance of that department on its own
resources. This led to overlapping of functions, duplication of missions, and oc-
casional capability omissions.

The military planning was hardware-oriented and looked ahead 5 years. On
the other hand, the military budgets were separated into appropriation categories
(input oriented) and unconstrained by the Office of the Secretary of Defense
(OSD). As a result, the military departments tended to submit budgets that were
higher than either the SECDEF or the Congress could accept. The OSD budget,
prepared by the Comptroller, did consider fiscal realities, but only projected re-
quirements for 1 year ahead. The Director of the Budget in the Bureau of the
Budget established the final defense budget. Several changes were needed to cor-
rect the problems and bring about an integrated process:
-An orderly, coordinated system had to be developed.
-The OSD had to provide fiscal guidance to the military departments.
-Planning had to be guided by OSD, and communications between the military
departments had to take place.
-Planning, programming, and budgeting had to be focused on national security
objectives over a specific number of years.
-Better communication with the Bureau of the Budget (now the Office of
Management and Budget) had to take place.

The lack of a well-organized and integrated DOD financial management
system, along with the practice of "piecemeal" procurement, led to unstable
employment in defense industry and the emergence of a transient work force.
Many of the contractors being challenged to develop and produce defense
systems on the outer fringes of technology found it difficult to create and main-
tain smoothly functioning program management teams.

During World War II, defense industry had become a significant factor in the
economy of the United States. The DOD budget had grown to about 50 percent
of the federal budget. It continued to be a major part of the federal budget while
the defense systems acquisition programs were being conducted to support the
Korean conflict and a limited number of military assistance/grant aid agreements
with allied countries. The military assistance program (MAP) continued

S ' throughout the 1960s and 1970s, but at a much lower level. Today there is some
sentiment in the Congress to phase out the MAP altogether. From 1950 through
1980, the foreign military sales (FMS) program, involving the sale of U.S.
military goods and services-as well as training-to U.S. allies, has continued.
According to the Foreign Military Sales Act, as amended in 1968 (Public Law
90-629), the United States was to be reimbursed for not less than the value of the
goods and services being transferred. Further, all costs, including a reasonable
contribution to sunk investment costs, were to be recouped. In the amended act,
FMS became the responsibility of the International Security Agency (ISA)-an

;*'
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III

agency geared more to meeting demands by selling from the inventory than to
procuring major defense systems for allies through the defense systems acquisi-

: tion process.

As the transition from military aid to military trade was taking place between
the United States and its allies, European members of the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) began to see the need to develop and protect their in-
dustrial bases-particularly those members capable of developing and producing
defense systems. With this as a backdrop, and because of the high cost of
developing, producing, and fielding new defense systems, the tendency to form
multinational corporations grew.

The Decade of the Sixties

The defense systems acquisition environment began to undergo marked
changes in the early 1960s. After a decade of experience with the acquisition of
high-technology defense systems, DOD attention began to shift toward in-
tegrated planning and programming, and to using available resources more effi-
ciently throughout the defense systems acquisition process.

On January 21, 1961, Robert S. McNamara, a former corporate executive,
became Secretary of Defense. During his first year in office, he decided to cen-
tralize the authority and planning for the defense establishment at the level of the
Office of Secretary of Defense and to decentralize operations. While centraliza-
tion of the planning and operational decisions came about, decentralization of
operations was not realized during his term of office.

THE FIVE YEAR DEFENSE PROGRAM

Among the beneficial changes introduced by McNamara was the Five Year
Force Structure and Financial Plan, now known as the Five Year Defense Pro-
gram (FYDP). The FYDP is a register of all currently approved programs, along
with their funding and manpower levels. Serving as the pivot of the entire defense
programming system, it groups all military forces and all defense systems accord-
ing to their principal missions, without regard for service affiliations. In the
FYDP, resources (inputs) -manpower, defense systems, and installations-are
related to the military functions (outputs).

The 10 major programs of the FYDP are listed in Figure 3. Programs 1 through
6 and program 0 have a force-mission or combat-mission orientation. Programs

- j 7, 8, and 9 have a support orientation. Because program resources overlap
various management areas as well as functional responsibilities, no one program
remains the exclusive responsibility of a single Assistant Secretary of Defense.

The major force programs of the FYDP are composed of program elements.
These elements are the smallest units of military output controlled at the OSD
level. Each element constitutes an identifiable military capability that contributes

II
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FURE 3

The Ten Major Programs of the FYDP

Program 1 STRATEGIC FORCES
Strategic offense forces; strategic defense forces;
civil defense; the command organizations
associated with the strategic forces.

Program 2 GENERAL PURPOSE FORCES
All of the force elements not assigned to Program 1;
the command organizations associated with these
force elements; logistic and support units.

Program 3 INTELLIGENCE AND COMMUNICATIONS
Resources for intelligence and security; communica-
tions systems; specialized missions such as
aerospace rescuelrecovery, oceanography, weather
service.

Program 4 AIRLIFT AND SEALIFT
Industrially funded and non-industrially funded
transportation organizations; water terminals; traf-
fic management.

Program 5 GUARD AND RESERVE FORCES
Program 6 RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Research, exploratory development, advanced
development, engineering development, manage-
ment and support, operational systems develop-
ment.

Program 7 CENTRAL SUPPLY AND MAINTENANCE
Activities are not organic to elements of the other
programs.

Program 8 TRAINING, MEDICAL, AND OTHER GENERAL PER-
SONNEL ACTIVITIES
Training not identified with elements of other pro-
grams.

Program 9 ADMINISTRATION AND ASSOCIATED ACTIVITIES
Major administrative headquarters, field corn-
mands, construction support, the Defense Contract
Audit Agency.

Program 10 SUPPORT OF OTHER NATIONS
Support of Allies, the Military Assistance Program
(MAP), the Agency for International Development
(AID), similar activities.

!I



DOD Acquisition Process 19

to the mission of a major program. Costs are measured in terms of the amount re-
quired to finance the program element in a given year. Today, there are about
1,100 program elements serving as basic building blocks in the programming pro-
cess.

In addition to the major programs of the FYDP, both OSD and the services
use functional programs-such as the Telecommunications and Command and
Control Program; the Communications Security Resources Program; or the
General Defense Intelligence Program-to manage certain resources that cut
across program element or appropriations boundaries.

The FYDP is updated three times a year. The most important update occurs in
January when the document is revised to reflect the President's budget. This edi-
tion of the FYDP serves as the DOD planning and programming baseline for the
ensuing year. In May or June, each service secretary approves the program objec-
tives memorandum (POM) prepared by his organization for the next budget cy-
cle, and OSD issues an update to the FYDP to reflect the service POM inputs. In
September, the SECDEF concludes his review of the service POMs and revises the
service programs as necessary. OSD then issues another update to the FYDP
reflecting the SECDEF program decisions with respect to the POMs. This issue of
the FYDP (1) is used in negotiations with the Office of Management and Budget
prior to the first of January, and (2) serves as the basis for the creation of the ser-
vice budgets to be forwarded to the Congress the first of January. In January, the
cycle begins again.

In October 1965, McKinsey and Company initiated a study to determine how
to improve the programming process in DOD. Based on the results of this study,
the SECDEF began the annual programming cycle by publishing a list of major
force-oriented issues that would have major impact on our armed forces. To
prepare this list, the SECDEF used the military guidance provided by the Joint
Chiefs of Staff (JCS) in the joint strategic objectives plan (JSOP) and the advice of
the OSD systems analysis organization (discussed later).

In addition to the listing of issues, the SECDEF initiated the draft presidential
memorandum. This document, treated as a privileged communication from the
SECDEF to the President, covered the tentative programming events being con-
sidered by DOD during the next fiscal year.

, In 1968, the SECDEF began the annual issue of logistics guidance and 18 other
guidance memoranda. Soon after, the SECDEF issued the first development con-

cept papers (DCP), which will be discussed in more detail later.

THE PLANNING, PROGRAMMING, BUDGETING SYSTEM

To make the Five Year Defense Program work, McNamara introduced
another management tool-the planning, programming, budgeting system

"1 (PPBS). (See Figure 4.) The SECDEF recognized that realistic force planning must

- ,a-c-.-,---- ;
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FIGURE 4
The Planning, Programming, Budgeting System
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be based on the military strategy that the United States wishes to follow in ac-
complishing national security objectives. In the development of a suitable force
structure, fiscal, manpower, research and development, and production con-
straints must be applied. Also. adequate consideration must be given to the risks
that are imposed by resource contraints. The PPBS takes these factors into ac-
count, and serves as an integrated system for establishment of the annual DOD
budget and the periodic revisions to the FYDP.

An examination of the PPBS reveals that it is a cyclic process containing five
distinct, but interrelated, phases, namely: (1) planning, (2) programming, (3)
budgeting, (4) executing the programs approved by the Congress, and (5) main-
taining accountability and reporting results. The fifth phase also includes prepar-
ing future plans, programs, and budgets, as well as supplying financial status in-
formation to DOD managers.

The broad categories of major programs-upon which the planning was
based when the PPBS was introduced-were sometimes referred to as the "Hitch
Program of Packages" after Charles J, Hitch,2 then Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Comptroller).

From 1961 to 1969, the PPBS was a centralized decision-making activity with
McNamara, Hitch, and Dr. Alain C. Enthoven (see systems analysis section) act-
ing as principals. As in the 1950s, the programs submitted by the military depart-

V ments contained no fiscal constraints. Thus, the budgets were unrealistic and, in

2. Charles J. Hitch developed the PPBS at the Rand Corporation in the early 1960s on an Air
Force-sponsored study.

"I
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most cases, had to be severely slashed at the OSD level. With time serving as a
critical factor, OSD management had to make significant program decisions
without giving the military departments an adequate opportunity to defend their
plans, programs, or budgets.

In 1969, the PPBS was modified by the new SECDEF, Melvin R. Laird, to per-
mit some decentralization of the decision-making process. The SECDEF requested
that the program and budget submissions made by the military departments fall
within the explicit fiscal contraints that he would establish annually. From that
time on, fiscal guidance became the principal constraint on the military depart-
ments during the development of their plans and budgets. The departments
recommended the total program objectives-in a program objectives memoran-
dum-for the forthcoming budget year and the 4 subsequent years within explicit
fiscal constraints. This change to the PPBS shifted competition for financial
resources from OSD to the military departments and into the programming phase
of the PPBS.

The program objectives memorandum is a document prepared by each
military department and defense agency in a prescribed format for submittal to
the SECDEF. The document contains a recommendation covering the total
resources required by the department or agency within the parameters set forth in
the SECDEF's fiscal guidance. To develop the POM, each military department
and defense agency must determine how it proposes to allocate and prioritize

limited resources in a multimission environment among competing needs to max-
imize combat capability. Included in each POM is an assessment of the risk
associated with current and proposed forces and support programs.

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

During his 8-year term, McNamara introduced to DOD another management
process-systems analysis. This process, which was to become an integral part of
the PPBS, had been known in the industrial world as "cost-effectiveness study."
An OSD office was created and given responsibility for conducting studies and
analysis of the resources required, in terms of cost, to accomplish specific defense
objectives.

Dr. Enthoven, who was appointed to head a small systems analysis section in
the Defense Comptroller's office in 1961, became the Deputy Assistant Secretary
of Defense (Systems Analysis) in the fall of 1962, and the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Systems Analysis) in September 1965. Throughout this period,
Dr. Enthoven's office was the primary action office for the major force-oriented
issues. The Office of the Joint Chiefs of Staff served as the office for collateral ac-
tion. The military departments and defense agencies were given responsibility for
reviewing and commenting on proposed plans and programs for dealing with
critical issues affecting the security of the United States.

'I I .,
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Hitch encouraged industry to conduct independent studies and analyses to
determine what contributions it might be able to offer to improve existing defense
systems and to provide suggestions for new ones. By such efforts, Hitch believed
that industry would be able to anticipate some of the DOD decisions regarding
the future content of the FYDP.

The systems analysis approach advocated by McNamara had worked well in
the industrial world where its success or failure could be determined by profits. In
the DOD environment, however, it was difficult to determine the effectiveness of
each decision. While difficult to determine, cost-effectiveness had to be measured
to deal with the problem of limited resources. Unknowns, such as how much
"security" additional quantities of a specific defense system will provide, limit
management's ability to determine precisely the correctness of a decision. There is
no known way to assign a price to such a decision. The big question to be
answered by defense planners and decision-makers will always be: "What types
and quantities of defense systems are required to meet the national security objec-
tives within available resources?"

At the close of McNamara's term in 1969, the FYDP and the PPBS were firmly
established. The FYDP and the PPBS not only brought some order to the annual
budget cycle, but-with the adoption of systems analysis techniques-improved
the process of allocating scarce resources. Although some participants were not
completely satisfied with the effectiveness of the McNamara approach, it did help
to bring the DOD mission into conformity with overall national security objec-
tives.

CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION ORGANIZATION

In the early 1960s, each military department had its own contract administra-
tion service organization composed of a headquarters office and several field of-
fices. The field offices were organized by function, commodity, or geographical
area. Because this appeared to be a cumbersome arrangement, the ASD (Installa-
tions and Logistics) launched Project 60. The purpose of this project was to
develop a plan for an effective DOD-wide contract management organization.
The project was completed in 1963 and the present DOD contract administration
structure is an outgrowth of the recommendations made in the final report. To-
day, central contract management is provided by Defense Contract Administra-

tion Services (DCAS). Through offices in 11 operating regions, DCAS ad-
ministers all of the defense contracts except those specifically excluded by the

' i SECDEF.
Excluded from DCAS management are a few plants still controlled by the

military departments through their plant representatives. The tasks performed by
the DCAS field offices and the plant representatives are important to the success
of defense systems acquisition programs. However, not all of the tasks performed

? I
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by the contract administration personnel are of daily concern to the governmnent
program managers.

HARVARD STUDY

In 1962, the Harvard Weapons Acquisition Research Project report covering
12 major defense systems showed that, on the average, the quality of the defense
systems being produced tended to exceed their original specifications. This quali-
ty was being achieved at the expense of development time (development time was
averaging 36 percent longer than predicted), and costs (costs were averaging as
much as seven times more than originally estimated). To rectify this situation,
OSD management issued the following directions:
-Make defense system costs equal in importance to both performance and
scheduled delivery to the inventory.
-Eliminate "gold plating."
-Increase competition at the start of a new program.
-Reduce the number of cost-type contracts, particularly cost-plus-fixed-fee con-
tracts.

This report was favorably received by OSD. Corrective actions were taken. A
dramatiL reduction in the number of cost-plus-fixed-fee contracts took place. In-
centive and fixed-price contracts became the vogue to facilitate competition. The
contracts took into consideration the technical risks the contractors had to
assume, as well as the resources (men, machines, money, and facilities) required.

LIFE-CYCLE COST

Life-cycle cost (LCC)-the total cost of acquisition and ownership-became a
consideration in defense systems acquisition in the early 1960s when the Logistics
Management Institute, under the sponsorship of the ASD (Installations and
Logistics), conducted an investigation and recommended that the concept be ap-
plied to defense programs. At the outset, it was applied on procurements at the
equipment level. Following issuance of DOD Directive 4100.353-which was
devoted to planning for integrated logistic support-and a tightening of the
defense budget, application of LCC at the systems level became a requirement to
support planning. Several major defense systems programs, such as the Navy
LHA, the Air Force F-15, and the Army SAM-D, employed some type of life-
cycle costing technique on a trial basis. Then, issuance of the following directives
accelerated the adoption of life-cycle costing on all major programs:

3. U.S. Department of Defense Directive 4100.35, Development ofIntegratedLogisticSupport for
Systems and Equipment, 19 June 1965. !

'I
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-DOD Directive 5000.11 (discussed later), which changed the mode of defense
systems acquisition.
-DOD Directive 4105.62, 5 which made life-cycle costs one of the principal con-
siderations in the selection of contractual sources for major defense sysems.
-DOD Directive 5000.281 (discussed later), which made design-to-cost a major
acquisition policy.

Accord.ng to DOD Directive 5000.28, "The LCC of a system is the total cost
to the government of acquisition and ownership of that system over its full life. It
includes the cost of development, acquisition, operation, support, and where ap-
plicable, disposal." LCC objectives are separated into cost elements. These cost
elements are firmed into cost goals to which the system will be designed, and its
cost controlled. Practical trade-offs between system capability, cost, and
schedule are made throughout the life cycle to ensure that the system developed
will have the lowest life-cycle cost consistent with performance and schedule re-
quirements.

The influence of time on a program manager's ability to curb costs is
dramatically illustrated in Figure 5.

CONCEPT FORMULATION AND CONTRACT DEFINITION

In July 1965, OSD issued a directive requiring that concept formulation and
contract definition phases precede the engineering development phase of each
major program.' Concept formulation phase activities were to include ac-
complishment of comprehensive system studies and development of experimental
hardware; contract definition (formerly referred to as the project definition phase
in the previous issue of this directive) was that period during which preliminary
design and engineering were to be verified or accomplished and firm contract and
management planning were to be performed on a program. Before proceeding
with the engineering development phase of a new program, the program had to
be accepted as a part of the FYDP.

TOTAL PACKAGE PROCUREMENT

In the mid-1960s, successful development contracts were generally followed

4. U.S. Department of Defense Directive 5000.1, Acquisition of Major Defense Systems. 13 July
1971.

5. U.S. Department of Defense Directive 4105.62, Proposal Evaluation and Source Selection,
6 April 1965.

6. U.S. Department of Defense Directive 5000.28, Design to Cost. 23 May 1975.
7. U.S. Department of Defense Directive 3200.9, Initiation of Engineering and Operational

Systems Development, 1 July 1965.
8. U.S. Department of Defense Directive 3200.9, Project Definition Phase, 26 February 1964.
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FIGURE 5
Influence of Time on a Program Manager's Ability to Curb Costs
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by production contracts with little or no likelihood that the developer would

have to face competition. To ensure this, contracts based upon the initial com-
petitions started to include, along with the development effort, requirements for
substantial production quantities. Observing this trend, Robert H. Charles, ASD
(Installations and Logistics), conceived the total package procurement (TPP) con-
cept. The objectives of this concept were as follows:
-- Limit or eliminate "buy-in" considerations.
-Motivate contractors to design for economical production, and minimize any
tendency for production redesign.
-Encourage subcontracts with, and obtain components from, the most efficient
supply sources.
-Encourage contractor efficiency through competition, and thereby reduce

i costs.
According to Charles, TPP would allow the government, like any buyer in

the commercial world, ". . . to make a choice between competing products on
the basis, not of estimates, but of binding commitments concerning performance
and price of operational equipment.'" It established these commitments com-

9. Robert H. Charles, presentation before the Defense lidustry Advisory Council. "Total Package
Procurement Concept." 18 February 1966.

II
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petitively for as much of a program as practicable, and then permitted the win-
ning contractor's profit ultimately to be determined under an incentive arrange-
ment that related opportunity to risk. Profit was targeted initially in competition
and was finally determined by the quality of the product and the efficiency of the
winning contractor.

The TPP concept fell far short of its goal. Cost overruns continued, new
defense systems failed to meet technical performance requirements, and schedules
slipped on many programs The reasons for the failure of the TPP concept are
many. The "heating-up" of the economy and the onset of inflationary
pressure-both unrelated to a specific program-may have been partially respon-
sible for the failure of the TPP concept. More importantly, the concept did not
provide contractors with sufficient management flexibility to cope with all of the
problems as they became known. Contractors had to make substantial produc-
tion commitments to meet delivery schedules before completion of design and
verification by testing. Costly redesign and rework followed. Continued trade-off
analysis was stifled because of the rigidity of the contracts.

Although the Air Force Maverick air-to-surface missile program was suc-
cessful using the TPP concept, serious problems were encountered on many other
programs. Among those running into trouble were the Air Force Galaxy
transport (C-5A) and short-range attack missile (SRAM); the Army Cheyenne
helicopter (AH-56A); and the Navy destroyer (DD-963). As a result of the prob-
lems encountered, DOD recognized the need to place stringent limitations on the
application of TPP. Perhaps the most important limitation was ensuring that the
estimates of future service demands, military threats, and technology were suffi-
ciently accurate to allow pricing options on proposed defense systems acquisition
programs to be evaluated adequately before program initiation.

PLEA FOR DISENGAGEMENT

Early in 1965, industry made a plea for disengagement from a number of
government-imposed management systems. Contractors, through the industry
associations (see Appendix) voiced concern about the proliferation of manage-
ment systems imposed on defense systems programs, and the growing number of
reporting requirements. Industry deemed this trend to be inconsistent with fixed-
price or incentive contracting. It questioned how the customer (government)
could review and approve contractor actions without seriously weakening either
the contract incentives or the warranties. Industry made the case that, when the
customer chose to exercise detailed management of a program, the customer
should share the success or failure of the contractor's performance with respect to
incentives and fixed-price limits.

New tools had to be found that would provide the customer with "visibility,"
while not interfering with contractor prerogatives. The Aerospace Industries

/
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Association formed a Systems Management Analysis Group (SMAG) to in-
vestigate the problem. Highlighted in the resulting report of this group, issued in
May 1966, were the conflicts between existing DOD management systems; the
need to match appropriate management systems with the type of contract
selected for a given defense system program; and the need to tailor the degree of
management to the complexity of the program involved. The report urged that
steps be taken to ensure any new management system was worthwhile in light of
the expense involved in its application; consistent with those management
systems already adopted for use by DOD; and in consonance with overall DOD
policy .10

The force of the industry pleas led to the release of DOD Directive 7000.1 in
August 1966, concerning resource manage.-nent systems of the DOD.11

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

In September 1965, Dr. Robert N. Anthony of Harvard succeeded Hitch as
ASD (Comptroller). Upon the appointment of Anthony, the SECDEF assigned to
him the task of bringing an accountability feature into the PPBS and providing
some government "disengagement." This was accomplished by development and
implementation of resource management systems (RMS). The RMS minimizes re-
quirements for information while obtaining the data that are essential for pro-
gram management purposes. Where possible, RMS makes use of contractors' in-
ternal systems and reporting procedures, thus avoiding the imposition on con-
tractors of unnecessary reporting burdens.

The principal resource management systems are as foltows:
-Programming and budgeting system-the process of establishing goals and
determining the resources needed to reach the goals;
-Managing the acquisition, use, and disposition of capital assets;
-Managing the acquisition and disposition of inventory and similar assets;
-Managing the resources for operating activities, i.e., the combat forces and
their associated support.

The resource management systems were not only oriented to the needs of
management, but they provided information required by the Bureau of the
Budget (now the Office of Management and Budget), the Treasury Department,
and the Congress.

The ASD (Comptroller) was made custodian of all resource management
systems. Those systems related directly to financial control or reporting were

10. Report of the Systems Management Analysis Group, Aerospace Industries Association of
America, 12 May 1966.

11. U.S. Department of Defense Directive 7000.1, Resource Management Systems of the Depart-
ment of Defense, 22 August 1966.
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made his direct responsibility; the other management systems were made subject
to his approval. Additional DOD directives and instructions in the 7000-series,
relating to management and control systems, were issued in the late 1960s and
early 1970s.

SELECTED ACQUISITIONS INFORMATION AND MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

In 1965, Anthony recognized the need to develop an integrated approach to
financial management for major defense systems acquisitions. The problems ram-
pant at that time were proliferation of systems and reports; the costs of operating
the systems; lack of capability to make adequate cost estimates; the lack of ade-
quate contract status information; and the lack of cost control.

Industry, through the representation of major industrial associations in the
Council of Defense and Space Industry Associations (CODSIA), collaborated
with DOD in the development of a selected acquisitions information and manage-
ment system (SAIMS). SAIMS-a subsystem of the resource management
systems-was born in December 1965. This new system followed the approach of
getting information from the contractors' management control systems in a form
DOD managers could use to support planning and to evaluate contractor prog-
ress. SAIMS, which continued to evolve over the next 3 years, provided both
DOD and industry program management with economic impact analysis. Also, it
provided information for estimating costs of new programs, follow-on procure-
ment and major program changes, pricing and negotiating, funds management,
and performance measurement. The relationship of SAIMS to RMS is illustrated
in Figure 6.

During the defense systems acquisition process, only three kinds of financial
information are required by DOD management from industry, namely:
-Funding information for budget preparation and update;
-Historical cost data for use in estimating costs on new defense systems pro-
grams, or extensions of existing programs;
-Contract performance information to assess contract status, evaluate perfor-
mance trends, and provide early visibility of cost and schedule problems.

All contractually related financial management reporting emanates from a
contractor's internal system; therefore, it is necessary to ensure that the contrac-
tor's system is sound and that it provides reliable data. For example, to ensure
that the internal cost/schedule control systems of selected contracts within major
programs are sound and that the systems will produce valid and timely progress
information, the criteria set forth in DOD Instruction 7000.2 have been estab-
lished as standards of acceptability.12

12. U.S. Department of Defense Instruction 7000.2, Performance Measuremenl for Selected Ac-
quisitions, 22 December 1967.
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FIGURE 6
The Relationship of SAIMS to RMS
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Application of cost/schedule control systems criteria on a defense system ac-

quisition program provides the program manager with better visibility and con-

trols for achieving Cost, schedule, and performance objectives. It also provides

the government program manager with the following:

-A means for recognizing previously unidentified problems on the program;

-An ability to trace the problems to their source;
-A method for determining the cost impact that will be created by the problems;

-An objective, as opposed to subjective, assessment of program status on a

periodic basis.
From the viewpoint of the contractor, there are two benefits to be gained from

application of a cost/schedule control system to a program. These benefits are an

improved overall system discipline, and a more detailed planning and budgeting

process. Although DOD requires that the control system be applied to all major

defense system programs, it is being applied selectively to others that fall below

the "major" category. This is occurring because its application provides a better j
basis for (1) controlling contract performance, and (2) responsible decision-

making.

SELECTED ACQUISITION REPORTING SYSTEM

In 1967, a system involving the preparation and presentation of reports on

seected defense systems programs was conceived by Anthony. The objective of
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this internal DOD reporting system-released as DOD Instruction 7000.3 early in
1968-was to summarize technical performance, schedule, and cost information
on "selected" major defense system programs., Submitted quarterly, each
selected acquisition report (SAR) provides the SECDEF with program visibility
and progress, and identifies specific problems relating to meeting designated per-
formance, schedule, and cost targets. Management attention is focused primarily
on exceptions to the program plan and breaches of program thresholds estab-
lished in the development concept paper (DCP), now known as the decision coor-
dinating paper. The SAR system closes the feedback loop on major defense
systems programs by comparing actual with planned accomplishments.

In April 1969, the SAR became the vehicle for providing Congress with the
status of major defense systems programs. Then, in 1975, through passage of
Public Law 94-106, the SAR became the legal document for providing standard,
comprehensive summaries of the status of selected defense systems programs to
Congress at the end of each quarter of the fiscal year.

SHOULD-COST ANALYSIS AND PRICING

In the late 1960s, defense officials began to express their concern about the
adequacy of the pricing techniques used in sole-source procurements. They
recognized that when there were no competitive forces at work, there was a
tendency for contractors to be liberal in their cost estimates. This tendency ap-
peared to be especially prevalent when costs were being estimated beyond 1 year.
Defense officials reached general agreement that contract prices must reflect
economical and efficient performance practices, as well as realistic costs. To bring
this about, government contract negotiators had to learn how to recognize a
realistic contract price-a figure based upon what the program should cost when
the contractor is performing with reasonable economy and efficiency.

To meet the problem head-on, Anthony sponsored the development of a new
pricing technique. This technique, identified as "should-cost analysis," consists of
an in-depth analysis of a contractor's management, cost-estimating, and produc-
tion practices. In addition, the effects of poor performance are identified and
measured using standard industrial engineering techniques. The findings are used

V to develop a baseline for pricing. The price excludes the costs resulting from inef-
ficient practices. The should-cost analysis and pricing technique, based upon the
coordinated efforts of a team of government engineering, pricing, procurement,
auditor, and management specialists, has proven to be effective in fostering long-
range improvements in industrial practices and in setting more realistic contract
prices.

13. U.S. Department of Defense Instruction 7000.3. Selected Acquisition Report (SAR).
28 February 1968.
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OTHER MAJOR DOD DIRECTIVES

In the mid- to late 1960s, several additional major policies/directives were
issued by DOD that relate to the defense systems acquisition process. Although
they will not be discussed in detail in this article, the subjects covered are worthy
of note:
-Development of integrated logistic support plans for systems/equipment, i.e.,
the integration of logistics considerations and logistics planning into the systems
engineering and design process;
-Proposal evaluation and source selection;
-Defense standardization program, i.e., a program to control item proliferation;
-Quality assurance, i.e., the enforcement of technical criteria and requirements
governing all material, data, supplies, and services developed, procured, pro-
duced, stored, operated, maintained, overhauled, or disposed of by or for DOD.
-Selection and application of management control systems in the acquisition
process;
-Value engineering program, i.e., a program to eliminate or modify unessential
characteristics and minimize cost through the organized use of value engineering;
-Technical data management, i.e., the standard way of doing business when
contractor-prepared data are required by functional managers in various func-
tional areas. Data requirements result from, and are subservient to, related tasks
in the statement of work;
-Configuration management, i.e., a discipline applying technical and ad-
ministrative direction and surveillance to (1) identify and document functional
and physical characteristics of a configuration item, (2) control changes to those
characteristics, and (3) record and report change processing and implementation
status;
-Work breakdown structure (WBS), i.e., a product-oriented family tree which
completely defines the program. It is composed of hardware, software, services,
and other work tasks that result from engineering efforts during development and
production of defense systems or equipment. The WBS displays and defines the
products to be developed/produced and relates the elements of work to be ac-
complished to each other and to the end product.

LESSONS LEARNED

During the 1960s, several lessons were learned beyond those cited, namely:
* '-The acquisition process lacks timeliness and flexibility in responding to world

threats.
-Paper studies cannot adequately establish that the technology needed for a new
defense system is at hand. Breadboards, brassboards, or other hardware
demonstrations of feasibility reduce the margin for error. When resources are
scarce, hardware demonstrations may have to be limited.
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-Trade-offs between performance, cost, and schedule, with the objective of
achieving the right balance between performance and cost, should be made prior
to the engineering development phase of a program's life cycle.
-Planning for integrated logistic support-the composite of all the support con-
siderations necessary to assure the effective and economical support of a defense
system throughout its life cycle-should begin prior to the engineering develop-
ment phase.
-The period in which design takes place is not the right one for discovering and
implementing untried technology; rather, it is the time for integrating known
technology.
-Specification requirements should be simplified and limited throughout the ac-
quisition process, and use of applicable existing industrial standards, specifica-
tions, and hardware should be increased to minimize costs.
-Independent parametric or comparative pricing techniques should be used to
achieve more realistic costing.
-Both parties to a contract should have a reasonable time to examine the
technical package and discuss it before any commitments are made.
-There is no substitute for competent and objective surveillance of critical pro-
gram elements on a continuing basis.

THE INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENT IN THE 1960s
In the early 1960s, the U.S. foreign policy, vis-a'-vis Europe, shifted from

military aid to military trade. As the decade advanced, European couritries
became more self-reliant as their prosperity increased. Europe redeveloped a por-
tion of its technology base, located and developed markets in the Third World,
and began to compete with the United States in specific facets of the defense
business.

Growth of European defense industry created a number of prob-
lems-military, economic, and political.
-Militarily, the growth of European industry led to destandardization. This
resulted in some major problems. For example, when U.S.-built systems and
equipment were replaced with European-built items, logistical problems
developed.
-Economically, growth of European industry-in a collective sense-enabled
our allies to compete with the United States in Third World markets.
-Politically, as European defense industrial bases became institutionalized, both
nationally and transnationally, the United States began to feel a challenge from
its allies.

Since 1964, foreign military sales (FMS) have exceeded the military assistance
program (MAP) authorization levels (see Figure 7). Beginning in 1966, MAP
started to taper off. However, FMS agreements, after remaining relatively con-
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FIGURE 7

Comparison of MAP and FMS for Fiscal Years 1950-1979
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stant through the last half of the 1960s, grew from $1.1 billion in 1970 to a high of
$15.8 billion by 1975. Today it stands at about $13.0 billion, while MAP stands
at $0.1 billion. At the start of the 1980s, more than 70 foreign countries and inter-
national organizations are participating in FMS agreements.

The growth of FMS has impacted U.S. defense systems acquisition programs
by placing extraordinary demands on U.S. program managers. For example, it

* has not been uncommon for a foreign customer to request an item that is not
identical to that purchased for the U.S. Armed Forces. Also, it has not been un-

common to have the technical requirements for an item vary among the foreign
countries.

When foreign customers procure major defense systems still in development
* or production, fixed (non-recurring) costs can be spread over a large base, thus

reducing both the U.S. unit costs and the total costs of ownership. However,
several less obvious factors, such as the creation of a need for excessive overtime
when U.S. negotiators settled for over-ambitious delivery schedules, have im-
pacted the U.S. programs. In order to cope with the FMS problems, the workload
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of U.S. program managers has increased many-fold, but few program offices
have been authorized additional personnel. Without sufficient program office
personnel, resolutions of FMS problems have suffered long delays.

Problems in financial management practices associated with FMS have been
discovered:
-The goods shipped to FMS customers are not always completely accounted for.
-The military departments have used different billing procedtres.
-The collection procedures have been inadequate.

In June 1975, DOD issued an instruction setting forth a system intended to
standardize the accounting, billing, and collection procedures on FMS programs.

RECOMMENDATION FOR LEGISLATIVE ACTION

In the late 1960s, industry believed that major changes were needed in both
the Armed Services Procurement Act of 1947 and the Armed Services Procure-
ment Regulation. It was the prevailing viewpoint in industry that the attention
and emphasis needed to improve the process could only be achieved through con-
gressional hearings, followed by appropriate legislation. John P. Elliott of the
Western Electronic Manufacturers Association-now the American Electronic
Association (see Appendix)-in an appearance before Representative Chet
Holifield's Military Operations Subcommittee of the House Committee on
Government Operations in June 1969, called for establishment of a Commission
on Government Procurement,

Appearing before the same subcommittee of the House of Representatives
shortly thereafter, Karl G. Harr, then president of the Aerospace Industries
Association, urged support of the proposed bill to establish a Commission on
Government Procurement. During his appearance, Harr took the opportunity to
place the relationship of government to industry in perspective. He said:

... in the government-industry interface there are fundamental
differences in emphasis. The system requires that this be so. Two
basic principles underlie that interface. Both sides subscribe to both
of these principles but each side of the interface bears a different
primary mandate. The government procuring agency has as its

*1 primary responsibility the acquisition, in the most efficient man-
ner, of the best possible goods and services in support of national
programs. Industry supports this principle. Industry on the other
hand bears the primary mandate of doing the best job of which it is
capable, again in the most efficient manner. The government
subscribes to this principle.

Despite the apparent compatibility of these two points of
view . . . these principles are not necessarily . . . wholly recon-
cilable in the tens of thousands of applications which today's large
government/industry interface requires .... Threading one's way
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through today's complicated and complex procurement environ-
ment in such a way as will at all times preserve our basic principles
and objectives in optimum fashion, and give full vent to the col-
lateral factors which must be considered, is about as sophisticated a
challenge as any among us has to face.14

Congress was receptive to the industry recommendation, and a commission
was created in November 1969. The commission was given a charter to study the
government procurement policies and practices and to recommend to the Con-
gress any changes to them that would promote efficiency, economy, and effec-
tiveness in the procurement process. The findings and recommendations of the
commission presented to the Congress in 1972 are reported later in this article.

The Period of Transition

In 1969, Congress displayed some preoccupation with the economy, the en-
vironment, and energy. This preoccupation, along with the growing sentiment to
fund social programs, the disenchantment with the conflict in Vietnam, and the
escalating costs of defense systems programs, led Congress to make the defense
effort the primary target for budget cuts.

To respond to this situation, Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird and Depu-
ty Secretary of Defense David Packard initiated a number of actions aimed at im-
proving the management of the defense systems acquisition process and gaining
control of systems acquisition costs.
PROCESS IMPROVEMENT

Packard established a Defense Systems Acquisition Review Council (DSARC)
within OSD to advise him of the status and readiness of each major defense
system to proceed from one program phase to the next ptime in its llte cycie.-

* The DSARC functions were to be separate from and not a part of the manage-
ment reviews assigned to the Director of Defense Research and Engineering
(DDR&E). The DSARC reviews were made to permit coordinated evaluations
and deliberations among senior managers prior to a decision to proceed to the
next phase in the acquisition program.

In addition to the DSARC actions, Packard requested that the DDR&E con-
duct a management review at least once on each major acquisition program. Such
reviews would prove helpful in determining what OSD actions might be taken to
improve management of the defense systems acquisition process.

14. U.S., Congress, House, Government Procurement and Contracting. pt 9. p. 2488. 196Q.
15. David Packard, memorandum to the Secretaries of the military departments, Director o t

Defense Research and Engineering, Assistant Secretaries of Defense, subject: "Establishment of a
Defense Systems Acquisition Review Council," 30 May 1969.
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About the same time, Packard took a number of other important steps. He re-
quested that increased dependence be placed on hardware competition-using
prototypes-and demonstration, and that decreased dependence be placed on
paper competition. Critics of this process claimed that it added substantially to
development time and, as a consequence, to cost. Advocates said that costs
should be examined over the entire life cycle of a defense system and the system
benefits from the early discovery of problems or defects. Prototyping appears to
be most advantageous when the defense system: (1) entails substantial innova-
tion, (2) is to be produced in quantity, and (3) is characterized by a low ratio of
development to total acquisition costs.

Relative to test and evaluation (T&E), he requested that it begin as early as
possible and be conducted throughout the acquisition process to assess and
reduce risks and to estimate the operational effectiveness and suitability of the
system being developed. Before the start of testing, issues critical to the system
mission, test objectives, and evaluation criteria were to be determined. Successful
accomplishment of the T&E objectives were to be the criteria for approving the
commitment of significant additional resources to a program, or for advancing a
program to the next phase in its life cycle.

In May 1970, Packard issued a memorandum citing other ways by which the
acquisition of major defense systems could be improved.l1 The essential features
of this memorandum served as the basis for DOD Directive 5000.1, "Acquisition
of Major Defense Systems," the first of a number of directives and associated in-
structions in the "5000 series." The memorandum and directive stated Packard's
ideas that "successful development, production, and deployment of major
defense systems are primarily dependent upon competent people, rational
priorities, and clearly defined responsibilities." Decentralization-which still did
not exist-of responsibility and authority for the acquisition of major defense
systems was to be fostered to the greatest extent possible, consistent with the

urgency and importance of a particular program. Program managers were to be
given adequate authority to make major decisions, rewards for good work, and
more recognition toward career advancement. OSD was to assume responsibility
for establishment of acquisition policy and assure the major programs were being
pursued in response to specific needs. The military departments were to be given
responsibility for identifying needs and defining, developing, and producing

* i systems to satisfy these needs. OSD and the military departments were to be
given joint responsibility for monitoring the progress of each major program. The

I). David Packard, memorandum to the Secretaries ot the military departments. Director ot
Detene Research and Engineering. Assistant Secretaries ot Defense, and others suhect: Policy
Guidance on Major Weapon Systems Acquisition, 28 May I7O.
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Defense Systems Acquisition Review Council, established previously, was for-
mally recognized as the group that would support SECDEF decision-making at
each program milestone.

Under Packard, OSD disengaged from the detailed direction of the defense
systems acquisition process and assumed the role of monitor and decision-maker
at milestones associated with major systems only. The monitoring process re-
quired that a "contract" be established between OSD and the procuring military
department. The contract was the development concept paper-the DCP-and it
was administered by the DDR&E. The DCP described the technical requirements
to be achieved; the thresholds which, if exceeded, would be the basis fo- a review
of the entire program; the quantity; the cost; and the schedule. At each program

decision point, the program was reviewed by the DSARC. If the DSARC deter-
mined that the program was ready to advance to the next phase, such a recom-
mendation was made to the SECDEF, who had the decision authority. The
SECDEF decisions at Milestones I, II, and III were reflected in the DCP and incor-
porated in the FYDP documentation at the next program objectives memoran-
dum (POM) submission.

The DCP became known as a decision coordinating paper in 1971. Today, it
is still known by that title, but its usage has changed. Limited to 10 pages, it pro-
vides program information essential to the decision-making process. It contains a
statement of the direction needed from the SECDEF, a description of the overall
program, the need for the program, the design alternatives, the program schedule
and acquisition strategy, and the issues affecting the SECDEF's milestone deci-
sion. The DCP annexes include program goals and thresholds, resources re-
quired, and projected life-cycle costs.

Before the close of the 1970s, the SECDEF decision memorandum (SDDM),
rathe: than the DCP, began to serve as the "contract" between OSD and the pro-
curing service. The SDDM records the SECDEF decisions and directions follow-
ing: receipt of DSARC recommendations; breaches of program thresholds; PPBS
changes that affect program execution; and congressional actions that affect pro-
gram execution.

The integrated program summary (IPS)-a document developed in the late
1970s-includes, like the SDDM, some of the information that was formerly
presented as part of the DCP. This 60-page (or less) document summarizes the ac-
quisition plan to allow informed analysis by interested OSD staff members. The
mandatory annexes include a cost track summary, a funding profile, a summary
of system acquisition costs, manpower requirements, and logistics data.

DEFENSE SYSTEMS ACQUISITION EDUCATION

To provide professional education in program management and defense
systems acquisition management, Packard established the Defense Systems

,I
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Management School-now College-on 1 July 1971. This institution was given
three missions as follows:
-To prepare selected military officers and civilian personnel for assignments in
program management career fields;
-To conduct research and special studies in program management and defense
systems acquisition management;
-To assemble and disseminate information relative to program management and
defense systems acquisition management.

CONCURRENCY VS. NON-CONCURRENCY

The concept of concurrency, which evolved in the late 1950s on the Air Force
Ballistic Missile Program, involved the initiation of some of the production ac-
tivities on a program prior to completion of the full-scale development effort.
During the 1960s, the concurrency approach was used on the major systems ac-
quisition programs, commensurate with the risk.

In 1969, Packard conducted a review of many defense systems acquisition
programs and discovered that the programs in trouble at that time were using the
concept of concurrency. A detailed study of the use of the concurrency concept
on successful programs was not made. As a result of Packard's discovery, a blue
ribbon defense panel report (discussed later) in 1970, and a RAND report com-
pleted in the spring of 1971, Packard cautioned against unnecessary overlapping
of program phases (concurrency) on future systems acquisition programs.

In the late 1970s, a Defense Science Board (DSB) study concluded that
cancellation of some of the programs in the late 1960s could not be attributed to
the application of the concurrency concept. In many cases, the programs had

been cancelled for political or technical reasons, or because of a change in threat.
Further, the DSB found that (1) an early production commitment did not
necessarily cause a program schedule to slip, even though a development problem
had to be corrected, (2) the addition of more formalized test and evaluation pro-
cedures during the 1970s was ensuring earlier discovery and correction of
development problems, and (3) concurrency had been a normal practice in com-
mercial business for many years. Therefore, the DSB took the position that
overlap of program phases was desirable, provided that a competent program
manager was available to make it work, and the risks involved were not too
large.

COST GROWTH

During the laie 1960s and early 1970s, Congress was becoming increasingly
concerned about (1) the cost growth on major design systems programs and (2)
the tendency of DOD to become "locked into" development and production of
major systems regardless of any increase in cost. The dramatic growth in unit
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costs can be seen in the following example. The P-47 fighter built during World
War 11 cost $100,000 per unit; the F-105 fighter built between 1954 and 1963 cost
about $2.5 million per unit; and (in 1973) it appeared that the F-i5 fighter would
cost about $10 million per unit. The same trend was evident in other defense
systems being acquired for the armed forces. If the cost growth could not be cur-
tailed, both DOD and Congress believed that the ability of the United States to
field sufficient forces and carry out its international commitments would be
seriously jeopardized.

Packard learned in discussions with the Industry Advisory Council-a forum
composed of representatives from a cross-section of U.S. industry established by
the SECDEF for presenting suggestions and constructive criticisms-that the basic
causes of cost growth in defense systems acquisition programs, beyond the un-
predictable inflation rate, included the following:
-Overoptimism in cost estimating;
-Program changes made during the development and production phases of a
program;
-Failure to adequately identify risks. During that time period, this kind of
failure was caused frequently by not completing the contract definition phase of a
program before committing the program to full-scale development.

To correct the problems, Packard directed the service secretaries to:
-Propose methods to improve cost estimating;
-Establish requirements that would ensure completion of the contract definition
effort on a program before SECDEF approval to proceed with full-scale develop-
ment effort;
-Place increased emphasis on the application of configuration management and
ensure sufficient knowledge of the impact of a proposed change on program costs
before authorizing that the change be made;
-Ensure areas of high technical risk were identified and fully considered before
starting full-scale development of a defense system. '

COST ANALYSIS IMPROVEMENT GROUP

Cost analysis involves the following:

-Estimating and evaluating program resource requirements;
-Estimating costs to be incurred throughout the program life cycle;
-Determining cost data needs;
-Developing cost information systems.

17. David Packard, memorandum to the Secretarie, of the military departments, subject: Im-
provement in Weapon Systems Acquisition, 31 July 100.
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Packard recognized the need for an independent cost analysis group at the
OSD level in 1969; however, such a group was not formally established until
January 1972 when the SECDEF issued a memorandum establishing an OSD Cost
Analysis Improvement Group (CAIG).18 The group was given a charter to pro-
vide the DSARC with an independent evaluation of the cost of each major
defense system program and to establish uniform criteria, standards, and pro-
cedures for use by all DOD units making cost estimates.

In DOD Directive 5000.4, which provided a permanent charter, the CAIG
became "an advisory body to the DSARC on matters related to (program) cost"
and the focal point for cost analysis activities involving OSD staffs and all DOD
components. Other duties of the CAIG included: (1) providing policy for the col-
lection, storage, and exchange of information on improved cost estimating pro-
cedures, estimating methods, and historical cost data, and (2) revising existing or
developing new techniques for projecting costs.,'

TOTAL PACKAGE PROCUREMENT DISCONTINUED

Use of the total package procurement concept was discontinued by Packard.
He believed that contracts should be tailored to the risks involved. Cost-plus-
incentive-fee contracts were preferred for both advanced and full-scale develop-
ment of major defense systems. When technical risks permitted, such contracts
were to include provisions for competitive fixed-price subcontracts for sub-
systems, components, and materials. This enabled major portions of the program
to benefit from competition. When risks were reduced to such an extent that
realistic pricing could take place, fixed-price contracts were to be used. Packard
requested that consideration be given to the use of negotiated fixed-price con-
tracts after the production design could be specified realistically. To the extent
possible, contracts negotiated under these circumstances were to encourage com-
petition for subsystems, components, and materials.

The Decade of the Seventies

Since the issuance of the basic DOD Directive 5000.1, focusing on the aLquisi-
tion of major systems, several DOD policy issuances elaborating upon, or
augmenting, the original policy were forthcoming in the 1970s. This article can-
not cover each of the policy documents in detail. However, many of them aiic
worthy of mention before reviewing the principal events surrounding those
which this article does address. The principal policy documents not discussed are
identifed below:

18. Melvin R. Laird, memorandum to the Secretaries of the military departments, subject: "Cost
Estimating for Major Defense Systems." 25 January 1972.

19. U.S. Department of Defense Directive 5000.4. OSD Cost Analysis Improvement Group.
13 June 1973.
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-Defense Acquisition Regulation (formerly the Armed Services Procurement
Regulation).
-Administration -General. DODD 5000.23 Systems Acquisition Management
Careers, Nov 74; DODD 5000.29 Management of Computer Resources in Major
Defense Systemp Apr 76; DODD 5160.55 Defense Systems Management Col-
lege, Jan 77.
-Technical Management. DODD 4120.3 Defense Standardization and Specifica-
tion Program, Feb 79; DODD 4120.21 Specifications and Standards Application,
Apr 77; DODD 4151.1 Use of Contractor and Government Resources for
Maintenance of Material, Jun 70; DODD 4151.9 Technical Manual Management,
Jan 75; DODD 5010.19 Configuration Management (supporting DODI 5010.21
was cancelled), May 79; DODI 5000.36 System Safety Engineering and Manage-
ment, Nov 78; DODI 5000.37 Acquisition and Distribution of Commercial Prod-
ucts, Sep 78.
-Integrated Logistics. DODD 4100.35 Development of Integrated Logistic Sup-
port for Systems/Equipments (replaced by DODD 5000.39, Jan 80), Oct 70;
DODD 4140.40 Basic Objectives and Policies on Provisioning of End Items of
Material, Feb 73.
-Production, Quality Assurance, Test and Evaluation. DODD 4155.1 Quality
Program, Aug 78; DODD 5000.3 Test and Evaluation, Dec 79; DODD 5000.34
Defense Production Management, Oct 77; DODD 5000.38 Production Readiness
Reviews, Jan 79.
-Resource Management. DODI 7000.2 Performance Measurement for Selected
Acquisitions, Jun 77; DODI 7000.3 Selected Acquisition Reports, Apr 79.
-Contract Management. DODD 5010.8 DOD Value Engineering Program, May
76.
-Information/Data Management. DODD 5000.19 Policies for the Management
and Control of Information Requirements, Mar 76; DODI 5000.32 DOD Acquisi-
tion Management Systems and Data Requirements Control Program, Mar 77.
-International Cooperation. DODD 2000.9 International Coproduction Proj-
ects and Agreements Between the U.S. and Other Countries or International
Organizations, Jan 74; DODD 5530.3 International Agreements, Dec 79.

COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT REPORT

In December 1972, the Commission on Government Procurement, chaired by
E. Perkins McGuire, a consultant and corporation director, and co-chaired by
Representative Chet Holifield from California, presented its report to Congress.20
The commission-the first ever to concentrate exclusively on pro-
curement-made 149 recommendations. Eighty-two recommendations required

20. Report of the Commission on Government Procurement to the Congress, 31 December 1972.
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executive branch action and 67 required !egislative action.
Among the principal findings of the c 9mmission were the following:

-Government procurement policies and procedures were needlessly diverse.
-Congress was ill-equipped to evaluate performance, costs, and schedules for
new defense systems programs in the context of national security objectives and
priorities.
-Contractors were frequently bewildered by a variety of requirements from dif-
ferent government agencies, but lacked an effective route in the executive branch
through which to appeal for more realistic treatment.
-There was no systematic government-wide effort for studying ways to improve
the procurement process.

Relative to the systems acquisition process, the commission found that "the
kind of data used to choose a preferred system (from available alternatives), the
timing of the choice, and the subsequent design latitude have a predictable effect
on the outcome of a major system program." The commission also found a need
to realign ". . . the acquisition structure to correct the de facto abdication of
responsibilities in Government and industry that has come about for want of a
clear understanding of the decisions and actions that actually control system ac-
quisition programs."

The commission findings led to a major recommendation that an Office of
Federal Procurement Policy be organized in the executive branch to formulate
government-wide acquisition policies and regulations, and to monitor
government-agency acquisition practices. Such an office has been formed. The
commission also recommended that the acquisition work force be upgraded by
establishment of an institution that could provide necessary'education and serv-
ices. This has been accomplished by the formation of the:Federal Acquisition In-
stitute (FAI) under Public Law 93-400.

Among the commission recommendations directly applicable to the major
systems acquisition process were the following:
-Emphasize competition on alternative systems approaches at the "front-end" of
the acquisition process in order to minimize the occurrence of performance and
cost problems downstream.
-Increase competition for major system acquisition contract awards by en-
couraging small and medium-sized companies to propose alternate design con-
cepts-provided they have contingency plans for the purchase or lease of produc-
tion facilities in the event they win the competitions.
-Simplify the decision-making process-but keep it flexible-and place greater
reliance on sound judgment and less on regulations and complicated contracts
and clauses.
-Develop legal and administrative remedies to speed resolution of contract
disputes.

'p
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-Reduce management and administrative layering between policy-makers and
program offices.
-Require more government reliance on the private sector, rather than in-house
facilities, for procurement.
-Study means to increase awareness of the costs associated with the implemen-
tation of social and economic goals through procurement.
-Give visibility to Congress to exercise its responsibilities, i.e., provide con-
gressmen with the information needed to make key program decisions and com-
mitments.

The general industry reaction to the report was favorable. One industry
spokesman said increased competition was the most innovative portion of the
commission's four-volume report. Other industry spokesmen felt that implemen-
tation of the recommendations would result in greater competition for new pro-
grams because of the early competition and the entrance of small companies into
the market. The spokesmen felt that implementation of the recommendations
would result in less red tape for government contractors, who were being con-
fronted with a maze of procurement regulations.

Pentagon officials took the attitude that DOD was already moving.in the
direction recommended in the commission's report. The actions initiated by
Packard 2 years earlier, and now being refined by new Deputy Secretary of
Defense William P. Clements, Jr., were consistent with the commission's recom-
mendations. However, DOD did initiate a change to the defense systems acquisi-
tion process. The change required that a greater search be made for alternative
concepts at the "front-end" of the process. It was believed that by placing greater
emphasis on the front end, the costs in the out phases would be reduced.
However, the question that has to be answered on each program is, "How many
competing concepts can be funded without having front-end costs get out of
line?"

Controversy arose in government circles over the proposal to limit in-house
government procurement and in industry circles over the use of government pur-
chasing programs to further social and economic goals.

The report of the commission, while it attracted very little public attention,
placed a sharp focus on the procurement process and brought about some needed
reforms. Some of the commission's recommendations were implemented quickly;
others took longer to implement; and some may never be acted upon either by the
Congress or the departments within the executive branch.

NEW PROGRAM MILESTONE

When the new milestone was added to the front end of the defense systems ac-
quisition process, it was identified as Milestone 0. This avoided a renumbering of
the original milestones-and the possibility of creating unneeded confusion. Ac-
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cording to the new procedure, the milestone decisions and phases of activity are
as follows:
-Milestone 0 Decision. Approval of mission element need statement (MENS)
and authorization to proceed into the concept exploration phase (Phase 0). The
MENS identifies the mission, threat (basis for the mission), existing capabilities to
accomplish mission, assessment of need, constraints, resources, and schedule to
reach Milestone I.
-Milestone I Decision. Selection ot most promising alternative concepts and
authorization to proceed into the demonstration and validation phase (Phase I).
-Milestone II Decision. Selection of the preferred alternative concept(s) and
authorization to proceed into the full-scale development phase (Phase 1H), which
includes limited production for operational test and evaluation. SECDEF ap-
proval also indicates his intention to deploy the system.
-Milestone III Decision. Authorization to proceed into the full production and
deployment phase (Phase III).

On a major defense system program, only the SECDEF has the prerogative to
permit the omission of one or more of the program milestones or phases and to
authorize "go-ahead" on the next one. Information for the SECDEF and Congress
dealing with quarterly post-Milestone III status and threshold breaches on major
defense systemq is reported in the selected acquisition report (SAR) as was prac-
ticed previously.

LIFE-CYCLE COST AND DESIGN-TO-COST
In the early 1970s, life-cycle cost (LCC) and design-to-cost (DTC) played im-

portant roles in the DOD strategy to improve the defense systems acquisition
process--a process that had to succeed if the United States were to continue to
have a credible defense at an affordable cost.

In 1973, DOD adapted the design-to-cost concept to the systems acquisition
process. This concept, used by companies in the commercial business field for
many years, involves the establishment of a specific cost figure (in constant
dollars for a specified number of systems at a defined rate of production) early in
the system life cycle-before entry into the full-scale engineering development
phase of a program.

In the initial issue of DOD Directive 5000.1, it was stated that "discrete cost
elements (e.g., unit production costs, operating and support costs) shall be
translated into 'design to' requirements. System development shall be continuous-
ly evaluated against these requirements with the same rigor as that applied to
technical requirements. Practical trade-offs shall be made between system
capability, cost, and schedule. Traceability of estimates and costing factors, in-
cluding those for economic escalation, shall be maintained." The design-to-cost
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concept recognizes that the best system design is a function of need, performance,
life-cycle cost, and the number of defense systems required to meet the threat. It
does not compromise system performance (capability) to meet cost objectives.

The Aerospace Industries Association concluded in 1973 that the design-to-
cost concept would not have an impact on defense business unless some positive
action were taken by DOD to ensure its effective implementation. Shortly
thereafter, AIA began working with the OSD staff to develop a sound design-to-
cost policy, and with the Joint Logistics Commanders to develop effective im-
plementing procedures. The directive published in 1975-DOD Directive
5000.28- was favorably received by industry. To comply with this directive, the
military departments had to revise their joint guide to make it more compatible
with the policy contained in the directive. This revision was accomplished and in-
dustry found most of the practices set forth in the revised guide to be acceptable.

In the ensuing years, application of the design-to-cost concept has proved to
be helpful on many programs by reversing the trend toward high unit production
costs. However, application of the concept has not been successful on all pro-
grams. In spite of this, advocates of the concept are convinced that proper ap-
plication of the design-to-cost concept can lead to reduction or elimination of un-
warranted complexity and sophistication in new defense system designs.

DOD discovered that the design-to-cost principles are critical to controlling
LCC. The initial design-to-cost goal should be decided in the conceptual period of
a program, because cost is a feasibility issue. When there is a problem of buying
sufficient defense systems to counter a potential enemy threat, high-cost solutions
are not affordable.

Up to 35 percent of the LCC can be consumed in production, and up to 50 per-
cent in operation and support. Therefore, the dollars spent prior to production to

4lower either production costs or operation and support costs can result in a
significant return on investment. (See Figure 8.) It should be understood that
costs distribution on a specific defense system program may vary considerably
from that shown on the chart. Also, the cost of the demonstration and validation
phase always tends to be significantly understated because contractors may
finance up to 50 percent of that effort.

A review of the applications of life-cycle costing-initiated in November 1974
and completed in April 1976-was conducted by a National Security Industrial
Association (NSIA) ad hoc committee at the request of the ASD (Installations and
Logistics). This review on the subject of LCC established a dialogue between
DOD and defense industry and a better understanding of life-cycle costs. 21 The

21. Report of the NSIA Ad Hoc Committee to the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations
and Logistics). subject: "Life Cycle Cost." April 1976.
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major findings of the ad hoc committee are summarized below:
-If the LCC of a system is to be managed throughout the life cycle, it must be
specified, designed to, monitored, tested, and validated. This is not happening.
-LCC is only a qualitative consideration in source selections, The three principal
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factors influencing LCC are unit price, mean-time-between-failures, and required
operating and maintenance personnel. LCC cannot become a quantitative con-

sideration until these three factors reflect increased validity.
-The procedure of considering logistic alternatives is being applied on some pro-
grams to reduce operation and support costs. However, this procedure is not be-

ing applied as a planned subset of either design-to-cost or LCC.
-There is a gross lack of knowledge of major cost drivers and the impact they
have on total cost.
-The treatment of discounting and escalation in cost estimating varies from pro-
gram to program.
-Total LCC cannot become a "design-to" objective if data bases aren't
developed by both the contractors and the military services.

-Industry has applied very little new technology to reduce costs. Further, there
is little coordinated LCC research underway in industry.

JOINT-SERVICE PROGRAMS

Joint-service acquisition programs have been strongly supported and general-
ly encouraged by OSD and Congress for some time. In 1973, the Joint Logistics
Commanders issued a memorandum of agreement (MOA) setting forth principles
of joint program management. 22 The MOA introduced the concept of an ex-
ecutive (or lead) service and participating services and established the general
authority and responsibilities of the services on a joint program. The MOA also
addressed multiservice program charters, program master plans, and joint
operating procedures to be used in joint-program management. To implement the

concept, the MOA was promulgated as a joint regulation. A joint program is
generally structured in such a way as to ensure accomplishment of specific goals.
The importance of the program, as well as its size and urgency, af. ects the
organizational structure and the way the program business is conducted.

Most of the policy and procedural guidance during the 1970s was developed
by the cooperative effort of the services; however, the servicewide procedure for
joint-program contracting was documented in the Defense System Acquisition
Regulatory System (DARS).

To initiate a joint program, the Under Secretary of Defense for Research and
Engineering prepares a memorandum designating the executive service and
directing that service to charter the program. The concerned services, under the
leadership of the executive service, negotiate the ground rules of the joint pro-

22. Memorandum of Agreement on The ManagemIwet Of Multi-Sericc Svste'ns Prograrns'Proi-
eels approved by the Joint Logistics Commanders. 20 July 1973. Published as a joint regulation:
AFLC AFSC R 800-2 AMCR 70-5Q NAVMATINST 5000. I OA.
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gram and the assignment of program authority and responsibilities. The interstaff
agreements are documented either in a memorandum of agreement or a charter
approved by the JLC. At any time during a joint program, the program manager
may submit a proposed charter change to the JLC for approval, if-in the
manager's opinion-the joint program no longer represents the management
needs or the service relationships.

The JLC sponsored in the late 1970s the development of a guide to assist the
people involved in joint-service program management. The guide was published
by the Defense Systems Management College in March 1980.23

INDUSTRY CONCERNS AND DOD ACTIONS

In the middle of the 1970s, industry voiced a concern that not all of the system
acquisition policies issued by OSD were being carried out as intended. The in-
dustrial associations sounded the alarm. The National Security Industrial
Association (NSIA), in a letter to Clements in April 1975, identified industry con-
cerns and offered suggestions for improving the credibility of the DOD procure-
ment process "in the eyes of the public and Congress, and strengthen mutual trust
and respect between DOD and industry in the contractual relationship. " 2

4 An at-
tachment to the letter addressed such problems as excessive requirements,
underestimating, overoptimism, unrealism of costs and schedules, buying-in,
best and final offers (an auctioning technique), cost growth, overcontrol of in-
dustry, and change orders. The proposed remedies included ways to reduce ac-
quisition costs, develop more realistic cost estimates, enhance the integrity of the
procurement process, and improve the DOD-industry relationship.

After thoughtful consideration of the industry recommendations, revisions
were made to DOD directives and instructions, as well as to appropriate service
regulations. In some cases, problems were eliminated when the intent of the direc-
tives already issued was clarified. One of the actions taken by Clements in August
1975 was to require the military managers of 59 designated programs to report
program status to him directly on a monthly basis.25 Such reports were to include
such basic information as "cost and schedule performance, critical problem areas,
contractor relations and suggestions for improvement..." This action by

*Clement-, stirred up the military departments and helped to bring about some

23. Joint Logistics Commanders' Guide for the Management of Joint Service Pxograms, Defense
Systems Management College, March 1980

24. Joseph M. Lyle, President, National Security-Industrial Association. to William P. Clements,
Jr., letter relative to restoration of credibility of DOD's procurement processes in the eyes of the
public and Congress I8 April 1975

25. William P. Clements, Jr., memorandum to the Secretaries of the military departments and
Joint Logistics Commanders relative to reporting requirements on designated programs, 28 August
1975.
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constructive actions within the overall acquisition process. When Charles W.
Duncan, Jr., succeeded Clements in 1977, this reporting procedure was discon-
tinued on the basis that it had served its purpose. It is important to note that
although DOD made a sincere effort to resolve the problems highlighted by in-
dustry, many of the problems have persisted.

The Technical Management Committee within the Aerospace Technical
Council of the Aerospace Industries Association published a list of the desirable
characteristics of government documents in 1978 to assist AIA members and
others in the review of new or revised DOD policies, directives, and instructions,
as well as implementing service procedures and regulations. The characteristics
listed were based upon the principles associated with the successful practices used
in the defense systems acquisition process in the past. The AIA list (with some
minor editing) is shown in Figure 9.

ACQUISITION ADVISORY GROUP REPORT

In April 1975, Clements established an Acquisition Advisory Group (AAG)
composed of persons at the executive level representing a wide spectrum of pro-
fessional backgrounds and experience, both military and civilian, in various func-
tional areas bearing on defense systems acquisition.

The AAG was given a charter to examine and assess the recommendations
contained in recent reports of the Army Materiel Acquisition Review Committee
(AMARC), the Navy/Marine Corps Acquisition Review Committee (NMARC),
and the recommendations of the Secretary of the Air Force regarding the manage-
ment of defense systems acquisition at the OSD level. The September 1975 AAG
report submitted by Alexander H. Flax, its chairman, stated that ". . . acquisition
management problems in OSD arise from well-motivated but inappropriate and
largely ineffectual attempts to compensate at that level for failings in the Military
Departments and program offices in the detailed execution of weapon systems ac-
quisition programs."2 b

Some of the major observations and recommendations made in the AAG
report were:
-There is no compelling reason to consider any major restructuring of the DOD
organization to carry out the major systems acquisition policy.
-The DOD policy for major systems acquisition, as presented in DOD Directive
5000.1, is sound, but implementation of that policy by the services and the OSD
can be improved.

26. Report of the Acquisition Advisory Group to the Deputy Secretary of Defense, 30 September
1Q75.
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FIGURE 9

Desirable Characteristics of Government Documents

Government documents should:
1. Recognize that no two programs are identical.
2. Recognire that good management depends primarily upon the judg-

ment of competent people having appropriate authority.
3. Contain realistic objectives.
4. Recognize that risk is an inherent part of the defense system

development effort.

5. Motivate governmentlindustry personnel to achieve overall pro-
gram objectives.

6. Permit contractor management flexibility.
7. Specify what is needed, not how to achieve it. The need should

be known early in the program.

8. Contribute to trust and candid communication between the govern-
ment and industry-the customer and the contractor.

9. Strengthen the program manag,'s role and clarify the lines of
authority, responsibility, and accountability.

10. Discourage "cookbook" approaches.
11. Recognize that acquisition begins with description of objectives

rather than the objects.
12. Recognize the desirability of a number of different system solutions

(options).
13. Avoid premature introduction of detailed requirements.
14. Allow contractors to propose the technical approach, the main

design features, the subsystems, and the alternatives to schedule,
cost, and capabilities.

15. Emphasize the contractor's role in tailoring to the minimum essen-
tial specifications, standards, management systems, and data.

16. Place greater reliance on meaningful competition, i.e.,
demonstrated performance rather than paper promises.

17. Recognize the need to increase the accuracy and credibility of cost
estimates when hardware demonstration is proposed.

18. Preclude "technical leveling" and "cost auctioning."
19. Shorten, or do not unnecessarily lengthen, the acquisition process.
20. Encourage cost.effectiveness trade-offs.
21. Authorize the use of contractors' data formats.
22. Allow contractors to determine the requirements to be placed on

their suppliers.
23. Tend toward reduced governmerit surveillance.

24. Not duplicate the policy/requirements of other documents.
25. Be consistent with OMB Circular A-109.

Source: AIA Aerospace Technical Council, 1978.
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-It is timely for the SECDEF to emphasize the part of DOD Directive 5000.1
policy that entails decentralization of the management of the development and
production phases of major systems acquisition programs.
-The front end of the systems acquisition process should be structured to relate
to the mission capability evaluation and planning functions, thereby implement-
ing the recommendations of the Commission of Government Procurement. (This
action was taken by OSD as described previously.)
-Improvements should be made in the cost management of major systems ac-
quisition programs.
-The quality and quantity of personnel directly responsible for management of
programs should be strengthened.
-The DSARC should function as an executive advisory body, confining its at-
tention to decision-point assessments.
-The number of major systems acquisition programs subject to the formal
DSARC process at the OSD level should be reduced to approximately 40 pro-
grams; the responsibility for the remainder of the programs should be delegated
to the service secretaries.

The recommendations made by the AAG were thoroughly studied within
OSD and the services. As a result, a series of positive actions were taken. For ex-
ample, responsibility for programs that had passed Milestone Ill (commitment to
production) was delegated to the service secretaries for surveillance; DSARC
reviews of programs meeting objectives were held only in connection with major
decision milestones; several programs were transitioned to service control. Joint-
service, strategic, or internationally oriented programs, as well as those of major
importance, continued under OSD direct decision control.

PROFIT POLICY

In May 1975, the Deputy SECDEF initiated a study to revise the DOD profit
policy. This study, known as "Profit '76," was conducted for the purpose of find-
ing a way to correct some of the deficiencies found in earlier profit policies and to
motivate defense contractors to make investments that would lower DOD
systems acquisition costs. The study, which reviewed a 5-year period, disclosed
that major defense contractors realized an average pre-tax profit of 4.7 percent on
sales of defense hardware and a 17.1 percent profit on their sales of commercial
products. Further, the contractor's level of investment in facilities used for
defense work was 10.9 percent of annual sales dollars, as compared with 41.1 per-
cent for facilities used for commercial work. Clements concluded that many
defense contractors believed defense business was not sufficiently profitable for
the risks involved.

At the completion of its study, the "Profit '76" team arrived at the following
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policy, which is in effect on DOD programs initiated since completion of the
study:
-Recognize capital (facilities) as a real and essential ingredient of contract per-
formance.

-Uniformly compensate contractors for the time value of facilities capital
employed at an inputed interest rate associated with a risk-free investment. Treat
this inputed interest as an allowable contract cost.

-Recognize that a special risk attaches to capital investments made for defense
work. Provide contractors the opportunity to earn profit to compensate for this
risk in the same general manner that they are given an opportunity to earn profit
to compensate for the cost risks they assume.
-Emphasize effort and risk as profit determinants rather than contract costs.
-Recognize productivity as a factor in establishing the profit objective for a
contract.

The new profit policy focuses on a contractor's effort, assumption of risk, and
degree of facility investment. DOD anticipated that the policy would instill in
defense industry some motivation for overall cost efficiency: however, there is
some question at this time as to whether it will do so. To date there have been no
significant improvements in profit margins as a result of implementation of the
policy. Consequently, industry acceptance of the new profit policy is still
lukewarm.

NEW POLICY ISSUED BY OFPP

In April 197 the Director, Office of Management and Budget (OMB), and the
first Administrator, Office ot Federal Procurement Policy (OFPP), issued a new
policy for the acquisition of major systems by all executive branch agencies. The
new policy OMB Circular A-10Q. Major Systems Acquisitions,2: was intended to
effect reforms that would reduce program cost overruns and diminish the con-
troversy ot the previous two decades concerning whether new systems were
needed.

The A-IO policy was patterned after DOD directives in the 5000 series, par-
ticularly 5000. 1. Consequently, it was consistent with the recommendations
made by the Commission on Government Procurement in 1972. More specifical-
ly, the new policy required:
-Top-level management attention in each agency to determine mission needs
and goals:
-An integrated, systematic approach to establishing mission needs, managing

27 )tice t Management and Budget (. ir uiar No A.IL.N ,Maior Syv 'tru s Atqusiitions 5 April
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programs, budgeting, and contracting:
-Early direction of research and development efforts to satisfy mission needs
and goals;
-Avoidance of premature commitments to full-scale development and produc-
tion;
-Early communication with Congress in the acquisition process by relating ma-
jor systems acquisitions to agency mission needs and goals.

As a result of the issuance of the A-109 policy, the SECDEF took the following
action:
-Appointed the Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering the
Defense Acquisition Executive (DAE). The DAE is the principal advisor and staff
assistant to the SECDEF for the acquisition of defense systems and equipment.
-Called for revision of DOD Directives 5000.1 and 5000.2 to place additional at-
tention on the front end of a program, i.e., the establishment of the need for a
program and the reconciling of that need to DOD capabilities, priorities, and
resources. 28

Industry, in an appearance before the House Armed Services Subcommittee
on Research and Development in April 1978, indicated its support for im-
provements to the systems acquisition process-in this case, the issuance of
A-109. The subcommittee was told that implementation of the policy would "im-
prove the understanding by all participants of mission needs and goals; increase
reliance on the private sector, enhance the competitive spirit . . . better focus
responsibilities and authority, and increase and improve communications with
Congress. "- Of particular interest to contractors was the fact that A-109 required
substantial technical freedom be provided at the outset of a new program, using
"task-oriented" funding that would maintain both program and personnel con-
tinuity during the sequential decision-making process. Also, industry felt that,
through the implementation of the new policy, it would have a better indication
of defense priorities and mission requirements. Further, approval of the mission
need prior to the start of a new program would tend to make the program more
stable.

THE FOUR-STEP SOURCE SELECTION PROCESS

In 1976, DOD issued a revision to DOD Directive 4105.62.30 This revision

28. U.s Department ot Defense Direct-ve 5000.2, Major System Acquisition Process. 21 January
IQ75

2Q U.S , Congress House, Commtte on Armed Services, Statement ot John H. Richardson on
behalf of the Aerospace Industries Association of America, Inc.. before the subcommittee on research
and development. 04th Cong. 2d sess 14 April 1Q78.

30 U S. Department ot Defense Diiective 4105.62 Selection of Contractual Sources for Major
Detf.ns' Systerms 6 lanuary 1076
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established a four-step process for the procurement of advanced development,
engineering development, and operational systems development effort. The
reason for the new process was to put an end to the charges that DOD wa: engag-
ing in unfair competition and using unsound business practices in evaluating ,he
proposals and capabilities of companies competing for a contract.

The four steps in the source selection process are summarized below:
-Step 1. Submission and evaluation of technical proposals;
-Step 2. Submission and evaluation of cost/price proposals and, if appropriate,
revised technical proposals;
-Step 3. Establishment of a common cutoff date for receipt of final revisions to
the technical and cost/price proposals;
-Step 4. Negotiation of a definitive contract with the selected offeror.

The four-step process has forced more government-industry dialogue prior to
solicitation. Also, technical leveling, technical transfusion, and auctioning have
been reduced. Buy-ins appear to be declining; however, no process has yet been
developed to eliminate all of the factors that motivate would-be contractors to
engage in buy-ins.

ZERO-BASE BUDGETING

One of the first actions by President Jimmy Carter after taking office in 1977
was to direct the agencies within the executive branch to implement a zero-base
budgeting (ZZB) process for preparation of the fiscal year 1979 and future
budgets. 31 ZBB is a management process that provides for the systematic con-
sideration of all programs and activities in conjunction with program planning
and the formulation of budget requests. The principal goals of ZBB are as
follows: to examine the need for existing programs; to allow proposed new pro-
grams to compete with existing programs on an equal footing for resources; to
focus budget justifications on evaluations of programs; and to secure extensive
managerial involvement at all levels in the budget process.

The ZBB process consists of five basic steps, namely:
-Determining decision units:
-Developing decision packages for each decision unit;
-Ranking the decision packages;
-Consolidating the rankings at higher organizational lcvels;
-Allocating resources.

Decision units represent the basic program or di3crete organizational entity
for which a separate budget is prepared and for which managers make significant

31 President limmy Carter. memorandum to the heads of the executive departments and agen-
cies. subject: Ztrt, Base Budgeting. 14 April 1977.
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31. President limmy Carter, memorandum to the heads of the executive departments and agen-
cies. subject. Zero Pase Budgeting, 14 April 1977.
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decisions relative to the amount of spending and the scope or quality of work to
be performed.

In applying the ZBB process in DOD, the budgets are submitted from the bot-
tom up. The decision-makers evaluate decision packages (documents providing a
brief justification for a program and a statement of resources required) and rank
them in a decreasing order of priority. Annual budget requests are combined (by
the material acquisition commands in the Army and Air Force and by OPNAV in
the Navy) into decision units. At each higher level of command, like decision
units are reaggregated, recombined, and reprioritized. Then OSD, in conjunction
with the services, selects the decision units and their priorities for the ensuing
fiscal year-based upon the program aggregations developed in the PPBS. Be-
tween October and December, OSD and the Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) work out differences, but provide little opportunity for military depart-
ments to reclama on decisions reached.

The cited advantages for utilization of the ZBB process are as follows:
-It represents a rational, optimizing approach to budgeting.
-It requires that objectives be clearly stated.
-It requires a clear statement of program priorities.
-It encourages decentralization.
-- It opens up channels of communication between those who are involved.
-It allows existing programs to be terminated.

The disadvantages of the ZBB process appear to be as follows:
-It produces results that are no different than they would be if incremental
budgeting were used.
-It generates excessive paperwork.
-It increases the manager's workload.
-It requires quantification of program benefits in order to make the decision
packages. All program benefits cannot be readily quantified.
-It has a centralizing, rather than a decentralizing, organizational effect.
-It attempts to turn what is naturally a political process into a managerial
process.

The real worth, or lack of worth, of the ZBB process is an empirical question
that can be answered only after more experience has been obtained. To date, as a
result of implementing ZBB, the White House claims:
-A few programs have been eliminated.
-Program trade-offs have been identified.
-Top officials have become more involved in the budgeting process.
-Communication between top, middle, and lower levels of management has
been improved.
-The clarity of program objectives has been improved.
Whether these improvements can be directly attributed to adoption of the ZBB
process is still debatable.
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PLANNING, PROGRAMMING, AND BUDGETING SYSTEM REFINED

In October 1977 the new SECDEF, Dr. Harold Brown, directed that the PPBS
be revised to achieve the following objectives:
-Permit the SECDEF and the President, based on the advice of all appropriate
offices and organizations in DOD to play an active role in shaping the defense
program;
-Create stronger link between planning the programmatic guidance and fiscal
guidance;
-Develop, through discussion, a sound and comprehensive rationale for the
defense program;
-Ensure that the defense program is based on sound analysis and contributions
from all relevant offices.

Brown believed that the revised system would provide a more coherent basis
for guiding the military departments in the preparation of their specific program
objectives memoranda (POM). The revised system provided consolidated
guidance to the military departments and defense agencies. In prior years there
had been three separate forms of guidance from the SECDEF: (1) the defense
guidance; (2) the planning and programming guidance; and (3) the fiscal
guidance. Further, the revised system incorporated an analysis of the rationale
for each aspect of the SECDEF's guidance and the overall defense program. At
each step in the system, the SECDEF encouraged interaction, coordination, and
open debate, if appropriate. Finally, the consolidated guidance identified fiscal
guidance at three fiscal levels-minimum, basic, enhanced-in accordance with
ZBB requirements.

One of the major problems in the defense systems acquisition process that still
has to be solved is how to effectively connect the SECDEF decisions following
DSARC meetings to the PPBS. The cost impact of the alternative designs of a
specific defense system on a military department's fiscal ceilings, and the iden-
tification of actions that can be taken to maintain the defense system program
within fiscal guidelines once a decision has been rendered, should be known
before the decision is made.

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

After the departure of McNamara and his successor, Clark Clifford, at the
end of the 1960s, the size and influence of the systems analysis office waned for a
short period of time. The advice of the military departments (which had
strengthened their systems analysis capabilities during the 1960s) and the Joint
Chiefs of Staff (JCS) began to carry more weight. The office of the ASD (Systems
Analysis) initiated fewer studies and position papers, but it did provide com-
ments on the papers prepared by the military departments and the JCS.

During most of the 1970s, the influence of the military departments vis-a-vis
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OSD relative to determining needs became greater than it had been during
McNamara's years in DOD. However, the approach taken by Brown since he
became SECDEF in 1977, when combined with the increasing influence of the
OMB, the National Security Council (especially under the leadership of Henry
Kissinger), and Congress, has had the effect of adding more hurdles for the
military departments to cross in order to have their evaluation of needs recog-
nized. Today, the ASD (Program Analysis and Evaluation) has a good record in-
sofar as winning post-POM issues.

DEFENSE RESOURCES BOARD

In April 1979, an advisory board, to be known as the Defense Resources
Board (DRB), was established by Brown.32 This board, chaired by the Deputy
SECDEF, was given a charter to accomplish the following:
-Improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the PPBS.
-Direct and supervise OSD review of the service program objectives memoran-
da and budget submissions.
-Examine and resolve major service issues without SECDEF involvement, if
possible.
-Present recommendations to the SECDEF for his action when deemed
desirable.
It is too early to evaluate the value and effectiveness of this new DRB.

THE INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENT IN THE 1970s

During the 1970s, the steady build-up of the Soviet R&D and procurement
outlays gave the United States and Western Europe no alternative but to pursue
wiser utilization of their combined resources. Failure to do so could have placed
the United States and its allies in the position of not being able to preserve credi-
ble deterrence and defense in the 1980s.

Western Europe, unhappy with U.S. domination of the defense systems and
equipment market throughout the 1950s and 1960s, began to call for a "two-way
street," i.e., reciprocal purchases of defense systems and equipment. The defense
industries of our allies were growing. Therefore, unless the United States took the
lead in establishing cooperative armaments programs, the trend would probably
continue. If it did, it would reduce U.S. exports in Western Europe and prevent
interoperability of defense systems or equipment within NATO countries.

This situation provided the background for President Carter's initiatives at
the NATO Ministerial Meeting held in England in May 1977. At that meeting,

*President Carter stated the position of the United States relative to meeting the

32. Dr. Harold Brown, memorandum to the Secretaries of the military departments, Chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Under Secretaries of Defense, and others, subject: "Establishment of Defense
Resources Board," 7 April 1979.
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military and political challenges of the 1980s through the alliance. He said:

We must make a major effort to eliminate waste and duplication
between national programs; to provide each of our countries an op-
portunity to develop, produce, and sell competitive defense equip-
ment; and to maintain technological excellence in all allied combat
forces. To reach these goals our countries will need to do three
things. First, the United States must be willing to promote a gen-
uinely two-way trans-Atlantic trade in defense equipment. . . .Se-
cond ...the European allies (must) continue to increase coopera-
tion among themselves in defense production ...
Third ...European and the North American neighbofi of the
Alliance (must) join in exploring ways to improve cooperation and
procurement of defense equipment ... "32

The "two-way trade" -or "two-way street" as it was identified by Thomas A.
Callaghan34-is a concept of economic equity needed for long-term economic
stability. Callaghan believes that efficient use of our resources by all allied na-
tions is obligatory and it can't be accomplished without economic equity among
the participants.

Dr. Walter B. LaBerge, former Assistant Secretary General for Defense Sup-
port, NATO, and now Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Research and
Engineering, agrees with this concept. He has said that ". . . the military-
economic conflict forced upon the Alliance by the Soviets has . . .demanded
economic equity as a condition for cooperation for mutual defense. . . .The flow
on the two-way street of plans and technology can lead to cooperative programs
to build the same equipment on both sides of the Atlantic. ... The cost of
modern weapon development has become so expensive that large scale coopera-
tion ...is already obliged."35

Dr. William J. Perry, the current Under Secretary of Defense for Research and
Engineering, identified the primary thrust of our international programs at the
close of the 1970s in his FY 1980 Posture Statement to Congress:

The primary thrust of our international programs is the enhance-
ment of the overall military capabilities of the NATO alliance to
counter the continued growth of the Warsaw Pact forces. The basic
objectives of our program are:
-Reduction of duplicative NATO research and development for
more effective and efficient use of collective resources.

33. President Jimmy Carter. address at the NATO Ministerial Meeting, Lancaster House,
England, 10 May 1977.

34. Thomas A. Callaghan, President, Export-Import Technology, Inc., Washington, D.C.
35. Dr. Walter B. LaBerge, "A Concept of a Two-Way Street," Defense Systems Management

Review 1:3 (Summer 1977):3.
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-Promotion of fuller industrial collaboration in military equip-
ment to achieve economies of scale and reduce unit costs.
-Enhancement of NATO military strength by procuring more and
better military equipment because of the effectiveness of R&D and
procurement resulting from cooperation.
-Enhancement of NATO military strength through increased in-
teroperability and standardization of Allied military equipment.

Obviously, the objectives set forth by Dr. Perry will not be easy to achieve.
They will require a major change to our past business approach. To accelerate the
effort being made to rationalize NATO defense research, development, and pro-
curement to meet the Warsaw Pact challenge, a triad of initiatives has been
launched. They are as follows:
-Mutual Defense Cooperation. A series of general memoranda of understanding
(MOUi has been prepared to set forth guiding principles governing cooperation
between each NATO country and the United States in research, development,
production, procurement, and logistic support of conventional defense equip-
ment.
-Dual Production. Cooperative development and cooperative production pro-
grams between the United States and other NATO countries are the most visible
operating initiatives to date. Defense systems such as the F-16 aircraft, and the
NATO Seasparrow, Hawk, and Roland missiles are dual-production ventures.
Before initiating these programs, unique acquisition procedures had to be
developed jointly by DOD and foreign contracting officials.
-Family of Weapons. This initiative involves grouping "families" of weapons
and then dividing up the development with no two countries or groups of coun-
tries working on the same weapon system. For example, one nation, or consor-
tium of nations, will take the lead in developing the next generation medium-
range anti-tank missiles. Although this approach reduces duplicative research
and development costs, it creates national security issues. These issues include
countries experiencing voids in organic technological studies for certain weapon
systems; countries lacking control to ensure weapon systems development is
timely for their particular needs; and the non-involved countries not having their
particular needs met when total development is conducted by other countries.

In the aggregate, Dr. Perry and other OSD officials believe that the initiatives
will help to ensure that the NATO forces are equal to the challenge of the Warsaw
Pact forces. These officials also believe that the initiatives will not impair the
overall competitive position of the U.S. defense industry or undermine the U.S.
technology base. Finally, these officials believe that the cooperative programs
that are conducted will not lead to the loss of jobs within the U.S. industrial base.
They are convinced that the danger of loss of jobs will be more real if cooperation
is not improved, because it would encourage expansion of the "Buy European"
approach. On the other hand, there is a growing tide of opposition to cooperative
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programs. The opposition believes that cooperation would lead to loss of jobs in
the United States. The future holds the answer.

In addition to the NATO initiatives, weapons-specific MOUs have been
signed with various countries whereby a portion of the total value of a foreign
military sale will be expended through U.S. contracts awarded to industries in the
foreign country. These MOUs differ from general MOUs in that specific goals
force the acquisition community to consider foreign sources in their decision-
making process.

At this time, new weapons-specific MOUs cannot include compensatory
coproduction and offset agreements. Su'h agreements tended to create the im-
pression of obligating DOD, and other agencies of the U.S. Government, to place
orders for defense systems or components in foreign countries, or to require U.S.
defense contractors to place orders and subcontracts in foreign countries, as a
condition of sale of U.S. defense systems or equipment to those countries. As a
result, compensatory coproduction or offset agreements made in the past have
led to friction between the allies when specific goals were not met. An exception
to this policy established by the SECDEF may be made only if there is no feasible
alternative to ensure the successful completion of a transaction believed to be of
great importance to attainment of the national security objectives of the United
States.

Congress has taken action in support of NATO rationalization, standardiza-
tion, and interoperability (RSI) and its implementation policy. However, Con-
gress has reserved the right to resist the purchase of a specific defense system or
equipment from a NATO country for one or more reasons. For example, a pur-
chase might be resisted to protect U.S. industry or U.S. military interests.

Program managers have been experiencing greater involvement in the
multinational environment as a result of President Carter's initiatives and new
DOD policies, such as those contained in DOD Directive 2010.6. The DSARC
must address NATO standardization and interoperability requirements before
making a recommendation to the SECDEF to enter the next phase of a program.
The NATO needs that are addressed may include the state of readiness and the
ability to meet the potential threat using systems already developed by one of the
NATO countries. Both the DSARC and the service acquisition review councils
incorporate such an assessment in every step of the acquisition process. Thus, it
can be seen quite readily that a program manager-performing in the interna-
tional environment in the 1970s and the beginning of the 1980s-is faced with
many challenges. These challenges include dealing with technology transfer,
MOUs, third country sales, international business practices, international finan-

36. U.S. Department of Defense Directive 2010.6, Standardization and Interoperability of
Weapons Systems and Equipment within the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), 11 March
1977
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cial issues, and communications problems caused by language differences.

The Next Decade

At the beginning of the 1980s, our adversary-the Soviet Union-is much
stronger than it was at the start of the 1970s. The United States has been losing
ground for many years in force modernization. However, Dr. Perry, in a state-
ment to Congress in February 1980, said that the United States is turning the cor-
ner and ". . . if we sustain the momentum of the new five year defense program,
the decade of the 1980s will show us, along with our allies, narrowing the gap in
the quantity of equipment deployed, while maintaining a qualitative edge." He
added that, "in this era of unprecedented change, technological strength is the key
to our long-range survival as a nation. A strengthened and vigorous program in
defense research, development and acquisition is fundamental to the maintenance
of stability and peace in the years ahead. '37

The United States is behind the Soviet Union quantitatively in deployed
weapon systems and has been falling further behind because of disparities in pro-
duction rates for new systems. Although this country has maintained a lead in
defense technology, it could lose that lead in the 1980s because the Soviets have
greatly increased their investment in defense research and development.
Dr. Perry believes that the United States still has some distinctive advantages at
this time, namely: "a superior technological base, a competitive industry with
greater productivity, and allies with a substantial industrial capability." To meet
the formidable challenge the United States faces during this decade, our invest-
ment strategy must exploit the advantages the United States now holds.

Presently, defense industry is feeling the impact of the high cost of borrowing
money. To meet the situation head-on, many prime contractors are cutting in-
ventories and becoming reluctant to make large up-front investments. The high
cost of money is significantly increasing acquisition cos. and eroding the effective
rate of profit earned by defense contractors. As a result, the prime contractors are
showing a greater reluctance to expand capacity or invest in equipment to in-
crease productivity. The subcontractors and suppliers-the small companies
which are already experiencing problems in meeting delivery schedules-often
have a greater need for borrowed working capital than the prime contractors do.
These companies are having difficulty in borrowing money because of their size
and financial condition. This situation, if not arrested, can lead to further reduc-

' tion in the number of small companies participating in the defense systems ac-
quisition business, and at the same time make it impractical for those companies
that remain to make the kind of capital investments they should be making.

37. U.S. Congress. statement of Dr. William J. Perry on the FY 1981 Department of Defense pro-
gram for Research. Development and Acquisition. 96th Cong., 2d sess., 1 February 1980.
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE VIEWPOINT

It is Dr. Perry's viewpoint that our defense investment policy during the 1980s
must include two important objectives:
-Modernization of U.S. deployed defense systems.
-Maintenance of leadership in technology critical to defense.

The size and complexity of the research, development, and acquisition effort
in the next decade will be a challenge to management. However, if the defense
systems acquisition process can be further improved and managed effectively, it
may be possible to reduce both acquisition costs and delays in deploying new or
modified defense systems.

Last year, the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Research and
Engineering undertook a series of management initiatives. The objectives-con-
tinuing into the 1980s-are to:
-Increase competition in procurement.
-Use technology to achieve major cost reductions in manufacturing.
-Extend the useful life of existing defense systems through product improve-
ment.
-Improve cooperation with our allies in armaments development and produc-
tion.
-Accelerate the acquisition process by permitting tailoring when the benefits ap-
pear to outweigh the cost of increased risk and extraordinary attention by
management.

If the initiatives are successful, the United States should be in a better defen-
sive posture at the end of this decade.

Cost is a very real problem at the start of the 1980s. The rising inflation rate is
reducing our buying power and the DOD budget is still being constrained in
order to allow funding to flow to people and welfare programs. Further, the com-
plexity of our defense systems and the rising expenditures for personnel required
to design, develop, test and evaluate, operate, and support them are driving up
costs.

According to Dale W. Church, Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for
Research and Engineering (Acquisition Policy), the production cost of a new
defense system has grown at a rate of 4.5 times per decade since 1950 when com-
pared with the cost of the defense system it replaced. In an attempt to spread the
available funds, production is being stretched out on some programs. Unfor-
tunately, this practice increases unit costs. If the defense system acquisition
budget rises only modestly throughout the 1980s, the downward trend in defense
buying power will continue. This is distressing because the total annual invest-
ment in defense systems production of the Soviet Union is already 85 percent
greater than that of the United States.

Church says that our defense systems programs must be affordable in both
"the near and long term." Programs that we cannot afford must be avoided, or
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terminated, before substantial investment costs are incurred. It is generally
recognized that the longer a program lasts, the larger the constituency that forms
to advocate or support continuation of the program. Therefore, Church con-
cludes, "We can accrue significant political and economic benefit from the early
elimination of unworthy programs. ... Both OMB and Congress support this
conclusion; however, there have been very few program terminations. Instead,
the trend has been to buy a little bit of everything-sometimes called by some
people a "balanced force" strategy-by selecting stretch-out options to minimize
annual costs.

Dr. James P. Wade, Jr., Assistant SECDEF (Atomic Energy), has suggested
some options for coping with the potential shortfall in deployed defense systems
before the end of this decade. The options he sees are as follows:
-Allow the defense systems in the current inventory to age.
-Redesign the defense systems to achieve lower unit costs.
-Reduce force levels to equalize operating and modernization needs.
-Extend the effective operational life of all defense systems by pre-planned prod-
uct improvement.3

Dr. Wade, as well as the Joint Logistic Commanders, suggests that more at-
tention should be focused on the fourth option.

A recent report of a Defense Science Board (DSB) task force chaired by
Dr. Richard D. Delauer, a corporation executive, sums up the situation today as
follows:

The progression of acquisition policy changes from Total
Package Procurement through the DSARC process, fly-before-buy
(to reduce risks), full-scale prototyping, increased emphasis on
operational test and evaluation, up to the current OMB Circular
A-109 policy, has evolved out of the perceived need to correct defi-
ciencies observed in specific programs by introducing additional
management review and decision checkpoints to assure past
mistakes would not be repeated. These procedural changes have
become institutionalized and have been applied inflexibly to all
programs with the result that the acquisition process has steadily
lengthened (see Figure 10) and the procurement of defense systems
has become increasingly costly.

Lack of realism in the estimation of program costs, changes in
specified performance requirements, inflation, and other such
causes of cost growth have caused the aggregate cost of planned
production programs to substantially exceed the allocated
budgetary resources.

38. Dr. fames Wade, Acquisition ShortfaI5 and OYtion1s. ADPA Seminar/Workshop on Pre-
Planned Product Improvement at the Defense Systems Management College, Fort Belvoir, Va.,
23 April 1980.
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[This has resulted in a] . . . need to delay the completion of the
production phases of programs in order to fit the total available
defense budget each year.39

FIGURE 10

Front-End Trends in Defense Systems Acquisition Cycle
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39. Report of the Acquisition Cycle Task Force to the Chairman of the Defense Science Board,
based on the 1977 Summer Study, 15 March 1978.
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The DiSB recommended that DOD directives focusing on major defense
systems acquisition be updated to:
-Stress the need to consider the attordability ot acquiring the defense system at
every milestone.
-Introduce the concept ot flexibility and timeliness throughout the defense
systems acquisition process.
-Encourage the combining of decision milestones whenever possible.
-Discourage system prototyping unless the prototype is producible.
-Encourage joint development and operational testing, and indept.-Jent evalua-
tion.
-Require that program decisions be correlated with the PPBS.
-Establish that the Milestone II decision represents approval of rate production.
-Emphasize that the upgrading of existing defense systems is a desirable alter-
native to new defense system development whenever feasible.

The recommendations ot the DSB have been incorporated into the latest revi-
sion of DOD Directives 5000.1 11 and 5000.2.4: The recent revision to the test and
evaluation directive (5000.3)1- and the new integrated logistic support directive
(5000.39)W-replacing DOD Directive 4100.35-incorporate new or revised
policies based upon lessons learned in the 1070s. Among the other top-level
documents being prepared or revised at this time are those covering reliability
and maintainability, specification tailoring, manufacturing technology, embed-
ded computer sottware. value engineering, and contractor incentives. Also, a
move toward greater use of commercial products, services, and practices has
been initiated.

DEFENSE INDUSTRY VIEWPOINT

Many staunch industry supporters ot the maturing defense acquisition process
are becoming concerned about the deteriorating health of defense industry. They
attribute at least some ot this to the factors listed below, as put forward by Oliver
C. Boileau, Jr.. a corporation president,
-Innovation is being discouraged.
-The United States is not producing enough defense systems.
-Too many review boards are capable of scrapping a program. The decisions

they render may be based on political, rather than military, considerations.

40 U S D3epartment ot Ietense [i 5r.S"?.3 
I , S,,t,p .A -1wsit, ,ts 10 March 1080.

41 L) S e)partmen ot Detense Directiwe 5XN Zaw, Sy,.'m Ac.q4,-itm Provcedrc
10 tarch 1080

42 U S Departmen ot Detense I~irective 5LX0 3 Test andtFahwatiot 2e. December 1971)
43 U S Department of Detene Diretive 5XX 3Q A, quitiot aid ,Mapiagemtict ,t Int c. ated

L,'rgtf" Sup'o','rt tor Sy;tem Fquti,'ntt 17 lanuarv 180
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-Reporting requirements are too numerous.
-Industry profits are too low. As a result, many defense contractors are seeking
non-defense business.
-The government has shifted its role from that of partner to dominant partner to
what, in many respects, might be considered an adversary.14

DOD and industry management agree that acquisition of new defense systems
is taking too long. The 12 or more years usually required to bring new systems
into the inventory is intolerable; therefore, a way must be found to reduce the
time. Part of the problem, Boileau points out, is that a typical major defense
system being procured for the inventory has to run an "obstacle course" from the
day it is conceived until the day the last unit is delivered to the customer.
Sometimes the technology in the defense system becomes obsolete before all of
the units are delivered. Also, the need for the system-based upon capability to
meet a threat-often changes while the system is in production. If the need for the
system ceases to exist, production must be canceled. When such a cancellation
occurs with little or no warning, it can throw involved contractors into extreme
financial difficulty.

If DOD doesn't find a way to cope with the conditions cited above, defense
contractors may not be willing to invest substantial funds of their own in new
defense system concepts. There is at present a strong industry resistance to invest
in the facilities and equipment necessary to economical production because of
continually shrinking production requirements.

THE CONGRESSIONAL VIEWPOINT

Before presenting the congressional viewpoint, some "stage setting" might be
in order. Congress has usually accepted technological parity with our adversary
as a criterion for supporting the acquisition of defense systems and equipment.
Congressional committees have consistently placed pressure on DOD officials to:
-Carefully assess the threat, and determine the U.S. needs;
-Improve the planning and budgeting process;
-Complete programs in a timely and cost-effective manner;
-Control cost growth; and
-Cancel non-productive programs.
Generally, Congress has disapproved follow-on effort on marginal programs.

Over the years there has been a constant striving to improve the resource
allocation process. In DOD, an annual review of mission areas has proved to be a
beneficial way of placing defense systems acquisition programs in a broader
perspective. Accordingly, the Commission on Government Procurement recom-
mended that the congressional budget proceedings begin with an annual review

44. Oliver C. Boileau, Jr., "Defense Industries and Government: Foolish Adversaries." Govern-
ment Executive. August 1979, pp. 24-26.
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by the appropriate committees of the missions, capabilities, deficiencies, and the

needs and goals for new acquisition programs. This could then form a basis for
budget reviews. This concept was adopted in the Congressional Budget and Im-
poundment Control Act of 1974. In accordance with the act, the FY 1979 Presi-

dent's defense budget contained the first mission-oriented display of the DOD
programs. The most recent budgets also contain such displays. To date, Congress
has shown very little enthusiasm for examining service programs from this
perspective, If Congress does not do so soon, DOD may find it desirable to return
to the former program-by-program approach.

Every year Congress reviews the current defense posture and policies, deter-
mines the priorities for defense spending, and authorizes funding. To do so re-

quires considerable study, patience, and time. In order to accomplish this task ef-
fectively, the congressmen find it advisable to call upon military and civilian ex-

perts in DOD to serve as witnesses and provide advice. In addition, congressmen
have to call upon their staff members for support. To function effectively, the

congressional staffs must be capable of the following:

-Assessing whether DOD has correctly analyzed the enemy threat.

-Assessing whether each defense system requested by DOD will be capable of
fulfilling its mission.
-fudging whether the costs and schedules for the development, production,
operation, and support of a defense system are reasonable.

-Recognizing whether the cost growth for an ongoing defense system program is
justified and controlled adequately.

When the time comes to cast a vote, the decisions of the congressmen are

based upon their appraisal of and confidence in the expert witnesses, the advice of
industry executives and representatives of the industrial associations, the
arguments posed by military lobbyists, and the findings and recommendations of
their staff members.

Two congressmen who have had a continuing concern over the years for the
defense posture of the United States are Senator Lawton Chiles from Florida,

Chairman of the Subcommittee on Federal Spending Practices and Open Govern-
ment of the Committee on Government Affairs; and Representative Bob Wilson
from California, Senior Minority Member, House Armed Services Committee.
Some of their viewpoints relative to defense systems acquisition are expressed
below.

Senator Chiles believes:
-A rebalancing of the responsibilities between the Congress and DOD is in
order. When this is undertaken, a common framework for decision-making

should be devised to permit a clearer separation of program responsibilities.
-The government program manager is always caught in the middle. First, the
program manager has to deal with the confused responsibilities of the Congress

and DOD. Second, the program manager is caught up in the confusion of respon-
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sibilities between DOD and the defense contractor or contractors developing and
producing the defense systems under contract.
-Congress cannot afford to become so enmeshed at the detail level in the
decision-making and review process that it (1) fails to provide the funding needed
for defense systems programs; (2) disrupts ongoing defense systems programs;
and (3) denies flexibility to the managers who are already held responsible for ex-
ecuting the defense systems programs.

Senator Chiles' committee has been involved with the preparation and
passage of the Federal Procurement Reform Act, S.5.

Representative Wilson believes:
-Congress and our recent administrations must share the blame for the
deteriorating strength of the U.S. arsenal compared with that of the Soviet
Union. This does not imply that the Congress does not want the United States to
be strong; it means that the Congress has not always given defense needs the
priority they require.
-The Congressional Budget Committee established during the 1970s adds
another step to the process of authorizing and funding defense systems programs.
This committee is stacked on top of the Armed Services and Appropriations
Committees. Any defense system program that can survive the scrutiny of all
these committees is a sturdy one indeed.
-The Congress is deeply concerned about arms sales by the United States to
foreign nations. Supplying military systems, equipment, and services to our allies
is an important part of our foreign policy; however, common sense must prevail
in deciding who to supply and how much to supply. Armaments don't cause wars
or tensions between nations, but conflicting ambitions, envies, and antipathies
do.

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM ARENA

The number of defense systems acquisition programs in the international
arena is continuing to grow. As it does, more U.S. program managers will be af-
fected by the many managerial problems that have to be solved. Before any pro-
gram manager can function effectively in this arena, the proponents of interna-
tional programs must take additional steps to resolve their differences and reach a
co-nmon understanding as to the benefits to be gained by international programs.

Managers of defense systems programs will have a limited, but extremely
significant, role to play in the international arena. DOD officials view the ac-
quisition of defense systems as the activity that follows the making of essential
policy-level decisions between the allied nations. The program managers who
have to perform in this arena need a first-hand knowledge of the policy and a
clear understanding of the procedures and techniques that will lead to successful
internationalization of defense systems acquisition programs. The program
managers in the 1980s will have to be able to cope with multinational defense
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system design, development, and production. The blending and combining of a
program manager's efforts with NATO rationalization, standardization, and in-
teroperability policy will continue to be the responsibility of senior-level of-
ficials-both military and civilian-in OSD, the State Department, and other
concerned offices in the executive and legislative branches of the U.S. Govern-
ment. Ultimately, the successful acquisition of defense systems in the interna-
tional arena will depend upon the following:
-The competency of the program managers and their teams;
-The innovative approaches program managers take in areas where no policies
have been formulated;
-The ability of program managers to tailor their programs to include only those
policies that are applicable;
-The willingness of involved countries to commit adequate resources to ensure
achievement of program objectives.

Looking ahead, the defense posture of the allied nations-viewed by many
astute observers as being militarily weak and somewhat disunited
politically-must be improved. A way has to be found to counteract the Soviet
military threat to Europe. NATO can meet the challenge provided that it ac-
quires-in sufficient quantities-suitable new, advanced defense systems. At this
time the Soviets are becoming concerned about the links being forged between the
United States and China in the Far East, where Japan and Korea already have
close ties with the United States.

SUPPORT OF INDUSTRIAL ASSOCIATIONS AND OTHERS

For more than a quarter of a century, the industrial associations and related
organizat.ons have done much to enhance cooperation and understanding be-
tween DOD, industry, and Congress. The organizations have helped to bring
about some significant improvements in the defense systems acquisition process
and it is anticipated that this help will continue in the future.

In a recent presentation before a congressional subcommittee, John H.
Richardson, a corporation president and industry spokesman, stated a continuing
industry belief:

.. . successful (defense) systems acquisition depends primarily on
competent people with appropriate authority, realistic objectives,
appreciation of and ability to resolve risk, candid and in-depth
communication, contractor motivation, and management flexibili-
ty and recognition that all programs are different and require dif-
ferent approaches appropriate to their individual characteristics. 4-

45. Richardson. Statement on behalf of AIA, 14 April 1978.
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Summary and Final Thoughts

In the defense systems acquisition community, the late 1950s and 1960s were
characterized by centralized control at the OSD level, by overreaction to
management problems, by procedures and regulations that were too detailed, by
multitudinous paper studies to determine risks (rather than by hardware testing),
by management theories that were too often in conflict with real-life practices,
and by growing industry frustration.

But the situation wasn't all bad. The findings of the President's Blue Ribbon
Defense Panel in 1970 allayed many misconceptions held during that period.' For
example, the panel report showed that defense industry was not making excessive
profits, the contracting practices being used were not illegal, and conflict of in-
terest did not exist between military personnel and defense contractors. On the
negative side, the panel found that both DOD and industry had failed in their
public relations-the public had not been informed of the remarkable
achievements resulting from DOD-industry teamwork.

By the close of the 1970s, the length of the acquisition process-from initial
system concept to initial operational capability-was averaging about 5 more
years than it did in the middle of the 1950s. Most of this increase was caused by
the additional front-end actions and, to some extent, by an increase in the period
from the completion of full-scale development to achievement of full operational
capability. The average full-scale development time has remained essentially the
same over the years.

At the threshold of a new decade, DOD is faced with a series of problems that
need solutions if the United States is to at least maintain its current force levels.
The Defense Science Board indicates that if the DOD procurement account has
only a modest increase during the 1980s, there are four alternatives open. These
are to:

-Reduce unit costs on both new and existing (defense) systems;
-Increase the capability of current (defense) systems, and major
subsystems, where needed, to meet the changing threat;
-Reduce the number of new starts, buying more of the current
systems; or
-Reduce the number of (defense) systems procured.47

The current practice appears to be to stretch out programs. Few have been
canceled. Given the same defense funding, termination of some marginal pro-

46. U.S., Department of Defense, Report of the Blue Ribbon Defense Panel to the President and
the Secretary of Defense, July 1970.

47. US. Department of Defense, Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Research and
Engineering, Report of the Defense Science Board 197Q Summer Study on Reducing the Unit Cost of
Equipment, March 1980.
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grams would make more funding dvailable to allow more efficient production
rates on high priority programs. The second alternative, which addresses pro-
grammed or pre-planned product improvement, was mentioned previously. That
alternative, in combination with the first and third-or both-might provide a
suitable answer.

In reviewing the evolution of the defense systems acquisition process over the
past three decades, it is quite clear that many important improvements have been
made, despite changes in management philosophies in the executive and
legislative branches. The basic process-depicted in a generalized form in Figure
11-has remained essentially the same. A milestone has been added; the names
by which the program phases are known have changed; some of the requirements
to be met before approval to enter the next phase of a program have been
modified; but the basic concept has not been altered.

Through the years, several problems have continued to persist, regardless of
changes in policies or procedures made to solve them. This in no way should be
considered as an indictment of the process. Rather, it should serve as an indica-
tion of the magnitude and complexity of the task to be accomplished. The process
has been able to meet the challenges, including those associated with joint-service
programs and multinational programs.

At this time, with a somewhat constrained acquisition budget, we must:
-Ensure defense systems acquisition program stability.
-Concentrate on best use of available or projected resources.
-Delegate the authority and assign the responsibility to each program manager
to (1) develop his acquisition strategy, and (2) tailor the application of directives
and standard regulations to his program.
-Explore use of larger quantities of lower cost systems and smaller numbers of
highly sophisticated and expensive defense systems.
-Provide multiyear funding after a defense system has been approved for a pro-
duction run lasting more than 3 years.
-Increase productivity: provide more contract incentives to encourage it.
-Make further improvements in profit policies imposed on contractors. For ex-
ample, either profit rates or contract progress payments should be increased in
order to offset the profit degradation industry is experiencing as a result of the
high cost of borrowing money.
-Employ life-cycle costing as a philosophy on all defense systems acquisition
programs.
-Develop better procedures for accomplishing programmed and pre-planned
improvements to defense systems during their operational life.
-Decrease the time from recognition of a need for a defense system to deploy-
ment of that system.
-Reduce the number of socio-economic programs Congress has tied to defense
systems acquisition. The cost impact of each socio-economic program should be a
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serious consideration before it is applied to the procurement of a defense system.
-Coproduce defense systems with friendly foreign governments without causing
disruptions in the U.S. defense market or serious problems for logisticians.

In addition to the above, we must:
-Foster the spirit of cooperation between DOD and defense industry.
-Be alert to, and abolish, those DOD policies and resulting practices that are in-
compatible with one another.
-Be alert to, and modify or cancel, those DOD policies and resulting practices
that are unclear, redundant, or not cost-effective.
-Continue to improve communication between DOD, defense industry, Con-
gress, and the private sector.

Our senators and representatives-and their staffs-can help ensure the effi-
ciency of the systems acquisition process by taking the following steps:
-Continuing to monitor the initiation and status of our defense posture, and
authorizing the development, production, fielding, and support of those defense
systems required to maintain a strong defense posture.
-Refraining from passing costly, non-productive legislation which affects the
defense systems acquisition process. When socio-economic programs must be ap-
plied to defense systems programs, additional dollars should be made available to
cover the additional program costs.
-Finding ways to keep unexpected cancellations of seemingly important defense
systems acquisition programs to a minimum, still recognizing that some program
terminations will always be needed.
-Providing timely authorizations of funding each year.
-Providing legislation that permits multiyear funding on major defense systems
acquisition programs entering a production phase. This would provide program
stability and industry would be able to take advantage of more economical pro-
duction practices.

At a very critical time during World War II, James V. Forrestal was quoted as
saying: "When the war is over, I hope that American business will remain close to
the Services . . . . The valuable contributiors that both the military and industry
are now making to the Nation's welfare . . . [should] not be lost."46 Forrestal's
concerns were shared by others. As a result, an effective government-industry
working relationship-one devoted to the design, development, production, and
fielding of first-class defense systems and equipment-emerged. Since World War
11, the industrial associations or other professional groups have played an impor-
tant role in encouraging continuation of the government-industry teamwork and
have served as "sounding boards" for DOD, industry, and Congress relative to

48. lames V. Forrestal, while serving as Under Secretary of the Navy, uttered these words to
Frank M. Folsom, chairman of the Procurement Policy Committee of the War Production Board, on a
flight to the Headquarters of the U.S. South Pacific Fleet in August 1942.
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changes that would enhance the defense systems acquisition process. This team-
work should continue throughout the 1980s.

Finally, it is of paramount importance that not only we in DOD, but the
citizens who foot the bill and elect the Congress, understand the realities of the
world in the 1980s. An attack against the forward deployed forces of the United
States could occur at any time with little or no warning. If such an attack does
take place, the United States will not have time to mobilize as it was able to do at
the start of World War 11. Therefore, the United States must be prepared to go
into battle and win with the armed forces and defense systems and equipment
that it has available at any moment. Although the United States may not be fac-
ing an immediate crisis, General David C. Jones, USAF, Chairman of the JCS-in
a statement to Congress in January 1980-cautioned that:

Under the best of circumstances, the 1980s will be a period of
widespread international turmoil and instability. . . . The world is
in many ways different and more threatening than a year ago and
all signs point to even greater risks as the days pass.40

With the continuing support of Congress, and the successful application of
government/industry teams to the task at hand in defense systems acquisition
programs, the United States will be prepared to face any threat it may encounter
during the next decade.

In 1922, Jose Ortega y Gasset said, "Nations are formed and are kept alive by
the tact that they have a program for tomorrow." ' 0 Thus, it we-as a nation-
want to enjoy the fruits of our freedom tomorrow, we must have well-trained and
equipped armed forces, an adequate defense industrial base with surge capability,
and an effective program for defense systems acquisition today.

APPENDIX
INDUSTRIAL ASSOCIATIONS AND OTHER PROFESSIONAL GROUPS

The successful establishment of DOD-industry teams to develop and field
defense systems, and to improve relations with the Congress is due in no small
way to the devoted and continuing efforts of a number of industrial associa-
tions-acting either individually or collectively, as appropriate. The dedication
of the industrial associations and some of the professional societies to ensuring ef-
fective management of defense system programs has enabled our country to
preserve-in the most cost-effective manner-the way of life we enjoy today.

49. U.S., Congress, House. United States Military Iosture, Statement ot David C. Jones, 96th
Congress, 2d sess., January 1980.

50. Jose Ortega y Gasset. 1883-1955, philosopher and foremost Spanish thinker of the 20th century.
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The Council of Defense and Space Industry Associations

The organization that represents the common interests of the industrial
associations is the Council of Defense and Space Industry Associations-com-
monly referred to by its acronym, CODSIA. The six associations comprising
CODSIA include in their membership all of the major companies in the business
of producing defense and space systems. The associations also include in their
membership many small companies that devote part or all of their time to this ef-
fort.

CODSIA was formed in June 1964 as an unincorporated, voluntary, non-
profit, non-lobbying organization for obtaining broad industry views on new or
revised government policies and procedures relating to the acquisition and
fielding qf defense and space systems and equipments. As originally conceived,
CODSIA functions as a coordinative and consultative organization. It is not an
industry or trade association, because it in no way diminishes or disturbs the
authority of its individual member associations. The members of CODSIA are
completely tree to deal directly with DOD personnel, and vice versa. Relative to
the DOD, CODSIA provides a central channel of communication that simplifies
and expedites industry-wide consideration of proposed or revised policies, direc-
tives, instructions, and regulations associated with the defense systems acquisi-
tion process. CODSIA also serves as the organization through which problems
and questions concerning DOD acquisition policies and procedures may be chan-
neled for industry consideration and response.

CODSIA is composed of six associations. These associations and their pur-
poses are briefly discussed below.

NATIONAL SECURITY INDUSTRIAL ASSOCIATION

NSIA, founded in 1Q44, is a national organization of diversified manufactur-
ing, research, and service companies. The stated purpose of NSIA is to: express
broad industry points ot view in advising the government on problems of na-
tional security: and to maintain and improve the communications between in-
dustry, the DOD and defense-related agencies, and NASA. This association does
not advocate or represent the special interests of any trade or group.

AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, INC.

AIA, founded in 1010, is a voluntary national trade association of the
manufacturers of aircratt, missiles, spacecraft, propulsion, navigation and
guidance systems, support equipment, accessories, parts, materials, and com-
ponents used in the construction, operation, and maintenance of these products.
The primary purpose of AIA is to foster the advancement of aeronautical and
astronautical parts and products in direct support of national policies, industrial
preparedness, and the overall public interest.

"i/
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ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION

EIA, founded in 1924, is the national trade association of the manufacturers of
electronic parts, equipment, and systems for all applications including national
defense and space exploration. The preparation of engineering standards, the
gathering of marketing statistics, and the development of a general industry posi-
tion on legislative and regulatory matters are typical of the functions which this
association performs for industry.

MOTOR VEHICLES MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES, INC.

MVMA, founded in 1913, is a national trade association of motor vehicle
manufacturers. The association promotes the general welfare of the industry con-
sistent with the law, the public interest, and the attainment of our country's
economic, social, and environmental goals. The association strives for effective
communications between government and industry, and supports the concept of
a free competitive economic system. Member companies contribute to the defense
program through the design, development, and production of military and space
products, including personnel carriers, cargo trucks, wheeled and tracked
vehicles, aircraft engines, guns, missiles, and inertial guidance systems.

SHIPBUILDERS COUNCIL OF AMERICA

SC/A, founded in 1921, is a national trade association composed of com-
panies engaged in the design, construction, and repair of ships, other marine
craft, and marine equipment for the U.S. Navy and the U.S. Merchant Marine.
The association's objectives are to inform and appropriately present the collective
views of its members. Member companies-most of the U.S. shipbuilders-are
concerned with pertinent government legislative, executive, and judicial trends,
as well as worldwide industrial and economic trends, that might affect the
maintenance of a sound private shipbuilding and ship-repairing industry-one
capable of supporting our national needs in time of emergency.

AMERICAN ELECTRONICS ASSOCIATION

AEA, founded in 1943, is a national trade association comprised of companies
engaged in a broad spectrum of electronics research and development. All of the
member companies operate in fields of high technology, designing and manufac-
turing sophisticated equipment to meet the needs of both the government and the
commercial markets. The association is concerned with governmental affairs, in-
ternational trade, and management education.

Other Associations and Professional Organizations

In addition to CODSIA and its member associations, some other organiza-
tions have been doing much to enhance government-industry cooperation and
support relative to acquisition of defense systems. Among the more prominent

-/
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organizations in this endeavor are the following:
-The American Defense Preparedness Association (ADPA), a society of con-
cerned citizens and military personnel who are interested in industrial
preparedness and dedicated to fostering progress in science, education, and
management.
-The National Contract Management Association (NCMA), an association of
individuals who are concerned with administration, procurement, negotiation,
and management of government contracts and subcontracts. This association is
also concerned with education and improvement of the professional skills of its
members.
-The American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA), an organiza-
tion of individuals who are concerned with fostering overall technical progress in
the field of aeronautics and astronautics and increasing the professional com-
petence of its members.
-The Society of Logistics Engineers (SOLE), a society of managers and technical
practitioners who are concerned with the art and science of management
engineering and technical activities associated with requirements, design, and
supplying and maintaining resources to support objectives, plans, and opera-
tions.

-The Armed Forces Communications and Electronics Association (AFCEA), an
association devoted to maintaining and improving cooperation between the
armed forces and industry in communications, design, production, and
maintenance, as well as to fostering the development of scientists and engineers.
-The engineering societies, such as the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, the American Institute of Industrial Engineers, and the American In-
stitute of Electrical Engineers, who are concerned with engineering, production,
and effective management of projects.

This list is by no means complete. It is included here only to make the point
that a large number of responsible, dedicated, and patriotic organizations are
concerned with ensuring that the United States has available for its armed forces
those defense systems and equipment capable of successfully deterring any enemy
aggression.

I



Affordability- Let's Not
Make It a Dirty Word 7

Rear Admiral L. S. Kollmorgen, USN
Lieutenzant Commander S. E. Briggs, USN II

in the years since President Nixon's Blue Ribbon Panel and the institu-
tionalization of the -DSARC process' in 1970. there have been several "outside"
reviews of the acquisition process. Nearly all of these reviews have noted the in-
creasing length of that process. Over the last 10 years. the acquisition process has
lengthened by about 3 months per year-with virtually all (it the growth occur-
ring in the "front end."

The institutionalization of the concept of aftordability could, if great care is
not taken, add to the length of the acquisition process. To avoid that, we must
have a firm idea of what affordability is-and is not.

The recently signed revisions to DODD 5000.1 and DODI 5000.2 have added
affordability as a concept which must be dealt with in the DSARC process. Yet, it
is also noted that the concept is "principally a determination of the PPBS 1plan-
ning. programming, and budgeting system] process.' This apparent disparity is
symptomatic of the continuing need to reconcile the often contlicting guidance of
the two processes. Now a real, and more importantly a double linkage has been
made official DOD policy.

Unfortunately, 5000.11 .2 leave us hanging on the affordability issue; policy
and procedure are given without a firm definition of what the term means. It is a
good top-level management practice to set policy and leave implementation to the
user, but a common understanding of the concept to be implemented is essential.

Understanding the Concept

The term affordability has appeared in articles, papers, and even directives to
such an extent that it is already an established "buzz word.' Most users of the
term think of it as a philosophy; few conside: it a tool, and even fewer have
discussed the mechanics ot its application. Since atfordability is at the leading
edge of today's budgetary dilemma-and, judging trom some recent writing,

Rear Admi.ral Lelarid S ?.olrr~'. USN is P. rec,',tr Svst,'rrs A ,talvsis I )witwri O tf.., of the
Chief of Naval ()p-ratior.. "SX1,111ST111" fOr 1'ro:'dipug evaluatioisot Nav 'v ;'r ogarni, antalittu'al stq-
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already subject to interpretive misunderstanding-it is worth our time to examine
its value, intent, and useful application.

The fiscal necessities that force aftordabilitv considerations have been
documented well enough so that only a brief synopsis is necessary.
Notwithstanding increased public sympathy for larger defense budgets, the Of-
fice of Management and Budgot policy has fixed the DOD budget as a percentage
of the Gross National Product (CNP) (about 5 percent), thus tying defense budget
growth to GNP growth. But, the average rate of GNP growth over the oast four
decades has gradually slowed from 4.8 percent in the l40s to 2.9 percent in the
1970s. At the same time. inflation has shown an opposite, faster trend in growing
from under 2 percent in the 104Cs to o:er 8 percent in the 1970s. In terms of pur-
chasing power. the decline has been some 30 percent over the past three decades.
Thus, defense is getting effectively less no matter how you look at it.

At the same time, knowledgeable observers recognize that the services have
more programs in development than can be produced and deployed given current
and projected budgetary support. Figure 1 graphically illu3trates the dichotomy
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between the programs planned and the funding available. The result is the 'bow
wave" phenomenon. The size of this bulge is such that a 1979 Defense Science
Board study projected a required 40 percent reduction in unit cost just to main-
tain current inventory numbers This translates into a 17 percent growth in the
defense budget' far in excess of what can be expected.

Aggravating the problem is a growth rate in weapons systems costs which ex-
ceeds that ot the detense budget (an, the GNP). The sobering conclusion is that
the DOD (services) must concentrate their declining purchasing power on the
most important things, and that means fewer things. Even if real growth in the
defense budget is obtained, the cost of sophistication will still force difficult decisions.

The crux ot the problem is how to go about doing that, i.e., how to determine
how many 'most important things" to concentrate on. That is where affordabili-
ty analysis can help.

What is required is a responsible, top-down look at needs, priorities, and
availability of the resources. Affordability can fill the bill if we adopt the simple
definition that it is nothin'g more than an evaluation of total needs in relation to
anticipated resources.

Applying the Concept

When dealing with an inherently simple principle, there is the ever-present
danger that we will det,ne, interpret, and policy ourselves into an institutional
monster. In reality, the mechanics ot affordability are simple.

You can start by projecting the resources ($s) that can be expected within
some definable and defendable boundaries. This can be done by use ot historical
data or, to be analytically sophiticated. by a linear regression ot past budgets.
Then perform an affordability check by aggregating programs by appropriation
mission areas, functions, etc. That is, structure a set ot "Figure 1 r type graphs.
Apply boundary conditions (0 percent growth and 2.7 percent growth are shown
in Figure 1). Then a review of the needs and a prioritization ot the programs to
tultill those needs will be a logical fallout. You will be looking at the outyear ef-
fect ot today s decisions-a useful perspective for the decision-maker.

Because it is an outgrowth of fiscal constraints, we in DOD usually think ot
aftordability in monetary terms, But, there is no real reason why it cannot be ap-
plied to any situation where the combination of demands exceeds the available
supply. Even now this check is being applied to the manpower requirements of
new and existing programs. It is sometimes held that higher technology will
reduce manpower requirements, but this is not proving true. Sophisticated
systems are demanding higher skills, which are in short supply. Already, some
manpower demands are exceeding the boundaries ot projected manpower
available,

I • .
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In reviewing needs you will undoubtedly find that there are options; e.g.:
-Keep some weapon systems longer
-Buy more of the same
-Modify the existing system or systems
-Buy a lesser capability system developed elsewhere
-Develop a new system

Simple, you say7 It is! The aggregations, the boundaries, and the necessary
simplifying assumptions are all yours to control. In short, it is not rigorous and
the temptation to "model" affordability should be resisted.

Top-Down Management

There are already spokesmen on the street linking affordability directly to
trade-off considerations at the program-manager level. Wrongi It should be used
as a macro-management tool. Program managers should be aware of the concept,
but they cannot set their own program's region of affordability. The service or
agency head must determine the affordability boundaries. PMs can provide input
to the process and test boundaries for feasibility in an iterative process-if required.

Affordability is primarily a tool for senior management to use in making the
first screen of the need and establishing the feasibility of financing the acquisition
within ancitipated resources. It is essential that these same decision-makers con-
centrate on meaningful aggregations in order to determine trade-offs.

A System for Senior Managers

In the authors' view, the DOD acquisition process could be speeded up and
improved substantially it the Secretary of Defense and the service secretaries were
to agree on a procedure whereby:
-The service conducts mission area analyses and prepares application Mission
Element Need Statements (MENS) for sub'iission during the budget cycle.
(DODD 5000.1 .2 support this.)
-The MENS is submitted as a notification of the need and the intention to prQ-
ceed with the preliminary steps to find a solution to the need.

The Secretary of Defense would review those needs annually in the context of

broad misslon, ategories and budget projections-a top-down, macro look. The
tools for such top-level OSD mission area trade-off decision-making is available
in current PPBS documentation, the extended planning annex (EPA), the Five-
Year Defense Plan (FYDP), and the program objectives memoranda (POMs) from
each service. Such procedure would lead to a necessary and desirable con-
vergence of the PPBS and acquisition processes.

The service secretaries and chiefs should be involved to establish the proper
framework and baseline for subsequent budgetary and planning activity to carry

Imp
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out the decisions. The aforementioned top-level OSD involvement in mission
area trade-offs and prioritization would enable each DOD componcnt to
prioritize effort rationally within each mission area.

OSD has clearly provided the framework for each service's affordability
check. Some form of an affordability analysis must be used by the services to
construct their POM, and the Navy has used this process for some time in con-
junction with POM development. Through rational programmatic choices, ef-
forts are slowed, cancelled, or deferred until the total funding requirement is
brought within the bounds of resource projections. This same approach can be
applied with ease to mission areas, appropriation areas, functional areas, or any
category desired.

The PPBS/Acquisition Process Linkage

Revised DODD 5000.1/.2 and amplifying memorandum have emphasized the
desire for the MENS (or its equivalent) to be the basis for a program's inclusion in
the POM. But at the same time, these directives require that the need described in
the MENS be reconciled with the resources available'necessary to satisfy it. Ob-
viously, each service must develop an affordability analysis in conjunction with
developing the MENS. Just as obviously, this same analysis can be used by the
services in constructing their annual POM.

Since mission area budgeting has been mandated by Congress on al. federal
agencies, it follows 'hat mission area analysis should be linked with the annual
PPBS cycle. The marriage of mission area and affordability analysis provides a
direct and useful linkage. Mission area breakdowns form a structure for an
affordability analysis used in POM preparation.

The affordability linkage continues throughout a program's acquisition cycle.
DODD 5000.1/.2 specifically require an affordability consideration at each
milestone. Annual POM development provides the check. The only disconnect
that can occur is a dramatic change in priorities occasioned by the threat, funding
constraints, or perspectives of the principal participants. Once a program is
established, its "affordability" and yearly funding is governed by the budgetary
process.

Another Plus

Improved means must be devised to stabilize or reverse the upward spirals in

cost and development time. Quicker agreement on resource allocation decisions
can induce substantial savings-time is money, particularly in the period of rapid
inflation we are now experiencing. Since opinions differ radically concerning
what is affordable, it is beneficial to establish procedures reasonably common to
the services and OSD for agreeing on the affordability of certain efforts in rela-
tion to others. In attempting to agree on the "worth" or aifordability of a given
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effort, the parties obviously must first agree on the relative priorities of the efforts
underway or contemplated.

To do that, the decisions must be grouped into aggregates, so that the overall
number of decisions required is reduced to more manageable proportions. This
can easily be accomplished if requirements are grouped by mission area and for-
warded annually with the POM. There are provisions for out-of-cycle submis-
sions, but the track record is poor. Delays for out-of-cycle "new starts" are in-
herent, and decisions often slip into the next cycle. An annual review process tied
to the POM process makes sense. Thus, a common criterion could be established
for program comparison which would remain valid throughout the year, one
which would support DSARC decisions at any time.

The Payoff

Successful application of the affordability and review concepts sketched
above will result in:
-Quicker agreement on resource allocation decisions -shortening the front-end
of an acquisition program.
-Reduction in the program turbulence resulting from revisited decisions--a bet-
ter DSARC/PPBS package.

It is important that all concerned understand what affordability is and what it
is not. Homogenous, across-the-board OSD rules governing the application of
the affordability concept are tempting but inappropriate. That trap must be
avoided. We can no longer afford the inefficiency and slow reaction characteristic
of the current process.

pI
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About Acquisition
but Were Afraid to Do 84

Dr. William C. Wall, Jr.
Leonard L. Rosen

There is a persistent dichotomy in the military acquisition process-the
necessity to ensure design maturity and minimize post-deployment changes that
cost so much money on the one hand, and the desire to field materiel rapidly in
order to meet military need, which carries the risk of higher costs, on the other.
The first situation in the dichotomy portrays a cost-emphasis approach. Acquisi-
tion costs are minimized, but program phases are predominantly sequential with
little overlap. The latter program description reflects a time-emphasis approach.
Program phases are overlapped, with experience indicating generally higher ac-
quisition costs.' Thus, the schedule philosophy underlying a program plan may
influence both program costs and system design.

A total answer to this acquisition Catch 22 between time and design maturity
has not yet surfaced. The surer we are of design maturity before committing to
production, the longer the development cycle will be; the longer the development
cycle, the later total fielding will be; the later total fielding, the higher the
likelihood that the need will have been refined: and the higher the likelihood that
the need will have been refined, the greater the review and modification to the
development program. Further, as time to deploy is extended, the cost savings
resulting from operation and maintenance improvements are delayed. The proc-
ess, at this point, becomes self-perpetuating in the extreme case, and program
balance among design maturity, time, and cost begins to fade rapidly.

This article, while not claiming a total solution, does offer a concept consist-
ent with current policy and in keeping with today's search for effecting further

i. The basic concepts ot cost and time emphasis programs are described in 1. Stanley
Baumgartner. Comments on the Value ot Time and Its Etfect on Defense Systems Acquisition,
Dfenise Management ]ournal 8 July 1Q72): 53-5o.
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improvements in the weapon system acquisition process. 2 It suggests a means of
maintaining technical integrity during the development cycle while concurrently
reducing normal time to materiel fielding. The keystone of the technique lies in
the precedent sequencing of quantified development milestones with specific,
phased, production tasks. The technique preserves the requisite fidelity of the
technical program while permitting the design agency a means of buying, almost
without cost penalty, the most precious commodity of all-time.

Perspective

The dichotomy addressed in this article focuses on the issue of schedule con-
currency, which may be defined as the overlapping of the development phase and
the production phase in the execution of a program plan. The effect of concurren-
cy is program schedule compression. The greater the degree of concurrency and
the tighter the schedule, the greater the amount of overlap between the develop-
ment and production phases. Conversely, the smaller the degree of schedule con-
currency and the more relaxed the schedule, the smaller the amount of program
phase overlap. Of course, concurrency is a matter of degree, since some overlap
between development and production almost invariably exists in military acquisi-
tion.

In essence, schedule concurrency is a method for attempting to shorten the
time required to put a new weapon system, or a significant product improvement
to an existing weapon system, into operational use. The perceived need may also
arise when a development program schedule slips, and the date for initiation of
fielding remains critical. Under the techniques normally associated with schedule
concurrency, volume production is initiated with a system design that has
demonstrated some level of maturity, but which has not completed a full test pro-
gram and, therefore, is lacking final design specifications. Typically, when this
happens, test sequences are altered, the number of tests is reduced, individual ac-
tivity times are contracted, and technical analyses and judgments are hurried-all
in order to accelerate the development program. The objective of all this activity
is to reduce the gap between initiation of production and completion of final
design specifications or, better still, return to the preferred sequencing of achiev-
ing final design specifications prior to initiation of production. Not only does this
typical approach fail to reduce program risk in the production phase as intended,
it actually increases program risk because of the disruption of the comprehen-
siveness and balance of the development program.

2. For an excellent summay ol ;o!,r milestones in weapon system aCquisition in the 1970s, see
Re,- Admiral Rowland G. Freeman 111, USN, "Fundamentals of DOD Acquisition Directives." Pro-
,ram Mapraxers Newslette 7 (l.nuary-February 1078): 2-5
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Viewed from a cost perspective, excessive concurrency carries with it a heavy
premium. Extensive redesign of a product after it is in volume production is a
costly affair when it impacts production processes, procured vendor items and
parts, raw materials, and tooling, and also causes retrofit of already produced
items. 3 From a technical standpoint, it may result in imbalance among subsystem
developments, reduction in development testing and evaluation, significant in-
crease in the number of engineering design changes, and impairment of required
performance characteristics.

On the other side of the ledger, time-emphasis schedules may result in earlier
deployment with the combat user, earlier "ring-out" of a new system or product
improvement by the user, reduced influence of inflation on program costs, and
longer operational life prior to obsolescence. 4

It is worth noting that even the cost-emphasis program may be a costly ven-
ture, due in large measure to the time-value of money. In other words, the longer
the program runs and the further back production is pushed, the greater the im-
pact of inflation. Just the simple delay of a production program from one fiscal
year to the next, without a change in system configuration, will result in program
cost increases. Additionally, there is also the natural tendency of a relaxed
schedule to attract additional engineering change which, like inflation, adds cost.
In sum, both excessive concurrency and unreasonable extension of program
schedules will cause costs to be higher than necessary. These relationships are
depicted in Figure 1. It will be observed that a trend toward greater schedule con-
currency carries with it a tendency toward higher costs. Similarly, a trend in the
direction of unreasonable schedule "stretch-out" also carries with it a tendency
toward higher costs. The region of successful schedule concurrency occurs in the
cost trough.

Historically, concurrency has been regarded as a contributor to cost overruns
in the military acquisition process.' However, in today's time frame, there is a
general belief that the acquisition cycle has been increasing in terms of both time
and money and that it is imperative that the cycle be shortened. 6

Successful Concurrency

Reasonable program scheduling for a weapon system or a product improve-
ment need not be a trade-off between design maturity and time. It is possible to

3. Baumgartner, "Comments on the Value of Time and Its Effect on Defense Systems
Acquisition," p. 54.

4. Ibid.. p. 56.
5. U.S., Congress, Joint Economic Committee, The Acquisition of Weapons Systems. Hearings

Before the Subcommittee on Economy in Government, 91st Cong., 2d sess., 1970, pp. 441, 446.
6. The harmful effect of increasingly longer acquisition cycles is emphasized by Charles W.

Duncan, Jr., former Under Secretary of Defense, in "Defense's Streamlined Acquisition Program,"
Commanders Digest 21 (18 May 1978): 7.
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FIGURE 1
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shorten the total time of bringing a weapon system into the operational inventory
without compromising design integrity or forgoing required testing.

Our basic premise is that as tight as money is these days, money can be pro-
ductively employed to create more money, but time is not similarly reproducible.
Once time has passed, it can never be reacquired. This is not intended to at-
tenuate the importance of affordability concerns.7 Quite the contrary, our thesis
suggests that once a particular answer to a military requirement has been deter-
mined to be affordable, it is essential that time to fielding be made as short as is
technically feasible. We are advocating, however, a change from the typical
business-as-usual, risk-aversion production approach.

7. The salient issues involved in the affordability problem are discussed by Dale W. Church,
Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for R&E, in "Defense Management: An Outline of Efforts to Im-
prove Acquisition Policy, Prograrn Managers Newsletter 7 (November-December 1978): 4-8.
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A fundamental tenet which must never be violated in any complex develop-
ment program is that the designers establish a comprehensive and balanced total
program plan. How the plan is implemented is a subject for management direc-
tion and is influenced by many factors. The principle that the technical communi-
:y must provide a basic, complete, and reasonable development plan should
never be debated, however. A summary example of a representative development
program plan is depicted in Figure 2. The plan is comprehensive and balanced. It
includes testing for all critical phases of the program, covers all necessary
disciplines, and culminates in the submission of complete documentation. 8

The plan commences with an analysis of technical and operational re-
quirements; moves then into system design and advanced developmernt model
(ADM) fabrication and test, followed by preproduction model (PPM) release,
fabrication, and test; and concludes with the submittal of an engineering change
proposal (ECP) that contains final design specifications, integrated logistics
documentation, and all other necessary data.

Structured within the basic program plan in the example shown are six quan-
tified milestones that define predetermined thresholds that must be met or bet-
tered or corrective action initiated before the next phase of activity may begin.

Quantified milestones 9 represent major decision points in the accomplishment
of the program plan. These are events of technical significance strategically
placed throughout the program plan. Properly established, quantified milestones
occur at sensitive points in the program life cycle and provide a quantitative
means of measuring and evaluating technical performance. The quantified
milestone concept for a program is based on the premise that each full develop-
ment program has several major milestones. Each major milestone acts as a con-
trol gate to the succeeding activities. The succeeding activities will not be initiated
until a predetermined set of performance parameters has been met, exceeded, or
known alternatives taken. In this manner, development progress toward initial
goals is assured at interim points which will, in general, eliminate surprises later
in the program. Table I, column (a), defines the quantified milestones for our ex-
ample program, and Table II provides a typical example of critical parameters a'
quantified milestone number 4 (QM 4 in Figure 2).

At the completion of the development program in month 33, the government
possesses a detailed technical data package that is used to form the basis for pro-

,2
8. The positive influence that adequate testing has on reducing program risk is discussed in a com-

pelling manner by Rear Admiral L. S. Kollmorgen, USN, in "Reducing Risk Through Testing,"
Defense Management Journal 13 (October 1977): 2-9.

9. The authors wish to acknowledge John Robins, Deputy Project Manager, Hawk Project Office,
I J.S. Army Missile Command, for his concepts on utilization of quantified milestones.
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TALE I

Quantified Milestones

(a) (b)
Technical Basis for Quantified Milestone Utilization for
Quantified Milestone Name and Utilization Production Program

in Development Program Under Proposed
Concept

1. System Design Initiate ADM Fabrication None
Complete

2. ADM Fabrication Initiate ADM Test None
Complete

3. PPM Release Initiate PPM Fabrication None

4. Complete HIILOW Initiate RAM Testing Initiate Production
Temperature Test in Make Ready
Environmertal Phase-Use Interim
Program on PPM 1 Documentation

5. Complete Perform- Initiate ECP Submittal Initiate Production
ance Test Program Activity Manufacturir g

Phase

6. Documentation ECP Approval Initiate Formal
Complete Production

Documentation
Configuration
Control

duction contract award. While it is possible that the development contractor may
not be the initial production contractor, this is considered unlikely. In any event,
to present the concurrency concept postulated in this article in the simplest man-
iter, it will be assumed that the development and initial production contractor are
one and the same.

Figure 3 shows a typical production program plan, starting from the comple-
tion of the development program through initial delivery. A comparison of the

date of completion of development contract effort in Figure 2 with the date of in-

Ii
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TABLE II

Example of Critical Parameters Q.M. #4*

QM #4 = (INITIATE RAM TESTING)

REQUIRED I

PARAMETER VALUE NOTES

System Weight #1600 Excluding Shipping
Container

System Tracking 1.00

Boresight Stability Over Temp 0.50

Predicted MTBF (Mil Std 300 Hrs Derate Factor of
Handbook Calculation) 2 in Analysis

Scan Rates

AZ 100 DEG SEC Over

ELEV 30 DEG SEC Full Range

Warmup Time 2 MIN Following
(From - 6SoF) 12 Hr Soak

Environmental Qual Sand, Dust Pass Performance
(Mil Std 5400) Humidity, Temp Requirements of

(HighlLow) Specification
52117 (On Adm)

Estimated Production Cost S800K Constant 80$'s
Qty of 100 Units
Recurring Unit

*QM #4 in the proposed concept has doubled significance. For the develop-

ment program, successful completion of these objectives allows the initia-
tion of RAM testing. For the production program, successful completion per-
mits the award of the contract to initiate the "make ready" production
phase.

itiation of production contract effort in Figure 3 will reveal that four months

(from end of month 33 through month 37) are scheduled for evaluation and ap-

proval of the ECP and award of the production contract. This four-month period

/
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is composed of purely administrative time.
The five-month "make ready" phase begins in month 38 and runs through

month 42 or until start of fabrication activity. This phase consists of tooling and
test equipment design and procurement of long-lead-time raw and finished
material. The "manufacturing" phase of the production program plan is sched-
uled to commence in month 43. This phase consists of fabrication and assembly
of deliverable and test equipment hardware, final system test, and delivery. From
initiation of activity under the production contract to first hardware delivery re-
quires a total of 16 months. First delivery occurs in month 53-amost four and
one-half years from initiation of development effort to first hardware delivery.

Implementation of the Technique

Successful concurrency is implemented not by "crashing" activities or by
telescoping dates, but rather by "folding" schedules at carefully selected
milestones. In this technique, total elapsed time from start of development activi-
ty to first delivery is contracted, but not at the expense of individual segments of
the plan. The development program plan is implemented just as planned, but the
"make ready" phase of the production program is initiated earlier than in the
typical serial arrangement illustrated by Figures 2 and 3. In other words, the
development program and the production program are lapped rather than butted.

In the example being illustrated, the folding occurs between months 26 and 38 as
depicted in Figure 4. A phased production contract is awarded in month 26 (in
lieu of month 38) with authority to proceed only with the "make ready" phase,
which is the procurement of long-lead-time material and design of non-recurring
tooling and test equipment. This award is tied completely to the successful
achievement of quantified milestone number 4 objectives. In this illustration,
quantified milestone number 4 objectives are sufficiently stringent to provide the
project manager with the necessary confidence to proceed with the "make ready"
portion of the production program. The slight risk attending this decision is
limited strictly to a small percentage of authorized dollars, since the integrity of
the development program has not been compromised and a significant technical
level of confidence has been established. In other words, the decision, is a trade-
off of dollars for time.

It should be noted that the initiation of the "manufacturing" phase is similarly
linked to successful achievement of quantified milestone number 5 objectives in
month 30. Should achievement of these objectives not occur as planned, the
authority to commence activity under the "manufacturing" phase will be
withheld until these are achieved or a suitable "work-around" plan has been
developed and approved.
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Key to Success

The keystone of successful concurrency is the precedent sequencing of quan-
tified development milestones with phased production program tasks.

The dimensions ot quantification must be minimun essential capahilit, v ot
mandatory technical characteristics and program varamett'rs. The dimttisions
must be !., defined that failure to demonstrate ability to meet or exceed the objec-
tives is sufficient cause to curtail further work until the performance capability
can be successfully demonstrated or an adequate and acceptable recovery plan is
formulated.

Quantified milestones assure that technical dectsion. are contzcioislv based on
hard technical tact rather than omitted inadvertently anl made bv default merely
through passage ot time. The concept ot controlled concurrency preserves the
technical integrity t development while providing for signiticant reduction in
time to first deployment.

wwitrzarl'

The gain in the presented concept mav be expected to provide a 20-25 percent
reduction in time to deployment tor a reasonably successful program. Figuie 4
depicts hotv the conventional sequential approaches represented by Figures 2 and
3 are combined tinder successtul concurrency. The risk involved is bounded by a
small percent ot the total cost ot the ingredients (t the make ready production
phase. For a properly structured milestone gate. it is estimated this cost could
range from 0 to perhaps as high as 10 percent ot initial production costs. Even it
the estimate should turn out to be on the high side in our current economic en-
vironment. inflation would more than ottset the potential cost risk.

Thus. it is the authors contention that it this concept is properly im-
plemented a significant amount ot acquisition tim ,an be saved, at very little, it
any, real cost, while the program s technical integrity is tully maintained. This
technique, properly implementedr will result in a balanced program ot minimum
lead time. lptimum acquisition cost and preservation of technical integrity.
There is. ot course. alwa% s some cost risk involved, but in these days ot galloping
technological advances. can we attord not to ta'..e such a risk,
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Government Data
Policy: Is It a Threat to 96

U.S. Technology?
Charles S. Haughey

Some of you may recall the post-World War II musical in which a
soldier tries to get out of the Army on the grounds that he is crazy, and thus unfit
for service. The Army doctor patiently explains that in the wartime Army
everyone is a bit crazy. This is a normal state, and under Rule 22 not an excuse
for discharge. Thus you can't get out unless you are crazy, but since being a bit
crazy is normal, one who is crazy can't get out. "Catch-22."

Wouldn't it be fascinating if U.S. Government data rights policy turned out to
be the main ingredient of a "Catch-22" that actually inhibits technological growth
in the United States7

Decline in U.S. Innovation

The relative numbers of U.S. patents issued to U.S. inventors have declined in
comparison to inventors of other countries. The proportion of sales of "new"
products (developed within the previous 10 years) to sales of older products has
declined for many leading U.S. companies. One such company, Monsanto
Chemical, testified at hearings in Washington, D.C., that 10 years ago their prod-
uct mix was over 50 percent new products. Today the mix is only 14 percent.

Does the U.S. technical data rights policy tend to alleviate this decline-or
promote it7

The United States is in world competition today more than ever. Our trade
deficit has worsened, and sales of aerospace and military products abroad are
needed more than ever. It would seem that we should be trying to improve our
trade balance in this area, or at least be maintaining what we have while improv-
ing other aspects of our foreign trade. This would encourage innovation.

The New FAR Data Policy and NATO RSI

Our government data rights policy will soon be embodied in the new Federal
Acquisition Regulation (FAR). It is intended to be a "meld" of the policies of
several agency regulations, primarily those of DOD, NASA, and the Department
of Energy. I perceive the DOD policy as the most developed, and as having the
greatest impact on foreign trade. This is due in part to the rapidly developing
policies and programs for NATO rationalization, standardization, and in-

Charles S. Haughey is a Patent Counsel with Hughes Aircraft Company, and as such has responsi-
bility for contract questions relating to patent, data, and proprietary rights matters. Mr. Haughey has
been a member of the Data Task Group of the Government Procurement Commission, a consultant
on Patent and Data Rights to the President's Blue Ribbon Defense Panel, and has served with several
task groups of the Council of Defense and Space Industry Associations. He is also a member of the
board of managers of the American Patent Law Association. Mr. Haughey holds engineering degrees
in metallurgy and chemical engineering from the University of Michigan, and a Doctor of
Jurisprudence from the University of Toledo.
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Government Data Policy 9

teroperability (RSI) that are demanding an acceleration of licensing within the
NATO community (primarily between the United States and European NATO
countries) to establish the capability to simultaneously manufacture military
equipment on both sides of the Atlantic.

NATO RSI licensing will require licensing in three major areas of intellectual
property rights: patents, proprietary data, and technical assistance, sometimes
called "know-how." Patent and data rights can be divided into government-
owned rights and contractor-owned rights. Contractors' rights can be divided
into rights arising from privately funded business or development, and rights
arising out of contract work.

Development of U.S. Data Rights Policies

First, let's briefly discuss the development and implementation of government
data policies, especially those of the DOD. Then, let's look at some effects of cur-
rent policies on our NATO licensing policies and programs and discuss a
fascinating "Catch-22" facing the government in attempting to acquire valid pa-
tent rights in NATO countries-a "Catch-22" that results from a combination of
European patent laws, European customs in government contracting data
policies, and our own enlightened government data policies.

As I clarify several apparently independent policies and practices, I think you
will see a major problem, which I think can be alleviated. This is one case where, I
in order to solve a "Catch-22" in acquiring rights, the government may have to
help industry solve some of its own problems-in other words, 'What is good for
the country is good for General Motors."

DOD Data Policy
Until 1964, DOD had a policy of almost always acquiring contractor-

generated technical data with "unlimited rights" and, even though a full data
package might be ordered, contractors were authorized to withhold delivery of
proprietary data. This resulted in delivery of many drawings from which details
were literally cut out, thus the term "holy drawings." This policy applied to R&D
contracts. For supply contracts, a provision was available to acquire full
disclosure drawings subject to "limited rights," but it was little used.

In 1964 this policy was changed to routinely require actual delivery of all
technical data ordered, but to allow that material related to items, components,
or processes developed at private expense (other than certain data such as form,
fit, and function data and instructional materials), could be submitted with
"limited rights." Under this policy, "limited rights" meant no disclosure outside
the government, but allowed use and disclosure of the information anywhere
within government so long as it was not used by the government for manufac-
ture.

aa.,
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The government reserved the right to challenge whether data submitted was

properly subject to limited rights. Gradually, as it developed this practice, the
poim in time at which a contractor can now expect to be put to the proof on any
data so marked for an item that goes into the government inventory is often after
first production.

The Changing Burdens
The government did not like the withholding by contractors under the "holy

drawings" policy, but did not have a practical way to challenge contractor claims
and to enforce delivery. Since 1964, the irritation has been with claims to limited-
rights treatment, and the government has possession of the drawings and the
right to challenge limited-rights claims. The contractor has a severe and, with the
passage of time, a virtually impossible burden of proof. This is an open invitation
for the government to remove legends after due notice and an opportunity by the
contractor to be heard. Unfortunately, there is no requirement for the govern-
ment to explain or justify the basis for such removal, and no relief is provided for
the problems of loss of evidence due to loss or destruction of records. The pen-
dulum has swung to the government's side.

Protections for Contractors

There have been some bright spots for the contractor. The government used
to rather freely contract for development of competitive items or to acquire com-
petitive supplies where one contractor had a sole-source item due to independent
development. This raised questions about rewards available in DOD business for
outstanding developments, and the Armed Services Procurement Regulation
(ASPR) was amended to provide that such development would not be undertaken
at government expense unless the projected savings from future procurement
overbalanced the cost of such development.

The government would also, on occasion, negotiate for unlimited rights in
such technical data in an atmosphere where refusal to sell, or perhaps give for the
award of the contract, would result in loss of a competition for an important con-
tract. As a result of contractor protests, ASPR (now DAR) 9-202.2(f) was issued
requiring certain findings of record before such unlimited rights were purchased
as a part of a contract; and that the data rights were required to be priced as a

iA separate item of the contract. This provision still exists, and is one of the better-
known ASPR (DAR) provisions designed to protect contractors, but it is routine-
ly bypassed and ignored by the government. Although contrary to DOD policy,
it is not uncommon for a contract to require that "all technical data shall be
delivered without the limited rights legend," even after the contractor has notified
the contracting officer that some of the data is eligible for "limited rights," and no
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line item is available for price or payment. In many cases, refusal of the provision
is tantamount to refusal of the contract.

Another problem area for contractor-owned technical data rights is in
predetermination of data rights. DAR 9-202.2(a) states as general policy that the
DOD " .. acquire only such technical data rights as are essential to meet
government needs," and section 9-202.2(f), discussed above, requires findings on
a documented record before rights are acquired. Payment is to be made for such
rights. The policy of section 9-202.2(a) is violated whenever such findings are not
made, which is almost routine these days.

Another protection for contractor proprietary data is the policy on predeter-
mination of rights in technical data, DAR 9-202.2(d), which provides that the
procedure is to agree prior to contract on data eligible for limited rights. The
government often demands detailed documentary proof of such rights, then
refuses to agree or to even negotiate toward agreement. The refusal to promptly
agree is a problem. Another problem is that the material furnished as proof is
usually not protectable from release under the Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA). Such proof should be audited in the contractor's facility, then left there
where it is secure.

Subparagraph (b) of DAR 9-202.2(d) requires that the procedure be limited to

only that technical data for which rights can readily be identified, and that the
predetermination procedure not be used to acquire with unlimited rights data
which under the basic policy are eligible for limited rights. A special RFP clause,
DAR 7-2003.61, is specified for starting the predetermination procedure. More
often than not, each of these protections is bypassed by demanding (often at the
last minute after all other negotiations, including price, are completed) that "all
technical data shall be furnished with unlimited rights."

These problems in contract negotiation and application of the data rights
policy are intended to show that after a contract for development, when produc-
tion has started, a contractor has done well if he has retained a limited-rights
technical-data position. It can perhaps be argued that these practices are justified
in the government's interest in securing follow-on competition for DOD. They
are detailed here to show some roadblocks to retaining data rights from privately
developed items when we are ready to implement NATO RSI licensing.
Freedom of Information Act

Our government's well-known policy of acquiring unlimited rights in
technical data effectively removes such data from a proprietary position for
licensing purposes. The DOD argues on some programs that such technical data
represent substantial investments, and thus are valuable property. Although
reliance on this policy in the face of Freedom of Information Act demands for
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release of information has not, to my knowledge, been tested in the courts, there
are mixed feelings whether the position will survive challenge. In any event, to
test this, there first must be a refusal to release unlimited rights technical data;
this does not seem to be the usual practice with unclassified data.

We often presume that proprietary data submitted with limited rights, or as
protected proposal data under DAR 3-507.1, will be protected from release under
the FOIA. Recent court decisions and a letter from the attorney general to agency
heads challenge this, especially regarding proposal data, ignoring the contractual
obligation assumed by the government to protect the data, and requiring a show-
ing of substantial value, or damage to the owner on publication, to bring the data
within Exemption 4 of the FOIA.

Rights for NATO RSI Licensing

So far, we find that as a contractor approaches NATO RSI licensing, it is for-
tunate if he has retained proprietary data rights in his privately developed items,
and he generally has no rights in government-sponsored development items. In
other words, some of his originally proprietary data, and virtually all of the data
relating to government-sponsored developments, are "available to the public."

In U.S. patent law, we may file for a patent up to 1 year after public use,
publication, or placing "on sale," of an invention. Our government's technical
data rights policy of unlimited rights, and publication of data for government-
sponsored developments is of no great concern here, since we have a 1-year grace
period after such publication to file our application.

In the European patent laws, some countries (such as England) by recent
adoption and some (such as France) of long standing, a patent application must
be filed before the invention is available to the public-anywhere. This is the "ab-
solute novelty" requirement. In both U.S. and European practice, contractors
usually retain principal patent rights, and the governments acquire rights by
license. Where contractors do not apply for such rights, the governments may do
so. There is an apparent, but deceiving, equality here in words.

Data Rights Policies

In European practice, perhaps in part due to their requirements for patent fil-
ing before publication, and now the "absolute novelty" rule, which requires filing
before availability to the public anywhere, contractors usually retain proprietary
data rights to government-sponsored development items. Thus, contractors con-
trol release of such technical data, and have adequate time to file patent applica-

v tions in European countries. Of course, they also have adequate time for filing
under U.S. law, because we give them an added year of grace.

We find, then, that European government contractors not only control their
privately funded patents and technical data, but they also control patent and data

4
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rights-in Europe and in the United States-for their government-sponsored
developments.

The situation for U.S. contractors is dramatically different. Our 1-year grace
period lulls us into bad habits, with respect to European patent practice. Even
though we file before the end of the 1-year grace period allowed by U.S. patent
law, thus securing U.S. patent rights, we often fail to file before availability of the
information to the public, such as availability as unlimited rights technical data
from the U.S. Government under the FOIA. It is, in fact, virtually impossible for
a contractor to file for a U.S. patent on a government-sponsored invention before
reporting it-in technical data reports-to the U.S. Government, even though
"invention reports" may be delayed. This appears to make the invention
available to the public under the absolute novelty rule, thus barring any patent in
Europe.

Contractor Rights

United States contractors who are being obliged, as a condition of contract, to
license their technology for European NATO RSI production, and to acquire
licenses from European NATO manufacturers, find that they are fortunate to re-
tain proprietary data rights in military equipment developed at private expense,
or to acquire European patents on such developments. It is virtually impossible to
acquire either patent or data rights in Europe on U.S. government-sponsored
developments, owing to the effect of our unlimited rights data policy on foreign
patent law. On the other hand, European contractors easily acquire both patent
and data rights because of their protective technical data rights policies.

With the increasing importance of NATO RSI and the licensing both ways
across the Atlantic to implement it, this consequent result of the U.S. data policy,
when placed against the European data policies, becomes a very real and serious
concern. It is a problem when U.S. contractors are allowed to negotiate licenses
directly with European NATO companies. It becomes worse when the U.S.
Government insists upon the right to directly license European companies under

jsuch rights as remain to a contractor, especially when such companies may be
competitors to existing licensees for related technology.

4 U.S. Government Rights to European Patents

The DOD agencies have for some time acquired U.S. patents and correspond-
ing NATO European patents on contractor inventions made under government

V contracts. It is their right to do so even under the "title in the contractor" policy
when the contractor declines to file.

When an invention is made by a contractor under a U.S. R&D contract, it
must be reported promptly to the government. It is reported formally as an "in-
vention report" under the patent rights clause, and is usually disclosed earlier,

LI.
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orally and in contract reports or line-item drawings submitted under contract. All
of these are with unlimited rights, and are presumed to be available to the public.
If available to the public, tiling for patent rights in European countries is then
barred.

"Catch-22"

The U.S. Government cannot file for a patent in Europe for a contractor in-
vention sponsored by the government until it is reported (because it does not
know what the invention is). The report bars the filing in Europe under the
absolute novelty rule. This "Catch-22" results primarily from the combination of
the U.S. technical data rights policy of unlimited rights in data relating to spon-
sored developments with the European absolute novelty rule.

WHAT CAN OR SHOULD BE CHANGED IN DATA POLICY?

We have little influence on the European patent law. Even if we wanted to, we
couldn't change it in each country and in the new European patent treaties.

DELAY PUBLICATION

We do have some control over U.S. data rights policy. We could adopt a new
policy which, subject to free license rights to the government, delayed availability
to the public of technical data resulting from government-sponsored develop-
ments, at least until the end of the contract plus sufficient time to identify and
apply for patents on "subject inventions."

CONTROLLED DATA RIGHTS

Owing to the present interpretations of the Freedom of Information Act,
especially Exemption 4 for proprietary information, it probably would be
necessary to make such technical data the proprietary data of the contractor-at
least until a reasonable time has elapsed to file for patents in Europe. If we were to
compete with European practice, we could leave such data rights with the con-

j tractor as "controlled data," and give the U.S. Government license rights for U.S.
production.

AMEND THE FOIA

We could amend the Freedom of Information Act to clearly exempt technical
data from the act, thus allowing government agencies to withhold release of such
data to the public.

DO NOTHING
Of course, we could do nothing and watch Europeans and other foreign com-

petitors continue to acquire U.S.-sponsored technology, add it to their own, and
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compete with U.S. companies in our home markets, as well as abroad. This
would continue to discourage innovation in the United States and seriously im-
pact our ability to compete in the marketplace.

Is It Time for a Change?

The U.S. technical data policy of unlimited rights in sponsored technology
was developed in a post-World War II atmosphere when we were world leaders in
technology. It seemed to be more important then to make such technology
available to everyone for competition, and development of science and the in-
dustrial arts, rather than to protect it for business purposes.

We are in a new situation today, characterized by declining innovation,
declining foreign balance of payments, and increasing burdens of energy cost.
Perhaps we should be considering a basic turn in our government's technical data
rights policy to place U.S. contractors in even competition with their European
counterparts.
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international Transfer of
Intellectual Property for 104

Defense Materiel
John S. W. Fargher, Jr.

In light of rapid advances in technology throughout the world and the
trends in world economy toward balanced payments, the Department of Defense
and U.S. and foreign corporations are changing management policies on
technology transfer. The technology more frequently being transferred involves
design, engineering, and production capabilities. Technology and management

assets are earning returns to foreign and U.S. firms while fostering standardiza-
tion and interoperability of the allies' weapon systems. But, at the same time,
purchasers of technology become future industrial competitors, motivating new
strategies and a growth of restrictions, regulations, and limitations.

Intellectual property is the result of man's creativity. Men jealously guard
these intellectual rights much more than items produced by manual labor or pur-
chased from others. Individuals, corporations, and governments are differen-
tiated by the unique intellectual properties they possess. In addition to being an
emotional issue, intellectual property (IP) also represents valuable national
assets. Transfer must therefore be based on mutual trust and confidence.

This paper explores the international methods for transfer of intellectual prop-
erty, new strategies to foster this transfer, the roles of the industrial and DOD
project managers, emerging initiatives, and recommended directions for future
transfers. Intellectual property covers a broad range of managerial and technical
knowledge and expertise including patents, technical data, know-how, manufac-
turing methods and techniques, and trade secrets. Patents and technical data
usually are readily transferable in the form of drawings and narrative. The know-
how and techniques based upon experience and insights of individuals usually are
not transferable without intellectual transfer such as in training and/or personal
consultation programs. The NATO Intellectual Property Group, AC/94, has
defined IP to include " . . inventions, patented or not, trademarks, industrial
designs, copyrights and technical information including software... The
rights to use or have used intellectual property (IP) are termed intellectual proper-
ty rights (IPR) and include rights derived from patents, trademarks, copyrights,
industrial designs, contract clauses, disclosure in confidence techniques or other
means of control of IP.

Cooperation Is Paramount
It is essential to understand that without the cooperation of the holder of the

- , intellectual property rights, intellectual property transfer cannot take place.

John S. W. Fargher, Jr., is a Professor of Acquisition Management at the Defense Systems Manage-
ment College. Prior to joining the College in 1978, he served as Deputy Chief of the Materiel Systems
Development Division, Directorate of Combat Developments, at the U.S. Army Transportation
School, Fort Eustis, Va. Mr. Fargher holds a B. S. degree in engineering science from the Montana Col-
lege of Mineral Science and Technology, an M.E. degree in industrial engineering from Texas A&M'University, and an M.S. degree in systems management from the University of Southern California.
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Direct firm-to-firm exchanges are essential to a successful IP transfer, particularly
in the key role of know-how and technical assistance. The same problem exists in
the transfer of manufacturing drawings in competitive procurements; the firms
that actually expect to follow the drawings, rather than convert the drawings to
suit their own shop processes and practices, rarely possess the technological
capabilities and processing know-how. Figures I and 2 illustrate the product and
process of intellectual property transfer mechanisms.

In the development cycle of a weapon system, the government usually ac-
quires technical data, software, and license to inventions. With regard to inven-
tions, DOD follows the 1963 presidential memorandum and statement of govern-
ment patent policy (as amended somewhat in 1971). Under the President's policy,
the government obtains title to contract inventions in four situations: (1) when
the principal purpose of the contract is to develop or improve products or proc-
esses that are required by government regulations, (2) the government is the prin-
cipal developer in the field and where the retention of the rights by the contractor
would confer a dominant position, (3) public health, safety, or welfare is con-
cerned, or (4) the contractor is operating a government-owned research or pro-
duction facility, or is directing other contractors (DAR 9-107.2[a]).

Title for inventions remains with the contractor in the majority of cases not
covered by DAR 9-107.2(a). Where the purpose of the contract is to build upon
the contractor's expertise as demonstrated by know-how, experience, and patents
held, the contractor retains exclusive rights throughout the world in the inven-
tions (DAR 9-107.2[b]). Independent research and development (IR&D) pro-
grams do not accrue rights to the government.

Where it is not clear, based upon the examples above, whether the exclusive
rights are retained by the government or contractor, the rights issue can be defer-
red for resolution at a later date. The burden then reverts to the contractor to
challenge the government's exclusive right.

Standard patent rights clauses based upon acquiring or reserving rights to in-
ventions are available as "boiler plate" to research and development work in the
United States, its possessions, and Puerto Rico, as outlined above. Patent rights
clauses for foreign contracts may be tailored to meet requirements peculiar to the
foreign procurement, provided the replacement clauses are consistent with the
principles of DAR 9-107.2.

", Technical Data and Software

In production of weapon systems, the government acquires technical data and
software, but no license to inventions. Technical data are procured, whether on
R&D or production contracts, as stated in the Contract Data Requirement List,
DD 1423. The government has extensive needs for many kinds of technical data 4
to support standard and unique types of equipment to be procured, operated, and
logistically supported, including the functions of supply and cataloging, provi-

of,
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sioning of spares, overhaul and repair, inspection and quality control, and train-
ing of operator and maintenance personnel. Commercial organizations are also
vitally interested in technical data pertaining to their equipment, and such data
are closely held (proprietary), because disclosure might jeopardize the com-
petitive advantage of a firm. The policy of DOD requires only that essential
technical data rights be acquired.

In the negotiation of a contract, a predetermination should be made of
technical data for which rights may be identified as practicable. Technical data
are categorized into "unlimited" and "limited" rights. Unlimited rights should be
acquired (1) if reprocurement of the item, component, or process is anticipated

,for which the technical data are required, no other suitable alternate design is
available, and additional technical data are not required for a reasonably compe-
tent manufacturer to produce a suitable alternative; and (2) anticipated savings in
reprocurement are greater than the cost of the unlimited data rights. Technical
data can be delivered to foreign governments in the national interest under DAR
9-201(b) even if only limited rights in data are obtained, subject to the same
limitations as the U.S. Government. Data rights clauses may be modified to meet
the foreign procurement requirements, provided the replacement clauses are con-
sistent with the policies and principles of DAR 9-202.2 and 9-602.

Software is acquired with restricted or unrestricted rights and listed as a con-
tract data requirements list item. Restrictions on the right of the government to
use computer software are acceptable provided they permit the government to
meet the requirement for which the software was acquired or leased.

The laws of our European allies in NATO covering rights in inventions, data,
and software are substantially different from those of the United States. The in-
ventor maintains ownership of inventions with rights to use the invention.
IP/IPR is usually owned by industry and the individual. However, provisions
committing a contractor to enter license agreements are part of the Federal
Republic of Germany's (FRG) development contract regulations (ABEl) and the
United Kingdom's regulations in the "International Collaboration Clause." The
reasonableness of the licenbing fee is addressed in the FRG regulations. See Figure 3.

Whenever intellectual property transfer is anticipated for the purpose of
developing or encouraging the development of foreign or American sources of
supply, there are usually licensing agreements where the concern holding the IP
agrees to furnish patent rights and technical assistance in the form of data, know-
how, training of personnel, and manufacturing equipment. The licensing agree-
ment should include statements on the following:
-Contractor agreement on production capability sharing, including, specifical-
ly, the establishment of research, design, engineering, and production
capabilities. The agreement should precisely define the equipment and
technology involved, and ownership of equipment and special tools.

pA
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FIGURE 3

Modes Of Intellectual Property Transfer

emorandum Foreign
Of Understanding Government(s)

G (MOU)

Contract Contract
for for
IP IP

Transfer Flow of IPIIPR Transfer

Slicensing ContractorContrator Agreement

-Contractor agreement to provide technical assistance and specific train-
ing/consultation programs to facilitate IP transfer, including the scope of the in-
formation to be furnished.
-Unrestricted and restricted rights to furnish information to other participating
governments.
-Unlimited and limited rights in technical data and patents.
-Continued support/exchange in R&D, design and manufacturing, operation
and maintenance, and spares breakout programs.
-The period of duration of the agreement.

Whenever the U.S. Government holds a royalty-free license, unlimited data
rights, and pays for technical assistance from a second source, the primary source
and his subcontractors are barred from charging the second source. In this case,
the price paid by the government is limited to the actual cost of providing data,
personnel, manufacturing aids, samples, spare parts, and the like; royalties are
not an allowable cost.

Foreign license and technical assistance agreements between U.S. and foreign
contractors (including foreign governments) must meet the requirements of Sec-
tion 124.04 of the International Traffic in Arms Regulation. The Department of
State controls the exportation of data relating to items in the United States muni-
tions list, which includes arms, ammunition, and munitions of war.

The issue of intellectual property rights must be considered early in a col-
laborative program with the appropriate personnel, including the project
manager, consulted and involved to ensure that international licensing
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agreements are consummated, and that proper IPR clauses are in place in the con-
tract to facilitate the IP transfer. Although early collaboration within NATO is
not always possible because of requirements or budgeting phasing, provisions for
the IP transfer should be considered for possible prospective partners. Since the
contractor provides the actual IP transfer, he must be consulted before the
memorandum of understanding for a collaborative program is signed. The IPR
provisions must be clearly and precisely stated in the MOUs, similar to contract
data clauses to a contractor. Provisions for the modification, improvement,
overhaul, repair, and manufacture of spares by the industry receiving the IP
transfer also should be precisely stated.

Periodic Armaments Planning System

With the initiation of the periodic armaments planning system (PAPS) with
NATO for the harmonization of member nations requirements and facilitating
exchange of information on weapons development, we expect that competitive
international selection of systems on a national basis will occur more frequently.
Problems to be addressed in the MOU during the competitive phase are how to
safeguard IPR during and after the evaluation; licensing of the IPR from the win-
ner; recoupment of the R&D costs of the government and contractor; and easing
the economic and industrial impact on the unsuccessful competitors. I stress again
that licensing and disclosure of IP/IPR for NATO purposes must be accom-
plished with the full participation of the owner of the IP/IPR, and that govern-
ments cannot legally transfer IP/IPR owned by industry unless such transfer is
provided for legally and contractually.

Of signficant concern is the right of sales to NATO and non-NATO countries
subject to the economic and political considerations of the participating coun-
tries. This must be precisely defined in the work-sharing arrangements to assure
equitable sharing of the benefits, including increased NATO standardization and
interoperability.

Since the beginning of NATO, a number of firm-to-firm licensing agreements
have been concluded for the manufacture of U.S.-designed and produced
systems. An early example is that of Lockheed entering into agreements with
German-licensed firms for production of the F-104G in 1959. Shortly thereafter,
Lockheed had production license agreements with Italy, Japan, the Netherlands,
Belgium, and Canada. Agusta (Italy) has concluded production licensing and
marketing territorial agreements with Sikorsky, Bell, and Boeing-Vertol for
manufacture of helicopters. The F-16 aircraft coproduction program appears to

9 be the deal of the century, however, with large IP transfers to Belgium, the
Netherlands, Denmark, and Norway. These European participating governments
(EPG), as the four countries are known, have a specified share in the production
of the F-16 aircraft, 10 percent of the value of the 650 F-16s being procured for the
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USAF, 40 percent of the 350 aircraft being produced for the EPG, and 15 percent
of all F-16s sold to third countries. Key provisions for the MOU and General
Dynamics contract call for a royalty-free license to the EPG for all 1P, a royalty-
free license by EPG for all contract-generated IP, agreement by the U.S. Govern-
ment to assist the EPG in obtaining IP, technical assistance from U.S. firms in-
volved in F-16 components production, and restriction of certain advanced
technologies from transfer.

Two Methods for IP Transfer

Two new methods for IP transfer are identified. The first method, being incor-
porated in Navy and FRG MOUs, creates a system of restricted and unrestricted
rights. "Restricted rights" refers to information that cannot be furnished without
incurring liability to a third party; unrestricted rights do not create such a liabili-
ty. Prime offerors, when bidding, must state whether technical information is
unrestricted or restricted, and state terms for providing restricted information.
This is usually included as a priced option to be exercised when a clear agreement
between governments can be obtained.

The second method is a contractual option in the limited production contract
to license production of the contractor's design to another contractor. This per-
mits domestic or international second sourcing of the production. The contractor
receives a non-negotiated royalty rate.

Two of the three legs of the NATO RSI acquisition are (1) dual and coproduc-
tion and (2) family of weapons: As one country completes development of a
system meeting the operational requirements, that system is made available for
production to the other members of the alliance by licensing agreements or con-
tract option. Coproduction is the manufacturing and/or assembling of completed
systems at separate production lines in different countries. Dual production is the
manufacturing of several specific systems. While the F-16 aircraft represents
coproduction, a dual production arrangement is typified by an arrangement be-
tween General Electric and SNECMA of Paris to jointly produce the CFM-56 air-
craft engine.

Under the family of weapons concept, NATO countries jointly agree to pro-
' !gram packages. Each country agrees to joint military requirements, in the form of

a mission element need statement (MENS), and utilizing a system such as the
periodic armaments planning system (PAPS), initiates joint schedules, and

,j allocates responsibilities for development of equipment to meet the joint re-
quirements. This approach, while fostering direct interoperability and standardi-
zation of equipment, also avoids expensive dulicative R&D efforts. An agreement
of the participating countries is necessary to specify respective scope of work and
financial obligations such as:
-System and subsystem acquisition management responsibilities in accordance

tI
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with a time and cost schedule and a reporting system.
-Financial sharing and cooperative agreements for recouping R&D costs on
third country sales.
-Full competition of all participating countries' industries in the evaluation for
the development contracts.
-Plan for adoption of the subsystems for which each country has a military re-
quirement, including use of common components, where possible.

Figure 4 illustrates the integration of the family of weapons, dual and
coproduction, process and product innovation opportunities into a preliminary
armament planning system life cycle.

Conclusions

The following factors are common to IP transfer:
-The importance of industrial involvement is critical to any extensive transfer.
-Transfers have been for mature equipment normally already in production in
the United States. Transfer at earlier phases creates many very different problems
and concerns.
-The project manager and his team are the instruments for DOD to institute IP
transfer. If this team does not consider IP rights and the transfer mechanisms
early, IP transfer becomes much more difficult and expensive. The PM must be
aware of NATO-developed equipment to meet approved requirements, especially
if the equipment is related to a European scenario.
-Unrestricted and restricted rights and an option for licensing must be provided
for. Provisions for multiple licensees, time limitations on the exercise of the op-
tion, protection of the IP transferred, resolution of disputes, configuration con-

trol and engineering changes, and the level of the work breakdown structure of
piece parts and subcontracted material should be included in the option clause, as
well as limitations on payments, such as royalties, to the contractor.

Recommendations

We must recognize that industry will carry out any initiative for IP/IPR
transfer. To accomplish this, U.S. firms may decide to "team" with foreign firms
to facilitate the transfer for business. This arrangement would also likely result in
a competitive advantage for the contractor on U.S. procurements where NATO

* standardization and interoperability are an issue. It would also allow the U.S.
firm to operate overseas on its own terms, rather than terms dictated by an
MOU. Several of the problems of legal rights in invention, data, and software'disappear if the foreign firm also is involved throughout the development proc-
ess. As our European allies develop their own defense industries, the "teaming"
mode is expected to be the preferred manner for penetrating the European defense
market.
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Economics 114
Dr. Franz A. P. Frisch

It seems wide agreement exists that American business is not in good
health. And this despite (or because of?) the fact that we have more economists
per square mile than any other country in the world. Hence, to nobody's surprise,
free thinkers and heretics are asking, (a) if economists know what they are talking
about, and (b) if economics is a science at all, or rather a belief.

Self-preservation and a sense of brotherhood with my learned colleagues en-
tice me to be mute on the first question. But the second question I will pick up and
answer with professorial impertinence by telling you-it all depends on what you
think science ought to be according to your perception of our transitory world.
This might not be very polite, but it brings us to a solid starting point for an
orderly discussion.

The perception of what science is, is changing. Once upon a time, religion,
philosophy, and science were a single package. Today, we separate the com-
ponents and are inclined to call "science" only that which can be measured and
calculated with exactitude, the terms "soft" and "hard" science having been
developed in colloquial usage. If a discipline of advanced knowledge claims to be
"scieiific," at least scientific methods of inquiry and formality of problem
presentation is a sine qua non. I personally consider this a most unfortunate
development, and especially detrimental if applied to our efforts at higher educa-
tion. It implants in the young acolyte of science the impression of a solid scientific
taxonomy, which in reality is at best a tool of convenience-at worst, an instru-
ment of propaganda for one or the other fields of "scientific" endeavor.

In my opinion, science is any sincere activity that searches for causal connec-
tions and for the understanding of causal chains, regardless of whether those
causalities can be measured with precision, or can only be documented with a
logical construct. If we can measure with precision, then our search will lead to
firm rules, expressed in either deterministic or probabilistic fashion depending on

Author's note: This paper uses highly condensed and selected material from a forthcoming book
on industrial economy by the author. Some philosophical ideas are sketched in order to challenge the
"thinking about economics." The concept of "graphs in economics" is introduced.

c) 19O by Franz A. P. Frish

t Dr. Franz A. P. Frisch is Professor of Engineering Management at the Defense Systems Manage-
SIt ,ment College and an adjunct professor in industrial engineering at Virginia Polytechnic and State

University. He has 30 years' experience in shipbuilding and related subjects in Austria, Denmark,
Sweden, Germany, and the United States. Before joining the College faculty in 1978, he was
associated with the Naval Sea Systems Command, involved in special projects. Dr. Frisch holds
engineering degrees from the Technical University of Vienna, Austria.
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whether we refer to an individual phenomenon or to a set of phenomena in
nature. If we cannot measure, we might only arrive at a second category of
science-descriptive recognition of a behavioral pattern.

Physics and other sciences of nature, with their deterministic or probabilistic
results, belong in the first category. Economics and all social and political
sciences raight fall into the second category. But-and this is the crux of the mat-
ter-all categories are of the same importance; only the first group may represent
a more mature state of science, while the latter group may be more representative
of a young and emerging discipline. Remember, even those parts that we call the
firm body of knowledge in classical physics have evolved in a tedious way from a
mixture of beliefs, mythology, philosophy, and formulated superstition. Even
religion is nothing else than a search for the causal connections between the in-
finite dimensions of eternity and the limited scope of our lives. It has even been
said that religion, and even superstition, is the first step in the search for causality
and in the climb away from absolute wonder and toward the ultimate deter-
ministic comprehension of some, but never all, causalities. On the other hand,
what sense does it make to search for the determination of causality if we do not
presuppose a deterministic (although dynamic) structure of the universe from the
smallest to the largest? If, and only if, we believe in this determinism will we have
the inspiration and the endurance to peregrinate from the hesitant feeling, from
the unconscious perception of order and orderliness, toward the conscious
recognition that such order really exists. To search for order while not believing
in it would be a logical contradiction. 4

But, whenever we cannot penetrate to the rules of orderliness in all details, we
may have to be satisfied with understanding the overall probable behavior of the
quantums of the family on a statistical basis. Differently expressed, the family
behavior may satisfy our need to know for the moment, while the behavior of
each family member may either escape our grasp or may not be of interest at all.
Hence, probability has three aspects: first, the aspect of not knowing the detailed
causalities; second, the aspect of not needing to know the detailed causalities; and
third, knowing but not being able to handle the multitude of individual
causalities. Pragmatically, this implies the existence of a continuum of science
with an orderly progression in the refinement of the recognition of causalities,
beginning with the earliest artistic intuition toward the modern term of
"scientific" formulation expressing, ultimately, a deterministic causality. This

pmucontinuum of science is portrayed in Figure 1 together with an indication of where
V some of our contemporary disciplines might stand. Of course, the figure is a

brutal simplification-but I hope the meaning it is supposed to convey is clear.
The maturity of a discipline can be measured by the sheer quantity of theories

and hypotheses offered for the causal explanation or behavior interpretation of a
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phenomenon. The more certainty we have about a phenomenon, the simpler and
with less rhetoric are we able to describe it. If we master a phenomenon complete-
ly, then we are able to express this definite knowledge with ultimate precision-in
what is frequently called a "formula." The formula in turn is the ultimate abstrac-
tion, the ultimate condensation, and the ultimate clarity of knowledge. By arriv-
ing at the formula, we have crossed the borderline where science becomes scien-

tifically neutral. The formula is free of ideology and free of value-the formula is
simply correct until proven wrong; the formula, however, has no "ifs" and "buts"
and no plethora of philosophical interpretations.

From this point of view, economics must be a young science. And de fac-
to-compared with physics, astronomy, and others-it is. Only modernity-the
last 300 years or so at best-has brought economics as science and discipline into
the foreground. Economic philosophies developed and emerged in response to
and as an explanation for the dramatic social upheavals introduced by new tools
and methods of production. As a most familiar example, let's recall the time of
the industrial revolution. Only when the industrial revolution was an established
fact was it possible to search for interpretations, as, for that matter, it would not
be possible to discuss today the post-industrial society if the first signs of it were
not already here. Make no mistake, and let's not claim, that philosophies are
creating facts; philosophies and philosophers only interpret facts. To paraphrase
Immanuel Kant, philosophers think new thoughts about things that everybody
else has seen and thought about before. Those new thoughts can give new direc-
tions, but they do not create the fact.

As we have noted, interpretation can only come after the fact. But the time at
which those facts are recognized to exist can vary; this is what separates the
giants from the dilettantes. Nowhere is this more true than in economics. The
dilettante will recognize the facts only when they are blatantly obvious; the giant
may recognize them in infancy. But even the giant cannot foretell history as dic-
tated by facts yet unborn. Even Karl Marx would have to admit that
technological facts have overtaken his predictions. But so would Thomas
Malthus and Adam Smith and even all of the lesser and minor preachers of
yesterday's economic wisdom, preachers whose sermons were valid for a day and
not much longer.

Again, the observation of the short-lived validity of many economic theories
points toward the juvenile character of this discipline. With economics we are in a

* 'stage of development equivalent to that of the science of medicine in the darkest
Middle Ages-and prior to systematic study of anatomy. At that time, a large ex-
perience base (but not a systematic, experimental base) existed about the impact
of herbs, spices, and flower elixers on the pains of the human body. But no one
had the vaguest idea of what happens inside the human body when one swallows
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an elixer; no one knew how the various parts of the body either functioned or
cooperated. The human body was what we call today a "black box" maintained
by technicians with only a fuzzy notion of input-output relationships and with no
means to diagnose the problems within.

Is not this what we do today in economics7 The body of economy and its
anatomy is still a mystery to us-but we measure with precision inputs and out-
puts, often without even knowing what is what. Are the forces of recession and
inflation driving unemployment-or is functional unemployment diiving infla-
tion and, in turn, recession? What is the egg and what is the chicken? In addition,
we are pushing our analyses through various dogma filters and hence arriving at
various colored "conclusions" and prescriptions that are indigestible to many pa-
tients and fatal to some.

The input and output game we are playing today in economics is sketched in
Figure 2 in two versions.

In version A, the inputs enter the black boxes of our economy as something
like the factors of production, and leave as undefined economic output. But at

FIGURE 2

Input and Output the Same

Version A: Passing-Through Mode (Micro Economics)

Black Box
Input - Plus to Output

V Ideological Filter

Version B: Bypassing Mode (Macro Economics)

,J Input ,, Box Output
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least we acknowledge that the factors are channeled through the magic black box,
which might represent a process, a production, or a service of any kind. This ver-
sion of the economic process we label, according to convention, as "micro-
economics." In version B we are much bolder: We simply ignore the black box of
structure and process, with the sole exception of the ideological filter and the
embedded propensity tales, which leads us mysteriously into the arena of
macroeconomics. Versions A and B together describe my view of the state of our
economic knowledge. But, at the same time, I have at least implied some problem
definition. First, there is the necessary search and understanding of the ubiquitous
anthropological structure of any economy, whether ancient, primitive, or
modern, and regardless of the level of aggregation, sophistication, and size. As
long as such structure is not defined, economy must remain in the domain of
philosophy and dogma. Second, there is the systematic search for a taxonomy of
possible input/output relationships, resulting in a unified representation called
"The Graphs in Economics."

I will explain my approach to the first problem definition in other places.
Presently, however, I will sketch what I mean by "The Graphs in Economics." To
do this, let's start with the "uncommitted graph" as shown in Figure 3, which we
may define as a purely pictorial representation of a not-further-defined
phenomenon plotted against an uncommitted or nameless coordinate system. Ex-
pressed in a more pedestrian way: I will not tell you what the graphs or the coor-
dinates represent; I will, as teachers are wont to do, as" you to tell me what they
mean. What are lines 1, 2, 3, and 4?

FIGURE 3

Uncommitted Graph and Coordinates

1

3 4
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Rambling through Economics 121

Not to confuse you, but to make my point in few words, I offer you various
explanations for the lines 1, 2, 3, and 4 as shown in Table 1.

A!though the table could probably use some explanation, I beg you in the in-
terest of brevity to accept it "as is." The point I want to make does not necessarily
require the knowledge of all entries in the table. The point I want to underscore is
that many areas of economic inquiry are leading to identical generic configura-
tion or identical graphical forns or portrayals-even though their meaning can
be completely different. Hence, it should be possible to develop a group of un-
committed graphs that are able to depict all possible behavior patterns we know
today in economics. Thereafter we can tabulate for each graph the various prob-
lems and the dimensions and nomenclatures of the uncommitted curves.

I am convinced that our entire wisdom in economics can be summarized in
five to ten basic uncommitted graphs and their combinations. This, of course,
does not make the present teaching of economics obsolete-it only summarizes
the phenomena. Of course, it will be necessary to develop, together with the
neutral or uncommitted graphs, a neutral and uncommitted language of general
behavior patterns-a language free of ideological connotations.

Interesting to note, I developed my idea of the graphs of economics (and I am
still working on it) out of necessity when I accepted an invitation to teach
graduate classes in advanced engineering economy for a state university, and
continuing education classes in industrial economy for the Navy. There I was
(and am) faced with a student body whose knowledge of the fundamentals of
economics was acquired to one degree or another at various colleges across the
nation and then diminished with time, Hence, I had to do two things: first, bring
them all to the same starting point; and, second, refresh their memories without
too much time lost from my teaching.

Finally, let's assume the research work as alluded to above is finished. What
do we have? Definitely, we have a most comprehensive re' :ew of economics, and
the condensation of all essentials into a few pages. We might have gotten some of
the formulae of economics, the never-changing quintessence. But I am also fully
aware that we will never be able to make a "hard" science out of all aspects of
economics. Much will always remain embedded in philosophy and politics. I
have no illusion about that and recommend that you not have one either.
However, at the same time, I am convinced that we should be able to reduce the
esoteric part of economics to a bare minimum. In short, more things in economics
are the logical consequences of our own invented tools and mousetraps than we
think, and ideology is much less important than some people would like us to
believe. In other words, it should be possible to talk even about economics in a
more rational and less emotional-ideological way than we have been used to.
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Source Selection Decision 122
Robert F. Williams

Source selection is a very large part of acquisition management. Millions
of dollars ride on the result of source selection decisions. The government is, of
course, interested in making this decision process just and equitable, and conse-
quently spends a great deal of administrative resources to ensure the proper
source is found. Yet, in spite of great care, source selection is fraught with areas
where unintended breaches can jeopardize our intentions. This article concerns
some of these areas.

The government must consider many factors (e.g., price, technical factors,
management factors) in selecting a source to provide certain goods or services.
Moreover, these factors are not all of the same importance. Somehow the
decision-maker must assemble all of these factors and assign them relative
weights for consideration. Often a numerical approach will help assemble this
kind of information for the decision-maker and aid him (or her) in deliberating on
the award decision. The most common approach used is the direct scoring of fac-
tors, multiplication of these scores by weights, and the summation of these
multiplications to give a total score for a firm (source).,

Researchers have modelled this kind of approach in many applications and
call it the multiattribute utility model.2 The model can be seen this way:

n
TSi = 2; FiiXW (1)

i=1

where

TSj Total score for firm j (that is, the utility the government has for firm j).

Fij= Score firm j has for factor i

1. For example, Proposal Evaluation and Source Selection, AMC Pamphlet 715-3, U.S. Army.
1969.

2. For example, George P. Huber, "Multiattribute Utility Models: A Review of Field and Field-
Like Studies," Management Science 20:10 (June 1974):1393-1402.

Robert F. Williams is Chief, Test and Evaluation Group, Army Procurement Research Office,
Army Logistic- Management Center, Fort Lee, Va. He has consulted with program managers of a
number of the Army's major development programs on such topics as source selection and acquisition
strategy. Mr. Williams holds a B.S. degree in aeronautical engineering from the University of Wyo-
ming, a master of commerce degree from the University of Richmond, and is a candidate for a Ph.D.
in marketing at the University of Alabama.
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Wi  Weight for factor i

n - Number of factors
Source selection practitioners should recognize the kind of model they are

using and attempt to learn from research findings. The above model, for exam-
ple, has undergone a lot of study by decision scientists3 and marketing resear-
chers.4 Their work, as will now be shown, has immediate implications for
government decision-makers.

It must be kept in mind that the output of this model is merely advisory to the
ultimate decision-maker, who will consider it, along with the criteria that could
not be readily quantified, before making the decision.

The Choice of Factors

Great care must be taken in the selection of factors to be used in source selec-
tion.5 Simply choosing all the factors believed to be appropriate is a dangerous
practice. Planners should appreciate that in using the multiattribute model above
they are assuming that the factors (for best results) are (1) independent,
(2) unidimensional, (3) compensating, (4) relevant over all contexts, (5) ex-
haustive, and (6) determinant.

The factors must be independent of each other to avoid double-counting or
missing interaction among factors. Planners should scrub the factors to ensure
there are no common elements in the factors or too much interdependence among
factor performances. By unidimensional, the theorists mean that the factor scores
can be realistically seen as increasing in one decision dimension and can be mean-
ingfully added together. Consequently, if the decision-maker feels uncomfortable
with adding scores, for example, for speed, weight, reliability, number of seats in
design, sprocket strength, and cost, to get a total score for a firm, then perhaps
another model (e.g., multidimensional scaling) would be more suitable. The
model is compensating in that the decision-maker acknowledges that low scores
for some factors can be compensated for by high scores on other factors. The
model assumes that the factors will be relevant over all contexts; a little scenario
planning would be in order here to test for this.

The list of factors should be exhaustive; that is, planners should attempt to in-
clude all appropriate factors. But all factors should be determinant, actually

3. Ibid.
4. For example. William L. Wilkie and Edgar A. Pessemier, "Issues in Marketing's Use of Multi-

attribute Attitude Models," !,urnal of Marketing Research l:(November 1973):428-41.
5. This section is drawn largely from the Wilkie-l'essemier study, which reviewed 42 other

studies. Consequently. many findings left unfootnoted are found in that work.
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useful in the selection decision. This is one case where more is not necessarily bet-
ter. Packing an evaluation with more and more factors will not help source selec-
tion but will lessen discrimination among competitors and perhaps lead to a bad
decision. Studies have shown that it is not the number of factors in the decision
that is critical, but having the determinant factors.

It must be emphasized here that the factors must be determinant, not merely
important. When selecting a bank, one might suggest that "safety of money" is in-
deed an important factor. But since, today, money is safe in virtually all banks,
that factor is not determinant in the decision. The lesson in planning for factor
weights is that beyond asking officials how important a factor is, the officials
should be asked to what degree they really see a difference in anticipated com-
petitor response. 6

The Weighting of Factors

Strangely, weighting is also an underestimated task. Putting down in a
solicitation one's first set of weights may again lead to being locked into a poor
decision. Sensitivity analysis and computer simulation might be used to check
early factor weighting to see if it will lead to the desired performance. 7

There are many approaches to weighting factors-rank ordering, weighting
by rating scales (e.g,, 1-6), and constant sum scaling (dividing up x points among
factors) are three common approaches. All of these approaches give similar
results, but when the approach employed does not directly compare competitors
(e.g., rating scales), there is a problem in that weighting officials may operate at
different importance levels and their responses may not be equivalent (e.g., one
person's "4" is not necessarily the same as another's). In this situation the result-
ant weights have to somehow be normalized to minimize the effect of their differ-
ing values. That is, individual weighting officials have to have their weights ad-
justed up or down depending on propensity for low or high scoring (relative to
the norm of all officials).

The multiattribute model also assumes constant weights that do not vary over
varying situations. To check on the reliability of the weights, planners can see if

6. James H. Myers, and Mark I. Alpert, "Determinant Buying Attitudes: Measuring and Measure-
ment," Journal of Marketing 32 (October 1968):13-20.

7. Robert F. Williams, "Proposal Evaluation Planning and Simulation," National Contract
Management Journal 10:2 (Winter 1976-77):54-60; Thomas P. Tytula, "A Method for Assessing the
Risk Associated With Additive Weighted Multiattribute Decision Models," U.S. Army Missile Com-
mand (in-house working paper), November 1976; David A. Lee, "Sensitivity of Offerors Score to
Variations in Item Weights and Item Scores," Proceedings. Seventh Annual Acquisition Research
Symposium. 1978. pp. 134-138.
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the weights hold over a number of scenarios and possible external inputs. If the
weights do vary, for example with levels of factor performance, then again
another model is more appropriate. One model that handles curvilinear utility
curves, that is, distributions of weights over varying factor performance, is con-
joint analysis.s Using this model the final score would be found by multiplying
the scores for each factor (weighted by the level of factor performance).

The Scoring of Factors

There are also many ways that factors can be scored (i.e., evaluated and
assigned a rating). The rating scale (e.g., 1-6) tied to adjectival descriptions (e.g.,
I - poor, does not understand the requirement; 5 - very good, likely to exceed
requirement) for each point of the scale is a common one. Another is the assign-
ment of points for different perceived levels of performance (e.g., x points for y
miles per hour). A variation of the general multiattribute model would include an
ideal point:9

n
TSj 1 2 Wii IFii - Ii 1{2)

i=I

* twhere

Fij The actual level of performance for factor i, offeror j.

i = The ideal level of performance for factor i.

Since all deviations from the ideal are counted down, this approach has the ad-
vantage of forcing the government not to reward performance past the re-
quirements ("gold plating").

A stated assumption of the multiattribute model is linearity of utility for fac-
tor score (e.g., 10 percent more performance receives 10 percent more score).
Studies, however, have not found serious difficulties in violation of this assump-
tion. Planners for source selection should, therefore, not be tied to assigning
linear utility and, if desired, can develop utility distribution for each factor score.
The problem of gold plating can be minimized here by showing downturns in
utility at certain levels of performance.

8. See, for example, Richard M. Johnson, "Trade-off Analysis of Consumer Values," Journal of
Marketing Research XI (May 1974):122-127.

9. G. S. Day, "Evaluating Models of Attitude Structure," Journal of Marketing Research
9:3:(August 1972):281.
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Scoring also has the difficulty of divergent value levels in different scoring of-
ficials. Where there is an ideal point or prearranged point assigned for specified
levels of performance, there is little problem in averaging the input of various
scorers and measuring the closeness of the average score to the ideal. When a
rating scale or similar device where each individual uses judgment to assign
points is used, there may be difficulty in averaging scores that have different
meaning (e.g., one scorer's 7 points may be the same as another scorer's 8 or 9).
Consequently, a normalizing scheme such as that mentioned earlier may be needed.

Another difficulty in scoring is the so-called halo effect. Knowing who the
firm is or knowing the score for another factor may influence and bias the scoring
of a factor. Studies have found the best way to minimize this effect is to prevent
comparison of ratings and to mask identity. The government has often not ex-
perienced the inter-factor problem because it uses specialists on individual fac-
tors, and one set of specialists is not privy to the score by specialists on another
factor. Another halo effect takes place between weighting and scoring.
Knowledge of the weights of factors may bias scoring; scorers may overem-
phasize a factor in scoring or may be less attentive to scoring the lower-weighted
factors. The government minimizes this problem (more often for large programs)
by having one group (high-grade managers) weight the factors, and another
(operational-level personnel) independently score the factors.10

As mentioned earlier, the simple utility model does not consider interaction
among the attributes. Many authors have suggested alternative specifications to
bring in these effects. Wind et al.i have proposed a relatively straightforward
two-attribute interaction model (with 2 n terms) with the form:

n
t TS = Z Wifij + W, + W 1 .2 fj1 fj2 + W 1 _3fjlfj3  + .

+ W1 _2 _3fj1 fj2fj3 + .... (3)

, where

W o = A term drawn from configural analysis

10. Williams.
11. Wind, Yoram, Green, Paul, and Patrick J. Robinson, "The Determination of (no go) Selec-

tion: The Evaluation Function Approach," Journal of Purchasing 4:3 (6 August 1968):29-41.
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Wi- i + The weight (or configural value) of the interaction between two at-
tributes and other terms drawn from equation (1)

Typically, however, because source selections involve so many attributes and the
decision is so complex, the evaluators will use only main effects in considering the
attributes, 12 and the simple utility model will suffice.

One final problem in scoring is the risk propensity of the scorer. If the scorer
perceives a relatively risky situation, he may be willing (risk prone) or unwilling
(risk averse) to take a risk. If the scorer does not perceive risk (a riskless
situation), the simple utility model will be appropriate. However, the risk-prone
or risk-averse scorer will give a distorted score with this model. One prominent
approach to this problem is the von Neumann-Morganstern utility theory, which
considers risk. A recent treatment of this theory by Hauser and Urban renders a
relatively practical model for direct use in source selection." With the extensive
interaction of scorers, it would be hoped that much individual risk averseness or
proneness will be moderated on the usual source selection.

Variations in Use of the Model

Of course, when assumptions are stretched too far, the use of the model is not
advisable. In the example above, when one wants weights to vary with the level
of factor performance, another model, such as conjoint analysis, should be used.
Also as shown, there is some latitude (e.g., ideal point, non-linear scoring) in the
basic model's use.

In addition, there are acceptable variations to the model. The use of the con-
junctive model would require that there be a minimum level of performance for
each factor; recall that this denies the compensating assumption of the basic
model. A disjunctive model would call for a mixture of factors with and without
minimum levels. A variation commonly used in government source selection is a
composite model where many factors are incorporated into the conventional
model, and the remainders are simply scored for acceptability ("go/no go").
Theoretically, firms could be thrown out for being unacceptable on any of the lat-
ter factors, but traditional usage has seen few ruled out on this basis. Studies have
been done on the comparative performance of these models on various analogous

A applications, but there were none found for use on source selection.

,1

12. Day.
13. John Hauser and Glen L. Urban. "Assessment of Attribute Importances and Consumer Utility

Functions: von Neumann-Morganstern Theory Applies to Consumer Behavior." Journal of Con-
sumer Research 5 (March 1979):251-262.
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Final Discussion

This article has surfaced research findings from other fields that are ap-
propriate for adaptation by source-selection planners. This surfacing was possi-
ble only because of the basic conceptualization of the source selection and
recognition of the resultant model as being a form of a commonly researched,
more general model.

This paper offers a conceptualization and theorization of the source-selection
process that is perhaps appropriate for other contracting and acquisition process-
es. The intent is to give a more rigorous framework for suggesting improvements
to these processes. The more common approach of generalizing from ac-
cumulated "lessons learned" leaves much to be desired, because it does not get to
the heart of what is going on. A more rigorous approach would be to diagram
what is taking place, identify all the parts of that diagram, identify the relation-
ships among the parts, and determine all assumptions and conditions. Only then
could one truly hypothesize what is wrong with some process and determine how
to test that hypothesis.

Both contracting and acquisition researchers and practitioners have respon-
sibilities in bringing about conceptualization of contracting and acquisition proc-
esses to bring about improvements. Researchers, of course, have the responsibili-
ty of providing this data, challenging concepts, and attempting to implement
these concepts.

It will take the cooperation of both of these groups to make fundamental im-
provements to the problems that have resisted the solution represented by in-
tuitive, less rigorous approaches.

"I
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The origins of the
129 Military-industrial Complex

I Maureen P. Sullivan

Trhe term "military-industrial complex" is a relatively recent one. It was
first brought to public attention in 1956 by C. Wright Mills in his book The
Power Elite and was given added legitimacy by President Eisenhower in his 1961
farewell address. Mr. Eisenhower warned of the potential "dangers" of the misuse
of power by those people and institutions making up the military-industrial complex.

The military-industrial complex (MIC) refers to domestic groups in the United
States having "vested interests in the continuance of military spending and inter-
national conflict."' These domestic groups purportedly are (1) the military,
specifically high-ranking professional soldiers; (2) owners and managers of in-
dustries engaged in military supply at the prime contractor, the supplier, and the
subcontractor levels; (3) high-level government officials whose careers are tied to
military expenditures; (4) legislators whose districts or constituents benefit direct-
ly from defense procurement; and (5) universities, study groups, think tanks, and
academicians whose work is directly related to the military, or whose income is
directly subsidized by military funding. Besides this relatively small elite of
power-wielders, theorists hold that a broad spectrum of American society is
directly related to, or influenced by, the military-industrial complex. This would
include war veterans' groups, ROTC organizations, defense-related workers and
their unions, etc.

Since 1956, the definition of the military-industrial complex has been expand-
ed and refined by a host of political scientists, sociologists, quasi-economists, and
other theorists to reflect their individual causes or ideologies. These varied at-
tempts to characterize the military-industrial complex and its functions have
distorted its image to the point that defense industry (which is only one compo-
nent of the MIC) has been exposed to the brunt of criticism by the public.

A distinction must be made in regard to the use of the terms "defense
industry" and "military-industrial complex." As noted at the outset, the broad
definition of the military-industrial complex does include defense industry as one
of its main components; however, the two terms are not synonymous.
Nonetheless, they do refer to one single activity-the production and acquisition

: '.

1. Steven Rosen, Testing the Theory of the Military-Industrial Complex (Lexington, Mass.: D. C.
Heath & Co., 1973), p. 2.

Maureen P. Sullivan is a Senior Research Associate with Edward M. Kaitz & Associates,
Washington, D.C., a small economic research firm. She is responsible for economic and financial
research and analysis of defense industrial base issues. Ms. Sullivan holds a B.A. degree from the
University of New Hampshire and a master of science in foreign service from Georgetown University.
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of major weapon systems. The term "acquisition" is frequently used "to
distinguish major weapon systems procurements from the more run-of-the-mill
variety such as food, fuel, clothing, and medicine. Unlike repetitive procurement
of off-the-shelf items or commercial-type supplies, major weapon systems usually
involve complex technologies, heavy costs, extended development, and relatively
limited production quantities." 2

Thus when theorists speak of the military-industrial complex, they are often
referring to defense industry businesses and the acquisition process, unless they
distinctly specify the other components-the government and the military.

Historical Survey

There have always been "elites" made up of industrial, governmental, and
military leaders, but their interaction, until recently, has not been perceived as a
deliberate conspiracy to strengthen their economic and political power. Before
World War II, defense industries (non-government, privately-owned companies)
were virtually non-existent. Government arsenals were the major producers and
suppliers of military ordnance and equipment. With the exception of major war-
time periods such as the Civil War, the Spanish-American War, and World Wars
I and II, the demand for defense-related equipment was minimal.

The reason for this was that, throughout much of its early history, the United
States was considered to be virtually invulnerable to outside attack. It was
thought neither necessary nor practical for the country to support a large military
force. Congress, in June 1784, substantiated this point of view when it passed a
resolution stating that "standing armies in the time of peace are inconsistent with
the principles of republican governments, dangerous to the liberties of a free peo-
ple, and generally converted into destructive engines for establishing despotism."

The main functions of the small armed forces in the late 18th and early 19th
centuries were to protect the nation against invasion by European armies, and to
protect American merchant ships from seizure by European vessels. In the mid-
19th century, U.S. military policy shifted. The attention of the armed forces was
refocused on the defense of the frontier settlements against the Indians (and occa-
sionally the Mexicans) and on promoting national development. The Navy was
performing similar duties by protecting U.S. merchant ships in non-European
waters.

3

Toward the end of the 19th century, policy shifted once more in response toIi

2. Major James B. Lincoln, "Trends in the Weapons Acquisition Process," Military Review,
August 1971, p. 42.

3. Samuel P. Huntington, "Military Capabilities and American Foreign Policy," The Annals,
March 1973, p. 2.
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European expansionism overseas, and the U.S. quest for its manifest destiny. A
battle fleet was designed and created with the capability to mobilize and protect a
major military force abroad.' This strategy was executed during World War I and
remained in effect during the early 1920s while America pushed for a democratic,
free world. By the 1930s, the United States, primarily because of its inability to
promote global democracy, the failure of the League of Nations, and the onset of
the depression, became pacifistic and isolationistic, which was reflected in its
defense-oriented military policy

Role of Business-Pre- World War II

During the pre-World War II years, American businesses directed their pro-
ductive capabilities almost exclusively to civilian markets. Only in times of
armed conflict did commercial industries mobilize and convert their production
to war materiel. When the conflicts ended, the industries would return to their
prewar production patterns. These industries were generally able to convert easi-
ly between peacetime needs and wartime needs, because innovations in weaponry
were dependent upon civilian technology, meaning there was little specialized
tooling required for mobilization. For example, musket manufacturers could pro-
duce more muskets as weapons; powder manufacturers who made blasting
powder for building purposes, such as the expansion of the railroad in the West,
were able to produce gunpowder for Civil War armaments; wagon manufac-
turers and, later, automobile manufacturers could produce gun wagons, armored
trucks, and tanks with little difficulty.

The comparatively simple technology of pre-World War II weapon systems,
then, made it possible for American economy to shift relatively easily between
war and peace. The government arsenals were able to supply the military with ar-
maments as the need arose with only the occasional assistance of civilian in-
dustries. With two exceptions, there were no true defense-related industries; ex-
ceptions were the shipbuilding and the airplane industries.

Shipbuilding and Aircraft

The U.S. Navy, from its inception in 1775, depended upon both government-
owned and privately owned shipyards for its vessels. Since the time of the
Revolutionary War, many private shipyards have been engaged in the produc-
tion of both naval and commercial vessels. It is therefore accurate to say that
there was an industry outside the government arsenals working to provide
weapons to a branch of the armed forces. In fact, as the design for naval ships

4. Ibid.
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(and later submarines) grew increasingly sophisticated, a truly specialized defense
industry emerged that included a subcontractor base supplying armored steel
plating, gunnery equipment, torpedoes, and the like.

The U.S. Air Force and the aircraft industry had a slightly different history.
Aircraft were introduced as military weapons by the United States and its allies in
Europe during World War I. Planes were used primarily for bomber-
reconnaissance missions. After World War I, the Army Air Corps was given a
diminished role, principally the protection of the American coastline from enemy
surface fleets. The wartime budget in 1918 of $500 million for aircraft production
was reduced to less than $33 million by 1922. 5

By 1920, most of the wartime aircraft industry was dismantled. The Army Ar
Corps during the next two decades depended mainly upon surplus planes and
engines to supply its needs. Although some aircraft design and development was
carried out by the Army and Navy at McCook Field, and the Philadelphia air-
craft factory, the major developments in aerodynamics, and all production of
military planes, on a contractual basis, as well as production of commercial
planes, was done by privately-owned companies.

The precision production standards and the specialized knowledge required to
manufacture aircraft signaled the emergence of a distinct industry. The fact that
private companies dominated the state-of-the-art meant that the military depend-
ed upon them to supply aircraft to the Air Corps. A close working relationship
developed between the military and the aircraft industry.

The invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1938 and the outbreak of war in Europe in
1939 demonstrated the strategic capability of aircraft and the necessity for an ade-
quate American Air Corps to match that of Germany. This recognition of the im-
portance of aircraft prompted the mobilization of industry (aircraft and others,
such as the auto industry) to mass produce the needed planes. After WW II, many
of the aircraft factories were dismantled, but the military services maintained
contracts with a number of aircraft manufacturers, much as it had with private
shipyards over the years. Thus emerged another specialized, defense-oriented
industry.

Role of Business--Post-World War I1

The beginning of World War II also marked the beginning of defense industry
as it is today. For the first time, extensive efforts were made to expand military
technology far beyond the levels of peacetime production. As hostilities grew

5. William Wagner, Reiiban Fleet and the Story of Consolidated Aircraft (Fallbrook, Calif.: Aero
Publishers. Inc., 1976), p. 69
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worldwide, it became evident that the nation(s) possessing the most effective
weapon systems would win the war. As a result of this and because science had
progressed to new thresholds of technology, rockets, radar, sophisticated elec-
tronic systclns, and the atomic bomb were developed and used. These weapons
and their systems were developed jointly by civilian and military personnel and
were manufactured by the mobilized wartime industries. For the first time, new
technology was co-developed by the military and civilian industries to produce
weapons. This was a departure from the historical pattern of taking existing
civilian technology and adapting it, under wartime conditions, to produce
weapons.

Innovations in weapon technology advanced the production of weapon
systems far beyond the capabilities of many civilian industries. As a result, even
though the U.S. economy reverted back to its peacetime patterns almost im-
mediately after World War II, some of the industries involved in making new
weapons remained defense-oriented; they had manufacturing knowledge, R&D
facilities, and infrastructure necessary to produce modern weapons. Another
change that followed World War II was the alteration of the weapons acquisition
process. As J. Ronald Fox pointed out in his book Arming America, the weapon
systems acquisition process, before and during World War II, was relatively un-
complicated. The methods used to produce such items as tanks, ships, guns, and
aircraft were based on standard methods of mass production. The classical
manufacturing cycle of planning, designing, tooling, producing, and distribuiing,
which served the industry well before and during World War II, was made ob-
solete by the growing complexity of weapon technology.t Technology advances
in weapon system programs necessitated that firms and individuals involved in
defense work become increasingly specialized.

This specialization has rendered the development and production of modern
weapon systems beyond the capabilities of the military working alone. The
military has found it essential to depend upcn defense industry for ordnance and
equipment. In turn, some defense industries have grown to depend on military
contracts to remain in business; others have found it profitable to use DOD con-
tracts to expand their businesses and develop new technology.

Effect of the Cold War

The establishment of a group of industries primarily producing military
equipment was the result not only of the advancements made in weapon

6. 1. Ronald Fox. Arming America (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1974), p. 12.
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technology during World War II, but also the events of the immediate postwar
years.

To U.S. leaders, the greatest threat to international order after World War II
was the political and economic chaos of Western Europe. They feared that the
Soviet Union would take advantage of these conditions and strengthen its hold on
Europe. The threat of a Communist-dominated Europe after years of fascist
dominance was abhorrent to Western leaders. The takeover of occupied lands in
Eastern and Central Europe by the Soviets under allied agreement (the Yalta Con-
ference), and then Soviet intervention in the free-election process preventing the
establishment of self-government in those nations verified the West's fears that
the Soviets intended to establish hegemony in Europe.

This threat seemed to be economic in origin. To counter it, the
West-primarily the United States-applied economic remedies. Europe had
been devastated by the war and its recovery was slow and arduous; no one coun-
try was financially strong enough to lift itself out of the economic morass in
which it found itself. Even Great Britain, which had been giving economic and
military assistance to Greece and Turkey after World War II, was reduced to
bankruptcy in 1947 by the combination of one of the worst winters in history and
the cumulative economic consequences of the war. 7 In 1948, the United States,
perceiving a Soviet threat to the faltering governments of France, Italy, Iran,
Turkey, and Greece, created and implemented the Marshall Plan. This was an
economic program geared to aid Europe's postwar recovery. To aid Europe
militarily, a mutual defense alliance was agreed to in 1949 by the United States
and its European allies; this was the beginning of the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO). Soon, owing greatly to U.S. assistance, the political,
economic, and military recovery of Europe, including West Germany, was well
underway.

On the military side, President Harry S. Truman's administration concluded
that the United States "was confronted with a multidimensional Soviet threat
aimed at nothing less than Western civilization. The only apparent remedy to
Soviet power was struggle and confrontation because all they (the Soviets)
understood was force."- It was therefore imperative, in the administration's view,
that the United States maintain its military strength in order to deter Soviet ag-
gression. "The manipulation of the threat of war had to become the most impor-
tant facet of diplomacy when dealing with the Soviets."9

7. James A. Nathan and James K. Oliver, United States Foreign Policy and World Order (Boston:
Little, Brown and Company, 1976), p. 75.

a. Ibid.
9. Ibid.
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Unfortunately, the public and the Congress, in the immediate postwar years,
were more concerned with domestic recovery and a return to normalcy than with
building up or even maintaining a strong defense establishment. Their perception
of the Soviet threat was at odds with that of the Truman administration. There
was public opposition to the continuation of the draft, to universal manpower
training, and to increases in the defense budget. Gradually, this would change.
The Berlin Blockade, the fall of China to the Communists, the first successful
Soviet atomic bomb, and the beginning of the Korean War served to confirm the
necessity of the increasingly military definition of America's global role. The
Congress and the public were finally convinced of the Soviet threat.

Increases in the defense budget were approved in 1950. The U.S. role in Korea
was supported. The Cold War was a reality. It was a time of constant
preparedness. The security of the United States, the most basic of foreign policy
objectives, was to be found in the maintenance of international peace and stabili-
ty. Any disturbance of the established world order and any subjugation of free

peoples "by armed minorities or outside pressures" would have to be dealt with
by the United States. 1°

The prolonged state of international tensions that resulted from the positions
taken by the United States and the Soviet Union during the Cold War was and
has been characterized by high levels of military expenditures by both super-

powers. The sophistication and complexity of modern weapon technology
assures that present and future weapons will be globa, in reach and capable of un-
precedented destructiveness and almost instant delivery. "A nation under major
attack no longer has the time to mobilize its [industries], to convert its peacetime
businesses to wartime production, and to update its technology. Its potential
retaliatory time has been cut to hours and even minutes. " 1 I To meet the necessary
level of preparedness for a "come-as-you-are" war, the United States has cleated
a large and permanent armaments' industry.

Thus, since World War II, in reEponse to the perceived Communist threat and
to the abiding necessities of the Cold War, an industry and its subsequent subsets
geared towards providing the military with weapon systems has developed-the
so-called military-industrial complex.

The Theories

The groundwork for the military-industrial complex theory was laid by
C. Wright Mills. Subsequent theorists have used his concept to explain the

10. Ibid.
11. Ibid.
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growth of defense industry and its suspected machinations in the years following

World War II. The theory has been employed to explain the high cost of defense,
the longevity of the Cold War, and the "perverted priorities of the Federal
Budget." 12

Mills wrote of the power elite as being an ever-present clique of power holders
at the pinnacles of politics, industry, and the military. He depicted these influen-
tial men and women as a natural phenomenon of the evolution of American
society. He saw reflected in them the same decreased emphasis on intellectual
achievement and moral values that, in his view, characterized American society
as a whole. Mills thus took a philosophical approach to explaining the emergence
of the military -industrial complex.

The school of thought that has followed from Mills' work has contended that
the military-industrial complex is a direct result of the change in military strategy
and the resultant increase in demand for military equipment over the past 25
years. The MIC is a rationalization of "high levels of military spending with an
ideology of international conflict, mainly the ideology of the Cold War."',- And,
it is contended those who manage the MIC-top echelons of politics, govern-
ment, and defense industry-conspire to continue the arms race, the obsolescence
of technology, and the increase in federal funds for defense work in order to
perpetuate the acquired power and to profit from the public's perceived need of a
large defense base.

Several groups of theorists have emerged from this school of thought. One
group sees the MIC as a "self-conscious conspiracy acting * ts own main in-
terests." Others describe the MIC as a "coalition of special interests who wrongly
believe themselves [to be] acting in the broader or national interests."14

Adversaries of the MIC

One widely quoted opponent of the military-industrial complex is Sidney
Melman. In several books, including The Permanent War Economy and Our
Depleted Society, he has asserted that American capitalism since World War II
has featured the growth of a war economy. Economic planners, he says, have
been unable to foresee or identify the economic qualities and consequences of a
permanent war economy because they believed in the fallacy that military spend-
ing brings prosperity. In addition, he thinks, these economic planners have relied
upon the premise that a war economy is equivalent to full employment. Melman

12. Jacob K. Javits et al., The Defense Sector...fthe American Economy (New York New York
University Press, 1968), p. 22.

13. Rosen, p. 1.
14. Ibid, p. 3.
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insists that lowered U.S. industrial efficiency and the severe inflation of the 1970s
are results of government-based managers having superseded private American
firms in control over capital. As a result of the war economy, the economy as a
whole has become stagnated; military-based policies incur large budgets and ma-
jor manpower and material resources. The result of this concentrated military
spending and the use of limited resources is that non-military industries have been
depleted to the point that they are non-productive and non-competitive.

Sidney Lens is another adversary of the military-industrial complex. He wrote
a definitive work, The Military-Industrial Complex, that described the makeup of
the MIC, its origins, and purposes. He contends that there has always been some
form of a MIC, even before World War II; that the MIC gained public recognition
and power after World War II because of the rise of communism; and that the
Pentagon and its military programs were the primary defense against com-
munism. Although this is the accepted version of the rise of the military-
industrial complex, Lens says there was a hidden motive for the close cooperation
between military, industry, university, and labor hierarchies. He says that the
role of American defense was to be the missionary of capitalism and democracy;
that global imperialism was the key; and that the Soviets threatened to curtail
American free enterprise by closing overseas markets. "To guarantee markets and
supplies a new strategy was needed, economic, political, and military, to make
the American system a world system."'s The existing military-industrial complex
was the means used to establish the American system worldwide, and to secure
those markets and resources.

Several other explanations of the military-industrial complex have received
considerable attention. One group of theorists says that the MIC promotes un-
necessary arms buildups, arms profiteering, militarism, and war through its
manipulation of the supply and demand of military weapons. Others, more
moderate in their condemnation, contend that the arms race is furthered by a
contrived international conflict, particularly between the superpowers, and by a
heightened "cycle of mutual fear between those states."16 Members of the MIC are
portrayed as self-aggrandizers who use the devised external threat of Communist

expansion for their own interests, i.e., the entrenchment of their econQmic and
political power.

To these thinkers, man, of them economists, the military-industrial complex
is the absolute function of capitalism. They predict that large defense budgets will
continue in spite of any decrease in defense needs. "Modern capitalism requires
high levels of government spending to maintain an adequate level of aggregate

15. Ibid.
16. Sidney Lens, The Military-Industrial Complex (Philadelphia: Pilgrim Press, 1970), p. 23.
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demand."' ," These economists believe that military spending has become the cor-
nerstone of the U.S. capitalist economy; that large cuts in the defense budget
would drastically alter the very fabric of the economy and would depose the most
powerful interests in the defense and political systems, an idea abhorrent to those
in power. It is further maintained by these economists that it would be almost im-
possible to shift monies from defense to social programs (where they claim there
is a critical need) because defense programs are perceived to be imminently more
profitable and more productive.

The foregoing views are at odds with the opinions of the defenders of the
military-industrial complex, i.e., defenders of defense spending. These
economists, and political and military thinkers, do not perceive the MIC as a
giant conspiracy -quite the contrary. It is pointed out that the Department of
Defense budget, in real dollars, has dwindled since the mid-1950s-the height of
the Cold War. Where defense once took a very large share of real growth from FY
1950 to FY 1961, it has taken virtually none from FY 1961 to the present. Defense
shares of the GNP, labor force, and federal budget are at the 1951 level. Defense
shares of total public spending and employment have fallen below the levels of
World War 11.16

In 1968, at the peak of the Vietnam conflict, procurement outlays equaled $44
billion. In 1976, procurement outlays were $17 billion (real dollars), the lowest
since World War 11.1" The figures are used to prove wrong those who claim there
is a conspiracy to maintain high levels of defense spending. The reduction in
defense dollars has led to a reduction in the production of weapon plat-
forms-tanks, ships, aircraft, missiles, etc.

In turn, say the proponents of defense, the defense companies have suffered a
multitude of financial troubles. Prime contractors have been hurt the most. They
have incurred heavy debts; they have lost from underutilized plants and equip-
ment, and have not been able to reinvest money into capital equipment. The
second-tier industries have had similar problems, including some bankruptcies.
Even those companies not totally dependent on military contracts have lost
money. Claims of excess profits have been fallacious; few defense companies
have earned profits higher than commercial corporations.2 0

As a result, many people point out that there is in the U.S. economy no
military-industrial complex that exists as a coherent entity as claimed by

17. Rosen, p. 7.
18. Ibid.
19. U.S., Department of Defense (Comptroller), The Economics of Defense Spending. A Look at

the Realities, July 1972, p. 33.
20. Jacques S, Gansler. "The Nation Effectively Achieves Its Objectives," Defense Management

Journal, March-April 1979, p. 8.
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Melman, Lens, et al. Since the industrial base, upon which the military has come
to exist, has been allowed to deteriorate, there must be little commonality of in-
terest between the military, government, and industry.21

Furthermore, the very acquisition process as regulated by the Department of
Defense has produced an adversary relationship between DOD and the industry
that serves it. Legislation, regulation, and institutional practices often result in
conditions of extreme confrontation.22 This is not a relationship that would exist
between co-conspirators.

Summary

The numerous studies that have been done on the military-industrial complex
have been as diverse in their definitions of the MIC as they have been in their con-
clusions. Some studies have viewed the military-industrial complex as a
dangerous conspiracy; as having the potential to wreak havoc with the economy
and the U.S. political system; as being able to produce "Dr. Strangeloves," or
worse.

Few studies recognize that there is a legitimate need for a diverse defense in-
dustry, or that current U.S. defense policy, based on a just perception of the
Soviet threat and the availability of technologically complex weapon systems,
dictates a need for an adequate defense industry. Nor do these studies recognize
that the size of the industry is determined by the demand for weapons, based
upon the prevailing doctrine. There are, of course, problems when the develop-
ment and deployment of new technology in traditional mission areas has oc-
curred without questioning the future mission need or the long-run program af-
fordability.1' However, efforts are being made by the DOD to correct this problem.

As noted earlier, the term "military-industrial complex" is extremely im-
precise because of its reliance on a conspiracy theory, because of the simplistic
economic explanations based on self-interests, because of an inconsistent defini-
tion of its components, and because of an inability to determine quantitatively or
qualitatively the extent of its real power.

In general, the conflict surrounding the issue of the military-industrial com-
plex is the result of a subtle interplay of interests and perceptions. To get a clearer
understanding of why there is a military-industrial complex, it is necessary to
trace its origins, as it has been attempted here.

21. Department of Defense, Economics of Defense Spending, chapter 20.
22. Gansfer, p. 9.
23. Ibid p. 1O.
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Programs as a 140

Managerial Activity
Dr, Harlan D. Mills

It is standard business practice for managers to measure the quantity and
quality of their organization's production. But this practice does not apply well in
the area of programming, where the work has been looked upon as a mysterious,
ad hoc process with results more visible in execution than in the processs itself. As
technical foundations emerge and programming becomes manageable, however,
this condition should change.

Programming began about 30 years ago and has seen a succession of increas-
ingly sophisticated machines. Initially, machine operations were simple and se-
quential, related to a single set of data storage elements. Since then, we have gone
through three major generations of increasingly sophisticated hardware.

There are new complexities in concurrent data-processing operations, which
involve several processors. For each processor, there are many channels,
themselves special processors, which operate from the same memories as do the
main central processing units.

Extensive data storage and addressing techniques have been developed in
terms of based and indexed addressing in main storage, multiple register address-
ing for multiple high-speed processing, and in a variety of mass storage and I/O
units, each having a peculiar data storage and transfer linkage with the main
storage.

These changes in hardware architecture have had the effect of keeping the
programming state-of-the-art "off balance," making obsolete much of the
knowledge of earlier machine generations (e.g., IBSYS in the 7094, insofar as the
360 is concerned) and keeping programming the mysterious, black art that it
often seems to be today.

New Stabilities in Hardware and Programming Languages

As painful as hardware development has been in terms of software adaptation
and programming state-of-the-art, that hardware development has produced
spectacular results in terms of processing and storage capabilities. Machines can
now process and store several orders of magnitude more data for the same cost
than could be done at the beginning of computing. Hardware has proliferated
complexity in the software, but this very economy in hardware has also made
certain simplifications in software development possible, by allowing the hard-

Dr. Harlan D. Mills is an IBM Fellow and Director of Software Engineering Development for
IBM's Federal Systems Division. He is noted for his work in developing technical and management
foundations for orderly and disciplined software procedures and applications. Dr. Mills holds B.S.
and M.S. degrees, and a Ph.D. degree in mathematics from Iowa State University. He was named an
Honorary Fellow of Wesleyan University in 1962,
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ware to be used in less efficient modes. For example, high-level languages such as
Fortran or PL/1 are possible and practical in today's machines, where they would
not have been reasonable for the efficiencies required of the early machines.
Machines today can be used to help supervise their own activities and the ac-
tivities of programmers. This would not have been possible in the early days of
computing when machines were too scarce and expensive a resource to be used in
this way.

These economic and technical influences are converging into a new mode of
operation in which the baseline for programming and software development is a
'virtual machine" composed of hardware, software, and sometimes firmware,
i.e., microprogramming. As a result, the software management problem has a
more stable platform from which to develop. This platform includes languages
such as PL/1, Fortran, and Jovial, in which it is practical to carry out the main
sections of large programming systems, and in which the idiosyncracies of
various machines are largely hidden by automatic and practically error-free
translation from high-level language to machine language.

This stable platform introduces a possibility for managing programming and
developing large programming systems that has not existed before. Until now, it
has not been useful for managers to learn to read programs written in certain
machine codes, because this knowledge would be rendered obsolete by the next
project, when a new machine architecture would be implemented. But the stabil-
ity of the present software platform, which allows programming language levels
above individual machines, makes program reading a valuable skill for
managers. The skill is worth acquiring and in fact, is necessary for the effective
development of large programming systems, and the evaluation of programmers
in development projects.

This Opportunity for Program Reading

Programs are imperative statements to machines that allow them to ac-
complish the objectives set forth by the machine's users. These imperative
statements are phrased in programming languages, and their authorship is called

* '"programming." But, as with any language, it is usually easier to learn to read a
programming language than to write it. At the same time, there is much to be

* rgained from reading such language. It therefore seems that the time has come for
managers to begin to read programs in a systematic way, even though the writing
of such programs is not now, nor will it ever be, part of their responsibility. The
advent of structured programming has made the reading of programs easier than
over before. Structured programming permits the reader to enjoy a special
privilege in his reading; namely, that of reading in a sequential, systematic way,
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as in ordinary English text, in order to follow the imperative requirements laid
down by the program. Non-structured programs are not written in sequence and
therefore require the reader to keep mental track of many contingencies at which
branches might be taken and special or different conditions handled. Structured
programming forces the writer of a program to organize the statements so that
they can be read sequentially.

The main beneficiary of this discipline is the programmer himself. Quite
often, a programmer writing an unstructured program will have in mind some
pattern of operation which allows him to jump back and forth in an efficient way.
But just as often, that jumping back and forth serves merely to confuse the
original programmer, resulting in program errors that may go as far as system in-
tegration or into user operation before being detected. Structured programming
eliminates this problem, while at the same time allowing someone unfamiliar with
the program to read and evaluate it.

Programming Performance

With the wholesale reading of programs by managers, we can expect other
anomalies of programming to be resolved. It is curious that, in programming, the
typical programmer never expects anyone else to read his program. He will be
judged by its execution, and judged in highly superficial ways, at that. When
machines do a million multiplies a second, a factor of 10 in inefficiency is not
even detectable unless it occurs in a well-worn set of problems done for com-
parison by other people. Similarly, the use of core is difficult to judge unless there
are well-worn standards of comparison around. We know from experience and
spot sampling that programs can be very inefficient in both through-put and core,

and we also know that program logic can be tortured, difficult to maintain, and
practically impossible to build upon or extend. And yet, programs with such
gross deficiencies successfully pass "the inspection of execution" every day. It is
small wonder that programmers have psychological problems at times, because
they are deprived of a very human need in their work-the need to be appreciated
and commended for work well done. So long as no one reads their code, and so
long as everyone concerned knows that the inspection of execution is so gross a
measurement tool there is not a great deal of incentive for or reward in doing an
exceptional job.

Programming is less than 30 years old and, as a management activity, is less
than 20 years old. Yet, it has already grown some sacred cows. For example,
some programmers see the reading of code as a sign of mistrust, or consider the
judgment of code by anything other than the gross inspection of execution as an
impertinence of management. But these sacred cows have arisen easily and can be
disposed of easily as well. Experience has shown that when code is read in-
telligently by managers, the programmers become much more motivated and
proud of their work in a way not possible otherwise.
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The Psychology of Precision

The reading of programs by managers will also introduce a new level of preci-
sion in programming, a precision made possible, but not inevitable, by new
technical developments in programming. Structured programming and results in
program correctness give programmers a technical foundation for writing nearly
error-free code; however, this potential will not be realized without a
psychological transformation as well.

We go back to the problem of a comparatively young activity groping its way
into a systematic process, moving from a frustrating trial-and-error, highly
"creative" activity in which cleverness and complexity are attributes of pride, to a
systematic, engineering-like process in which the emphasis is on precision, logic,
and repeatability. This psychological transformation is not a process reserved for
a very few gifted individuals. It is a process we have seen begin to happen on a
broad scale from the most junior up to the most senior personnel.

The physchological transformation simply amounts to this. If a programmer
thinks that what is in his mind is essentially correct, but is subconsciously count-
ing on debugging runs to iron out small errors in logic, then he loses concentra-
tion here and in the entire process, leading to small errors that later torment him
and others in the debugging process. The critical matter is not simply for a pro-
grammer to be able to program correctly-he must know that he is able to pro-
gram correctly. It is his knowledge that he knows how to program correctly that
effects the psychological transformation and makes possible the concentration
necessary to write correct programs. When a programmer knows that what is in
h:.r head is correct, it becomes more important to him to get it on paper in exactly
that correct form, that he look up past data definitions to be sure they are precisely
compatible, that he examine every special case with more care to make sure they
treat the subject in exactly the right way. This psychology of precision applies to
the understanding of his logical capability, clear through to the development of
machine-readable material, however it is accomplished.

This difference between a programmer's being able to program correctly and
knowing that he can is a distinction that is available to a programmer only on
considerable education in questions of mathematics and logic. Such an education
allows him tc regard programming as a logical activity similar in form to a game
such as tic tac toe, and differing only in the degree of complexity, not in any in-
herent requirement which transcends his human capabilities.

Programmers with this kind of psychological transformation will be disap-
pointed indeed if their code is not read and if the reasoning that they formulate
for their code is not appreciated.

Program Documentation

The question of documentation has plagued programming management for a
long time. In the mathematical theory behind structured programming,
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documentation turns out to have a natural home. The documentation of a pro-
gram is synonymous with proof that it is correct. In fact, anything beyond that is
superfluous. This proof of correctness may be at several levels; at the user level,
the program language level, or even in some cases at the machine level. But the
"correctness" problem gives a rationale and basis for judgment on the relevance
and quality of documentation that we have not had before.

In the proofs of program correctness, documentation appears as an adjunct of
the program itself. It is easy to point to cases where documentation attempts to
replace the code. When this occurs, there is a danger that the code will be changed
without the documentation being changed, with the result that documentation
loses its currency. When programs are maintained in a visibly correct form, the
standards of correctness are, themselves, standards for maintaining documenta-
tion in a current and relevant form. J
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145 Correspondence

To the Editor:

Please extend our thanks to Dr. David N. Burt, Adjunct Professor of Acquisi-
tion Management at the Naval Postgraduate School, for his fine article, "Will
Four-Step Solve the Problem" published in your [Winter 1980] issue of the
Defense Systems Management Review.

Dr. Burt is promoting the use of four-step to help solve many of our basic ac-
quisition and contracting problems. We concur that the adoption of four-step by
DOD is a sign that the Federal Government is indeed serious about trying to im-
prove the acquisition of defense weapon systems. We would like to point out that
the Air Force Systems Command has taken some additional initiatives to also
help in the improvement of the acquisition process. Three examples follow:

a. The need for consulting with and obtaining industry feedback on the state-
ment of work is being effectively accomplished by our use of a draft request for
proposal (DRFP). This technique involves furnishing to industry a draft of the in-
tended solicitation for their review and response. This technique also helps in
overcoming a problem covered in the article-that of insufficient proposal
preparation time. We strive to release the draft RFP at the same time we seek
negotiation authority, which is normally at least 60 days ahead of the formal RFP
release.

b. We are continuing our support for the non-disclosure of numerical weights
in source selection. There is already too much leading of the offeror in proposing.
Even Dr. Burt suggests in his article that there is a need for less mathematical
equations of numerical assessments in proposal evaluation. The tendency to force
a selection by such disciplined measures dilutes the customer's need to be free to
pick the best possible source.

c. Finally, as to past performance not being used as a motivator, Systems
Command researched, tested, developed, and is now using past performance as a
source selection criterion on all competitive acquisitions. On 1 November 1979,
-lfinitive policy was issued which specifically requires the use of past perform-
ance as a selection criterion first or at least equal to all other criteria in
importance,

Four-step can help solve pr6blems, but most of our acquisition problems will
only be solved by using all of the contracting techniques available plus a con-
siderable amount of personal and forceful management attention.

Anthony J. Deluca
Deputy Director

.* Systems and Support Contracts
DCS' Contracting and Manufacturing
Headquarters Air Force Systems Command -. S. OvER." Y PRINTING OFFICE 1980 0-628-88Q/2745
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